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How many 
manufacturers 
go NEC 
under cover? 
NEC, as the world's third largest ma- _tfacturer 
of semi -conductors, prcvides LSI anc hybr d 
oircaits fcr most iianufac tare`s. Our 
3roadcas- Equipment, h reflects the 
_Professional standards yo_ expect frcm NEC, 
employs _hips developed exclusively for 
our ovm use. Below are bat a few accom- 
plishments that reflect ou- dad cati:lr to 
-omorow s techniques: 

_EF --NEC s complete colo- encode- as ased i i the 
MINO serie_ of ENGrEFP carieras for long term 
stability an: negligible powe- consurrptioi. 

ENTER -NEC's 8- inputi 1 ; u -put iceo swücher 
with switching logic and widt band characte -sties 
oerrr itt rig - channels of dig0 =a asdic multip exec 
with vice-o. The hear- of the NEC TKA -105 RDuting 
3witcher. 

RIGHT -NEC's 16K Tiosfe- -3m for i gh -sceed 
application= in NEC FS -15 Fr3rne Synchrcrizer 
and DVE ^ Sys ems. 

NEB 
Nippon _ edric Co., ltd. 
NECArrerisa, Inc. 
BrOajCa4 E.:ui rn nr Divisici 
130 Mart r Lare 
Elk Grove V1 are, Illinois 0007 
Call Toll Free 800- 323 -6656 

In II Weis cal 312- 643- -:a73_. 24 hours a dar. 
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INPUT SELECTORS 

POWER ON /OFF 

VIDEO BY PASS 

VIEW FINDER RETURN 
OR EXTERNAL VIDEO 

PORTABLE 
AS A SUITCASE 

SPECIAL EFFECT 

DISSOLVE SWITCH 
AUTOMATIC PHASE CONTROL 

BATTERY CHECK 

RECORD 
STOP 
PLAY 

PAINTING CONTROLS 
PEDASTEL 
IRIS 
GAIN 

1111 1100101001 
RA 

$ 

map 
Q 

INTERCOM 
FOR PRODUCER 

GEN LOCK 

SUPER IMPOSE SWITCH 

MONITOR SELECT SWITCHES 

INTERCOM TALK 
FOR ENGINEER 

VTR 

Camera Control Module for TK -76, HL -77, BVP -300. 
Portable Production System Works on Battery or 120 -Volt AC Line! 

Automatic Phase 
Control. No need 
to adjust controls 
on individual sync 
phase and sub -carrier 
phase for each 
camera. Simply plug 
four cameras into 
the switcher and 
the automatic phase 
control does the 
adjustments for you. 

Compatible with any camera. Custom- 
izes to your equipment. Connects to 
VTR. The Asaca ASW -100 portable 
switcher is designed for ENG and EFP 
cameras, including Asaca -200. Small and 
light with features ideal for field produc- 
tion. 

Operates on battery pack, 12 -volt vehi- 
cle battery, or 120 -volt AC line. With the 
latter two, the switcher can accommodate 
multiple cameras with VTR. Full operations 
remote controls optional. Designed for use 
with Asaca -2000 camera. Non -Asaca 
cameras containing internal gen lock cir- 
cuitry use black burst output, providing for 
each camera position. Painting control per- 
mits control of color, iris and pedastel of TK 
76, HL 77 and Asaca -2000. 

The ASW -100 includes a "sync" genera- 
tor. Internal gen lock circuit permits VTR 
signals as a fourth input for editing or pro- 
gram modifications. Switcher is vertical 

interval and processes composite video 
signal. Mixer -fader is included, capable of 
special effects. 

Optional monitoring with AMB -10C moni- 
tor. Provides three or four B & W source 
monitors and wave form monitor for use 
with external color line monitor. 

Here's a full production system capab e 
of expanding your mobile operation whi e 
maintaining full broadcast quality. 

Contact us for a free demonstration. 

ASACA CORPORATION OF AMERICA' 
1289 Rand Road. Des Plaines. I I. 600'6 
Phone (312) 298 -4380 

ASACA CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
155 B San Lazaro Avenue 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 
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THE COVER this month shows the 
ENG helicopter of KBTV. Chanel 9, 

Denver. CO. in operation. The sta- 
tion's "Eye in the Sky" facility has 
greatly expanded KBTV's live coverage 
of breaking news and traffic tie -ups. 

The inset photo is an aerial view of 
the pilons atop the Hancock Tower in 

Chicago. with Lake Michigan's shore- 
line in the background. To each pilon 
is attached a WMAQ -TV radome 
shielding Nurad SUPERQUAD dual - 
band (2GHz and 7GHz) antennas for 
WMAO's ENG operations. (This pic- 
ture was taken by Fred Rodey. 
WMAQ's manager of engineering. 
from the station's ENG helicopter and 
was provided courtesy of Nurad.) 

The ENG Emphasis in this issue 
begins on page 20 and includes the 
stories behind WMAQ's and KBTV's 
ENG operations portrayed on the 
cover plus notes on how other 
stations are gearing up with improved 
electronic news gathering facilities 
and for more dramatic. live news 
coverage. 

FEBRUARY, 1980 

Studio designs: radio & TV 
Teletext update: US and abroad 

MARCH, 1980 
Pre -NAB Convention special 
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HITACHI SK-90 
Outside the studio, the remarkable Hitachi SK -90 
does it all. For EFP, it sports a studio style 5" 
viewfinder. All key functions can be controlled 
with your choice of Remote Operating Unit (ROU) 
or Digital Command Unit (DCU). For ENG, slip 
off the SK -90's studio viewfinder, slip on the 
1.5" viewfinder and shoulder mount. Your 
SK -90 is now a compact, lightweight self -con- 
tained portable! 

ENG with EFP image quality. And EFP with 
total remote control. SK -90 has the field covered! 

Hitachi... 
Tomorrow's 
technology 
today 
7 Regional Centers for 24 -Hour 
Parts and Field Service 

New York 1516) 921 -7200 
Chicago (312) 344 -4020 
Los Angeles (213) 328 -2110 
Atlanta (404) 451 -9453 
Dallas (214) 233 -7623 
Denver (303) 344 -3156 
Seattle (206) 575 -1680 

4:3 HITACHI 
Hitachi Denshi America.Ltd. 
175 Crossways Park West 
Woodbury, New York 11797 
Circle (5) on Reply Card 
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THE 
NETWORKS' 

CHOICE. 
(AND EVERYONE ELSE'S.) 

At Camera Mart, we've been a leading equipment 
supplier to broadcasters and producers for years. We're no 
strangers to the 'instant' needs, unexpected calls, tough 
standards and difficult operating conditions that are often 
S.O.P. in this rough- and -tumble business. But you prob- 
ably know that...at least, when it comes to film. 

What you may not know is, for the past few years, 
we've been quietly doing the same in video! Testing and 
selecting the leading equipment for performance and 
reliability. And offering a wide selection of production and 
post -production components and packages -on rental, 
lease and purchase plans with our customary flexibility. 

But don't take our word for it: talk to our customers. 
You'll see why so many people the industry depends on, 
depend on us. 

Camera Mart 
THE CAMERA MART, INC. 

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 
(212) 757-6977/Telex: 1-2078 

Sales Service Rental 

Circle (6) on Reply Card 
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Editorial, advertising and circulation corre- 
spondence should be addressed to P.O. 
Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212 (a 

suburb of Kansas City, MO); (913) 888- 
4664. 

EDITORIAL 
Bill Rhodes, Editorial Director 
John Wiliszowksi, Video Editor 
Joan Jackson, Associate Editor 
JoAnn Vella, Editorial Assistant 
Mary Thornbrugh, Editorial Assistant 
Pat Blanton, Directory Editor 

ART 
Dudley Rose, Art Director 
Joy Viscek, Graphic Designer 

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS 
Howard T. Head, FCC Rules 
Harold L. Kassens, FCC Rules 
Carl Babcoke, Technical 
Donald L. Markley, Facilities 
Art Schneider, A.C.E., Post -production 

CORRESPONDING ASSOCIATIONS 
American Society of TV Cameramen 
Association for Broadcast 
Engineering Standards 
National Association of Broadcasters 
National Radio Broadcasters Assn. 

CIRCULATION 
John C. Arnst, Director 
Evelyn Rogers. Manager 

ADMINISTRATION 
George H. Seferovich, President 
George Laughead, Publisher 

ADVERTISING 
Cameron Bishop, Marketing Director 
Pam Morris, Production Manager 

Regional advertising sales offices listed 
near the Advertiser's Index. 

S.ABP 

VBPA 

Member, 
American Business Press 

Member, 
Business Publications 
Audit of Circulation 

BROADCAST ENGINEERING (USPS 338- 
130) is published monthly by Intertec 
Publishing Corporation, 9221 Quivira Road, 
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212. 
Postmaster, return from 3579 to the above 
address. 

BROADCAST ENGINEERING is edited for 
corporate management, engineers /tech- 
nicians and other station management 
personnel at commercial and educational 
radio and TV stations, teleproduction 
studios, recording studios, CATV and CCTV 
facilities, and government agencies. Quali- 
fied persons also include consulting engi- 
neers and dealer /distributors of broadcast 
equipment. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS: BROADCAST ENGI- 
NEERING is mailed free to qualified 
persons in occupations described above. 
Non -qualified persons may subscribe at the 
following rates: U.S., one year, $20; all 
other countries, one year, $26. Back Issue 
rates, $5, except for the September Buyers' 
Guide issue, which is $15. Rates include 
postage. Adjustments necessitated by sub- 
scription termination at single copy rate. 
Allow 6 -8 weeks for new subscriptions or 
for change of address. Controlled circula- 
tion postage paid at Kansas City, MO. 

I INTERTEC PUBLISHING CORP. 
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DEFLECTION LESS 

VISUAL WHIPLASH. 
The Hydro -Ped is the ultimate 

camera support, designed to 
replace the conventional tripod 
and correct the backlash 
problem inherent in its design. 

Backlash often occurs at the 
end of a pan when the legs of 
the tripod tend to "unwind" 
slightly, jerking the camera the 
other direction. This backlash 
creates an image deflection 
subjecting audiences to a visual 
whiplash. The use of a telephoto 
lens will tremendously 
accelerate this problem. 

LIGHTHOUSE 
EXPERIMENT. 

An early experiment to 
solve the backlash problem 
included the filming of 
a lighthouse 

O'Connor Hydro -Ped. 
Computer- designed for 

maximum rigidity during 
panning and tilting. 

the Hydro -Ped is 
four times as rigid as 

a conventional 
tripod which 

hinges at the top 
of its legs. The 
Hydro -Ped hinges 
near the ground 

and has short 
legs which lock 
hydraulically in 
both directions. 

This design 
not only eliminates 

deflection, but also 
enables it to be 
used in the toughest 

terrain and 
tightest 
places. 

SAVES 
LOTS OF 

PRIME 
TIME. 

through a 
telephoto lens from a 

mile away using a fluid head and 
a conventional tripod.The deflec- 
tion of the image due to tripod 
backlash was 32 inches on a ten 
foot screen. 

The Hydro -Ped was later put 
to the same test and the 
image proved to be virtually 
deflectionless. 

SOLID AS A ROCK. 
In torsion and bending, 

When 
minutes 
really count, the 
Hydro -Ped takes 
only seconds to 
position, level and lock. 

To adjust camera height, the 
center column lifts 30 inches 
vertically with hydraulic assist- 
ance for the heavy camera. 

BUILT TO TRAVEL, 
The Hydro -Ped is made of _i 

sturdy magnesium and alumi 
num construction weighing only 
29 lbs. It folds to 30 inches lc ng 
and 10 inches in diameter. A 
single centered handle with com- 
fortable 
grip makes 
it easy to 
carry. 

STUDIO PROVEN. 
Although the Hydro -Ped is 

not ordinarily used to replacE a 
studio pedestal, quick release 
wheels and casters are available 
and many enjoy its ease of us in 
the studio. 

FLUID HEADS, 
TRIPODS AND MORE. 

O'Connor makes the wo Id's 
finest line of innovative 
camera support equiprr ent. 

If you're interested in 
learning more, let us know 

what camera you have and we'll 
let you know what we can do to 
support it. 

AROI 
FLUID CAMERA HEADS 

O'Connor Engineering Labs., Inc., 100 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Phone (714) 979 -3993 TELEX 685 641 
O'Connor Engineering Ltd., 11 Rue des Moraines, 1227 Carouge, Geneva, Switzerland Phone (022) 42 79 38 TELEX 23 329 
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Some 
things are 
easily 
broken... 

...not 
the C090! 

The C090 miniature condenser 
microphone was designed by engi- 
neers who understand the "real 
world" requirements of a studio mi- 
crophone. They've included things 
like cable assemblies that can be 
easily and inexpensively replaced in 
the field. But the C090 has one fea- 
ture that no other manufacturer can 
offer - the Electro -Voice warranty. 

Electro -Voice backs up the C090 
with the only two -year unconditional 
warranty in the business.That means 
Electro -Voice will repair or replace 
your C090 when returned to Electro- 
Voice - no matter what caused 
the damage. 

Electro -Voice can offer that type of 
warranty because the C090 was 
designed to withstand the rigors of 
professional use. If your application 
demands a miniature condenser 
microphone that can take less -than- 
gentle treatment, the C090 is the 
one you should buy. 

Elecfrol/oice 
a quitott company 

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

Circle (8) on Reply Card 
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Subcarrier use for ENG 
The FCC (Docket 21323) is propos- 

ing the use of subcarriers in the TV 
aural baseband for the purposes of 
cuing and coordinating electronic 
news gathering crews. Technical 
standards for such transmission are 
also proposed. This action was 
initiated by a petition filed by 
Boston Broadcasters. Comments are 
due by January 7, replies by 
January 28. 

Channel for helicopters 
The Commission has amended its 

rules to make frequency 
123.025MHz available to helicopters 
for air -to -air communications to 
meet the needs of growing 'copter 
usage nationwide. The amendment 
assures greater safety and efficien- 
cy in helicopter operations, and may 
be significant for ENG. 

Revised standards and 
procedures 

The Commission has corrected 
and revised both its technical stan- 
dards and technical operating pro- 
cedures in the broadcast rules. 
Among the more significant 
changes, the FCC: 

Consolidated into one rule the 
procedures for obtaining a special 
field test authorization for all broad- 
cast services to conduct propagation 
studies, to assist in transmitter site 
selection, or to measure projected 
station coverage; 

Consolidated into a single rule the 
carrier frequency tolerances for 
AM, FM, TV and International 
Broadcast stations; 

Transferred tolerance standards 
for AM directional antenna systems 
from the rule on operating power 
limitations to a new separate rule 
clearly identifying its content; 

Consolidated into one rule the 
modulation level required for AM, 
FM, and TV aural transmissions; 

Added to the rule for AM direc- 
tional antenna sampling systems a 

January, 1980 

listing of specific information to be 
included in an informal request for 
approval of the sampling system. By 
obtaining approval of the sampling 
system, licensees are exempt from 
several inspection, logging and field 
measurement requirements; 

Restructured and reorganized the 
rules for determining the operating 
power of FM and TV stations for 
ease of use and understanding; and 

Deleted by use of cross references 
several rules covering international 
broadcast radio stations that con- 
tain regultions found elsewhere. 
(MCI v. FCC, 515 F. 2D 385; D.C. 
Circ. 1975.) 

1980 research funded 
The Commission has committed 

$1.2M of its $1.3M policy research 
budget for FY1980 to 25 policy 
research projects. This included 
$300,000 for AM channel spacing 
research and $225,000 for UHF 
comparability. Also approved were: 
electromagnetic propagation phe- 
nomena; low power TV; potential of 
spectrum band signaling; automatic 
transmitter identification system; re- 
mote control HF direction finding 
feasibility; TV translation coverage 
maps; structure and activities of 
Communications Satellite Corpora- 
tion and privacy and communica- 
tions security. 

In choosing studies for funding, 
the Commission stressed those in- 
volving effects of competition on the 
range and quality of commun- 
ications service, feasibility of alter- 
nate methods of spectrum manage- 
ment, assessment of alternatives to 
regulation and evaluating effective- 
ness of regulatory objectives. 

VTR noise figure clarified 
The FCC has clarified the applica- 

bility of its UHF TV noise figure 
standards by amending its rules to 
specify that videotape recorders 
may have a noise figure 4dB higher 
than that for other UHF devices. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CP*provides the best 
TV signal. 

Harris provides the best 
CP system. 

Harris' Cyclotran is the first 
complete TV broadcast sys- 
tem designed specifically for 
circular polarization. It's the 
most economical way to en- 
joy the benefits of CP without 
major expense for a new tower 
and transmitter building. 

The system includes Harris 
TV transmitters with power 
ratings up to 100 kilowatts; 
Harris CP antennas designed 

*Circular Polarization 

with low windloading specifi- 
cations or multiplexed to 
permit multi -channel opera- 
tions on the same tower; and 
Harris' 9100 Facilities Control, 
offering un- manned opera- 
tion. Cyclotran improves pic- 
ture quality, increases fringe 
area coverage and maintains 
maximum output without 
violating FCC standards. 

Upgrade your TV broadcast 

TV -50H Transmitter 

= _ 
l [ - , w .u u IJunl u u1111111111111111111111111u uu-u 

It 

/ n V tar 

9100 Facilities Control 

performance. Turn first to 
Harris -the company that 
delivers state -of- the -art equip- 
ment and high quality service 
at a competitive price. Contact 
Harris Corporation, Broadcast 
Products Division, P.O. Box 
4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301. 

HARRIS 
COMMUNICATION AND 
INFORMATION PROCESSING 

CP Antenna 

Circle (9) on Reply Card 
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New Standard 
for Portables... 
4.2W 
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In the great tradition of 
Philips portables: 

1968...PCP -70 The industry's first 
portable. The one that started it all. 

1969... PCP -90 Step two. World 
famous Minicam. 

1975...LDK -15 First generation of 
triax field production cameras. 

1976...LDK -11 A smaller, lighter, 
lower cost field and studio camera. 

1977...Video 80 An innovation in 
lightweight camera and production 
system...LDK -15L Latest version of 
the LDK -15. 

Evolving from this long history 
of portable equipment leadership, 
Philips' engineers have created a 
new concept in portable and field 
equipment. The LDK -14 broadcast 
systems camera. 

A futurized camera offering three 
advanced configurations for field and 
studio use...all achieved without 
equipment repackaging: 

1. ENG- studio quality portable; 
self- contained, one piece; film cam- 
era handling; weighing less than 
15.5 lbs. (7 Kg) lens included; less 

than 12 lbs. (5.5 Kg) without lens. 

2. EFP- studio quality portable, 
with remote control; timing and 
phase adjustable gen lock; instant 
convertibility to studio camera use 
by simple change of viewfinders. 

3. Studio- compact, 
maneuverable; 
full broadcast 
quality; 5" 
viewfinder. 

The LDK -14 combines innovative 
design and unique capabilities in a 

state -of- the -art 2/3 inch camera that 
is much lighter and uses significantly 
less power than the competitive ENG- 
only camera. Plus the LDK -14 gives 
you additional advantages in size, 
picture quality, stability, maintaina- 
bility and cost. 

Among its many other unique fea- 
tures for portable and studio use are: 

Only 27 watts power consumption 
(almost 1/3 less than the ENG- 
only competitive portable) gives 
longer continuous operation with 
choice of battery belt or small bat- 
tery pack affixed to camera. A 
standby switch further conserves 
battery power between takes. 

w 
Viewfinder displays 
tour enhanced camera picture or 
external video signal; status moni- 
tors for video level, color balance, 
bars on, battery discharge, VTR 
functioning, intercom call and cam- 
era tally. 

Automatics include: color balance; 
white and black level; centering; 
noise reduction when operating 
with extra gain; auto iris with set 
and hold facility. 

Externally switchable black stretch 
and contrast expansion. 
Dynamic Beam Control (DBC), 
regulates beam current to suppress 
comet tailing and blooming. 
Circuitry designed to maximize ad- 
vanced capabilities of the latest 
rear -loading Plumbicons. 

include: con- 

Optional remote control facilities. 
Easy access for set -up and main- 
tenance. Rear casing flips t p for 
access to five main plug -in :ircuit 
boards. 
The rugged magnesium housing 
and titanium quick -releasE lens 
mounting holds all optical and elec- 
trical components in absolute reg- 
istration. (Lens mount is sarong 
enough for the heaviest extended 
range zoom lenses.) 

Rain, splash and RFI proofed 
Other features include electronic 
raster rotation for better registra- 
tion; linear matrix for optima I and 
Philips compatible colorimetr¡; and 
360- degree hue -selectable cF roma 
key. 
Other competitive cameras may 
have some of these LDK -14I fea- 
tures- no one has them all. 

Camera- Recorder Systems 
With this unmatched combination 

of performance and portability, the 
LDK -14 is also the ideal camera for 
field recording of ENG and EFP 

P1012111 

And just as Philips has always of- 
fered the widest selection of portable 
and studio cameras to meet your 
specific needs, the same policy now 
applies to your choice of 1" VTR's 
and TBC's. Offering `C° format and `B' 
format VTR's in both portable and 
studio configuration, Philips ca i pro- 
vide the greatest objectivity and cost - 
effectiveness in packaging systems to 
match your requirements. 

Philips, the company that started 
it all, now introduces the latest 
portable breakthrough, the LDK - 
14 broadcast systems camera. It 
will be the industry standai d for 
years to come. And for a camera - 
recorder package to match your 
requirements, your choice of 1" 
VTR formats. Only from Philips. 

For all the facts on this inncvative 
new camera or camera -recorder sys- 
tem (please specify) write: Philips 
Broadcast Equipment Corp., 91 
McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430 
(Canada: Philips Broadcast Equipme t, 601 
Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ontario MI:? 1M8) 

Innovative Leader in World Television 
PHILIPS 

TN.' .1 PhJip 
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location 
lighting 

Colo -tran's location lights are designed for ENG and film 
production. Their lightweight construction and compact 
design delivers maximum illumination for your produc- 
tion needs. Fill lights and variable focus spots are 
available in wattages from 500 to 1000 watts. 120, 220, 
and 240 volt lamps are available for all fixtures. Need 
location lighting? - Fill out the coupon for more infor- 
mation. 

Headquarters 
1015 CHESTNUT STREET 

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91502 
International 

PO. BOX 5, BURRELL WAY 
THETFORD, NORFOLK 

ENGLAND IP24 3RB 
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industry 
news 
KRNA increases to 100,000W 

On October 26, culminating a decade of legal action 
before the FCC, KRNA 93, FM, Iowa City, IA, joined 
the ranks of the most powerful broadcasting facilities 
in the nation by boosting its power to 100,000W. 
KRNA had spent over five years in rulemaking proce- 
dures and two years in contested application proce- 
dures that were rivaled only by the marathon Boston 
TV decision. 

Satellite transmission to remote locations 
Western Union and Video Communications, Tulsa, 

OK, have announced that Video Communications will 
transmit a variety of programs to industrial personnel 
in remote and isolated areas of the world. Trans- 
mission will be via Western Union's Westar III com- 
munications satellite. "We will transmit 12 hours of 
programming per day, initially, increasing to 24 hours 
per day by the end of 1980," Video Communications' 
president Bill Blair stated. Reception of the trans- 
mission signal will be limited to subscribers of Video 
Communications' services. Blair said the move could 
revolutionize the information needs of thousands of 
Americans working around the world. 

Altec diversifies product and dealer franchises 
Altec has announced that recording /broadcasting is 

a new franchise category. Recording /broadcast prod- 
ucts are designed for recording studios and broadcast 
facilities, primarily small local stations and network 
affiliates. This line includes mixers and amplifiers, 
monitors, high and low frequency speaker systems 
and microphones. 

Space communications 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

has assigned responsibility to the Lewis Research 
Center in Cleveland, OH, for efforts to retain the US 
world leadership in satellite communications research 
and technology. The general program objective is to 
spur more effective and increased use of the radio 
frequency spectrum at the geostationary orbit level. 
Another major goal is to develop technology that will 
provide for lower space communications service costs 
and catalyze new and innovative public services. 

Additional communications satellite 
RCA American Communications has filed with the 

FCC an application for authority to construct an 
additional communications satellite to be used as a 
ground spare in what is planned as a four in -orbit 
satellite system by mid -1981. In its filing, RCA Ameri- 
corn indicates it has demonstrated to the FCC that 
sufficient demand exists for it to fill four in -orbit 
Satcom satellites, and that the company should be in a 
position of having a ground spare for launching in the 
event of a catastrophic failure of one of them. 

KCET pioneers in teletext 
KCET, Channel 28, has become the first public tele- 

vision station and the first ultra -high frequency televi- 
sion station in the US to experiment with teletext, an 
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information system tied in to home television receivers 
that is now being utilized in various European 
countries. The hardware for KCET's teletext test was 
provided to the Los Angeles -based non -commercial 
station by Antiope Videotext Systems of Paris and 
Washington, DC. 

New division for Panasonic 
Ray Gates, executive vice president, Panasonic, has 

announced formation of a new division to serve the 
needs of the professional sound markets and more 
specifically of the recording and broadcasting indus- 
tries. The new division will be headed by Jim Parks, 
assistant general manager, reporting directly to 
Gates. 

Satellite communications 
An agreement was signed by COMSAT and Micro- 

nesian Telecommunications, a subsidiary of Kentron 
International for COMSAT to build and to own and 
operate an earth station on Saipan to bring a wide 
range of satellite communications services to the 
Northern Marianas, located about 1700 miles east of 
the Philippines. As soon as possible COMSAT will file 
an application with the FCC for approval to proceed 
with earth station construction. 

Garage serves as broadcast center 
A multi- million dollar broadcast center under con- 

struction at Lake Placid, NY, will soon be the home of 
snowplows, dumptrucks and bulldozers. The center is 
being outfitted with equipment to help accredited 
broadcast media representatives in their coverage of 
the 1980 Winter Olympic Games, being held in Lake 
Placid this coming February. As soon as the activity is 
over, the facility will be turned over to the town for 
use as a highway garage. Nearly 300 accredited 
broadcast news media representatives which include 
cinematographers, radio and television commentators 
and technicians will use the 88,000 square foot struc- 
ture as a base to process, edit and produce newsfilms 
and newscasts covering the various events. 

Digital technology in audio industry 
According to Michael Schulhof, Sony Industries' 

president, recent developments in digital technology 
will benefit the entire audio industry. Schulhof spoke 
at a recent Institute of High Fidelity seminar. He em- 
phasized that major digital progress will first be in 
studio equipment. Said Schulhof, "there's no need and 
no reason to bring digital equipment into the home 
until the record companies have built up a backlog of 
recording sufficient enough to justify it." 

Ampex delivers 1000th VPR -2 
Ampex announced it has delivered the 1000th VPR -2 

helical scan videotape recorder /reproducer to station 
WBBM -TV, Chicago. WBBM, owned and operated by 
the CBS Television Network, will use the system for 
broadcast teleproduction work, according to Donald 
V. Kleffman, vice president /general manager of the 
Ampex Audio -Video Systems Division. 

Production effects generator purchased 
Trans American Video has purchased a production 

effects generator, the DPE 5000 Plus by Quantel from 
Micro Consultants. According to Murray Schwartz, 
president of TAV, "This is a major step in our con- 
tinuing technical progress program for offering the 
most complete post production services to the tape 
industry." 

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS 

am -soss SOLID STATE 
250 WATT AM TRANSMITTER 

AM -250SS SOLID STATE 
250 WATT AM TRANSMITTER 

, 1111i ¡ 
ti 

ii 

e 

I 

FEATURES 

Not Susceptible To Reacting Loads 
Low Operating Cost - Extreme Efficiency 
Drawer Construction - Extreme Accessibility 
Expandable - Combine two for 500 Watts 
Available at 125 Watts or Less 

Power Flexible -115 or 220 volts AC 
125% Modulation Cabability 
Exceeds U.S. FCC Specifications 

The Wilkinson Electronics AM -250SS is an all so id 

state 250 watt Am transmitter housed in an attractive 
24 inch cabinet, 52 inches in height. All components are 
mounted in two drawers for maximum accessibility and 
ease of maintenance. Space is available in the cabinet 
fora second transmitter making it possible to combi 'e 
two 250 watt units to obtain 500 watts. It is al to 
available at any power below 250 watts at a reduced 
price. 

W U \37PflT J 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

701 CHESTNUT ST. BOX 738 
TRAINER, PA. 19013 TELEPHONE (215)497 -5100 

TWX 510- 669 -3188 CABLES:WILEC WILEC CHR 
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association news 
National Association of Broadcasters 

1771 N Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

Gannett Foundation 
approves fund 

An $85,000 grant to the NAB's 
Minority Investment Fund has been 
approved by the Frank E. Gannett 
Newspaper Foundation. The fund 
was established to assist minorities 
in acquiring and operating broad- 
cast facilities. Individual and group 
broadcasters and networks are 
being contacted for contributions. It 
is expected that matching funds will 
be made by the Small Business 
Administration. 

NAB opposes extension 
According to the NAB, an FCC 

proposal to broaden its ex parte 

rules, is "unwise, unnecessary and 
unfair." Under current rules ex 
parte communications prior to des- 
ignation of a case for hearing shall 
not be made after the filing of a 
petition to deny. Proposed regula- 
tion states the rules would also be 
triggered by the filing of an informal 
objection. 

NAB said in its filing that an 
across -the -board extension of the 
rules to technically deficient plead- 
ings "would not further the goals 
for which ex parte rules are 
promulgated, namely, to prevent 
one party from getting an unfair 
advantage over another party in an 
adversarial process. Instead such 

an approach would be unfair to the 
applicant and the public and in the 
process, would generate needless 
confusion." 

NAB fights rule change 
According to NAB, the FCC's pro- 

posed rule change to accommodate 
home television devices such as cas- 
sette players, discs, computers and 
games would cause substantial in- 
terference to over -the -air TV recep- 
tion. Two manufacturers have asked 
the commission to consider estab- 
lishing regulation for stand -alone 
modulators for operation with such 
devices. The FCC responded by 
proposing a rule change that would 
also include self- contained modula- 
tors. 

Political access ruling 
ABC, CBS and NBC have joined 

with the NAB in asking the FCC to 
stay and reconsider its order re- 
quiring the networks to provide air 
time to the Carter -Mondale cam- 
paign committee. According to the 
NAB, the commission's new inter- 
pretation of "reasonable access," 
based on particular candidates' 
assessments of their own "needs" 
for air time, is in direct conflict 
with the Communications Act. 

0.0-T FEATHER 
COMPUTERIZED 

DATE 

HI 

TIME DATE 
D y2:47:23 

71 

BARG 

TEMP 

MAN LO 2ct.83R 

76 
63 CHILL 

11 
WIND SSE 

15 

TL 
CLt1UDY,.,.. 

TONIGHT CHANCE 
Of RAIN' 

TOMUTURNING S 4QÿÚ 1 25, 

1 

CHARACTER GENERATOR 
DISPLAY OF HEATHKIT® 
WEATHER COMPUTER 
Live local weather information direct 
from the HEATH DIGITAL WEATHER 

COMPUTER and displayed on the 
BEI "MARQUEE" CG -800 character 

generator. 
4 -color background. 

Gen -lock RS -170. 
Programmable page 
sequence. 

Four lines available for 
forecast or other 
information. 

El P.O. Box 106A 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 

LA (913) 764 -1900 
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VIDEO SLATE BOARD 
WITH BUILT -IN 
CHARACTER GENERATOR 

Now you can generate a count -down or 
ENG editing and film -to -tape transfers 
without tying up a camera. 

3 pages for full screen information. (archive 
filing of tapes or to review tape content) 
plus 10 thru -1 second count -down. 
plus 2 pages of black. 
plus ready page. 
plus audio output on each second. 

plus three colors. 

O 
o1 DP.O. Box KaA 

Olathe, Kansas 66061 
(913) 764 -1900 
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With Maxell videocassettes, 
you get the result you want. 

Because Maxell brings you as close to the original signal as 
any videotape can. 

Here's why. 

Only Maxell can give you the exceptional advantages of 
iaxiatm oxide in both VHS and U -Matic formats. With low chroma 

noise, excellent frequency response and superb stability. 

Maxell also makes sure you can get the full benefit of the tape, 
by putting it into precision -made cassettes for videotape that will stand up to 
repeated playback. 

Stringent quality control assures you the same high performance, 
the same original -image quality, from one videocassette to another, at all times. 

VHS or U- Matic, 
Maxell shows you how 
good videotape can be. 

Maxell Corporation of America 
60 Oxford Drive 
Moonachie, New Jersey 07074 

maxell 
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FOR BROADCAST AUDIO 
MEASUREMENTS, if you 

compare features .. . 
Hewlett 
Packard 
339A 

Sound 
Technology 

1710A 

Combined Combined 
AUDIO GENERATOR With Analyzer With Analyzer 

Intermodulation test signal No 

Wow & Flutter test signal No 

Simultaneous L &R Outputs No 

600 ohms and 150 ohms Source No 

Stereo Matrix Switch (L,R, L +R, L -R) No 

Switch to remove signal and ter- 
minate line for S +N /N No 

10 dB, 1.0 dB, 0.1 dB Step Attenuators No 

AUDIO ANALYZER 

Harmonic Distortion Mode 

Automatic Nulling 
Automatic Set Level 

Intermodulation Distortion Mode 

AC Voltmeter Mode 

Stereo Phase Meter Mode 

L/R Amplitude Ratio Mode 

Wow & Flutter Meter Mode 

*Limited to 10 dB capture range. 

Option 
No 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Combined with Combined with 
Generator Generator 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes* 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Option* 
Option 
Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Potomac 
Instruments 

AT -51 

Separate 
Unit 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Separate 
Unit 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

AT -51 
AUDIO TEST 
SYSTEM 

... there is only 
one logical choice! 

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. 

PIUMA C INSTRUMENTS SILVER 
R PRING, 

MD 20910 
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RAMA 
National Radio 

Broadcasters' Association 
1705 De Sales Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20036 

ERRATA 
The November, 1979 issue of 

BE mistakenly identified 
WDAY as the affiliate station 
of Andy Laird; this should 
have been KDAY. Laird co- 
authored the NRBA '79 Re- 
play, and BE commends his 
diligent efforts in Washington. 

Play bill 
Performance royalty legislation, 

which would require royalty pay- 
ments for every record a station 
airs, is being considered by the 
Congress. NRBA president Sis Kap- 
lan has been scheduled to testify 
and is preparing formal testimony 
against this legislation. 

The NRBA hopes that each radio 
broadcaster will contact their legis- 
lators and give them the facts. 
Stations whose representatives are 
members of the Subcommittee 
should remember that their voices 
carry special weight. 

Kaplan criticizes broadcaster 
apathy 

In her first speech as NRBA 
president, Sis Kaplan urged Ameri- 
ca's broadcasters to use their 
power and influence to achieve the 
deregulation of radio. Addressing 
the New Hampshire Association of 
Broadcasters, Kaplan questioned 
radio broadcasters' reluctance to 
work in their own interests. The 
most recent display of broadcaster 
complacency, according to Kaplan, 
was the lack of active support for 
HR -3333. 

RAB contribution 
The NRBA has announced a con- 

tribution of $5000 to the Radio 
Advertising Bureau's (RAB) "Radio: 
It's Hot" campaign. The check was 
presented to RAB president Miles 
David and RAB executive vice 
president Robert Alter at the RAB 
headquarters in New York. 
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We've got you covered... 

24 hours a day, 
Every day! 

Cinema Products wrote the book on after -sales backup and 
reliable service when we introduced our CP -16 line of news/ 
documentary cameras to the television industry. And we're 
doing the same for our MNC -71CP broadcast -quality 
ENG /EFP video cameras! 

When you buy an MNC -71CP, you are automat- 
ically covered by Cinema Products' outstanding 
around- the -clock video service program. 
Twenty -four hours a day. Seven days a week. 
Nothing offered by anyone else in the television 
industry even comes close! 

Note and compare: 

IÍ' The MNC -71CP is covered by a full one -year warranty - 
unprecedented in the broadcast industry! (And there's no 
service charge ever for warranty work.) 

Manufactured hr NEC 
exclusively for Cinema Products. 

1r Replacement parts available anywhere in the United States within 24 hours! 

{I Factory- sponsored MNC -71CP maintenance training seminars for your service 
technicians at no charge. 

lie An extensive network of MNC -71CP dealers in 15 locations around the country with 
"stand by" loaner /rental cameras... just in case. 

1Y An easy -term "state -of -the -art" lease /upgrade program provides built -in insurance 
against obsolescence. 

For full details, call toll -free: 800 -421 -7486. E 
Technology In The Service Of Creativit y 

2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025 
Telephone: (213) 478 -0711 (213) 477 -1971 Telex: 69 -1339 
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l 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 

TELEVISION CAMERAMEN, INC. 

P.O. Box 296, Sparkill, NY 10976 

Take 1 More on Training (British) 
Guild of TV Cameramen style. 

A recent column elaborated on a 
proposed camera training program 
drawn up by our counterparts in 
the United Kingdom. This program 
is based on input elicted from the 
membership -at -large of the guild 
and then further refined by the 
training committee set up to sift 
through the various contributions 
and then come up with a training 
document reflecting the collective 
effort. 

The last article concerned itself 
with number nine in their manifesto, 
entitled: Future Potential. The sec- 
tions selected for this issue back- 
track to the introduction of their 
program and to the portion of their 
program dedicated to the interview. 

"Because the end product of 
training a cameraman must be the 
viewer's complete unawareness of 

the camera work, it is all too often 
assumed that this unawareness of 
operation means that the role of the 
cameraman is an easy one; and that 
almost anyone can become a cam- 
eraman. This is a totally wrong and 
very rash assumption, as anyone 
will tell you who has the responsibil- 
ity for engaging and training raw 
entrants, especially since not all 
applicants are mentally suitable for 
the work. 

"The pressure on the cameraman 
is considerable, as there is no room 
for any shirking of the responsibility 
for doing a first class job. In some 
cases this results in mental stress, 
shown in a small way by up to a 
500/o increase in pulse rate after 
operating a camera (on the air). If 
the man is not of the right mental 
attitude to accept this frequent 
stress, then a breakdown can easily 
follow. At the other end of the scale 

it would be fatal to engage a trainee 
who was wooden and unimagina- 
tive, for he would contribute noth- 
ing! 

"There is no standard procedure 
for interviewing applicants, but the 
final judgment whether to engage 
someone should be left to a senior 
cameraman or department head." 

During an interview, the oppor- 
tunity should be taken to assess the 
applicant's manual dexterity by 
giving him the opportunity to oper- 
ate a camera. The same should 
apply when selecting experienced 
cameramen. While the results from 
such a test are by no means 
infallible or conclusive, you will 
gain a far greater appreciation of 
the applicant's potential. 

"The final judgment almost be- 
comes an intuitive assessment, 
which mostly works. Of all areas in 
television the camera department is 
perhaps the most difficult section in 
which to carry a passenger! This 
does not mean that camera depart- 
ments have the cream of operators, 
but the system provides a means of 
weeding out which can result in the 
camera department being among the 
most dedicated and conscientious of 
all sections in the vast majority of 
companies." 

(Continued on page 57) 

RF° 

YFI Record Booster 
-rack mount or portable 

A revolutionary process that puts the 
highest picture quality into your original 
cassette recordings is now available to users 
of U -Matic and other color -under VTRs. 

The secret is in the new YFI Record 
Booster, an add -on device which compen- 
sates in advance for the usual picture 
degradation that 3/4" and '/" cassettes suffer 
in normal playback operation. 

TV stations and production facilities that 
have used the Record Booster are im- 
pressed with the substantial improvement in 
picture quality, while liking the "non - 
enhanced" look the Booster gives. How is 
this paradox achieved? Well, this latest addi- 
tion to the YFI line of image improvers 
crispens the small details in the picture 

without enhancing large outlines. As 
a result the playback image does not have 
the usual flat pasty appearance with over- 
emphasized edges that enhancers produce. 
Further, the "cartoon- like" appearance of 
too many ENG programs is eliminated. 

THE RESULT 
A sharper, crisper, more detailed image 

that does not look enhanced. It looks as 
if it came from a much better VTR. 

It makes sense to do it this way. The 
Record Booster goes in your signal path 
ahead of the VTR, after the camera or 
high quality picture source (film, quad 
master, etc.). 

That means the improvement is 

YVES FAROUDJA INC 

built into your original master cassette 
recording. So it will always be present 
in subsequent generations. 

RACK OR PORTABLE 
CONFIGURATIONS 

The Record Booster is available in rack 
mount form or in a portable battery- 
operated configuration as an add on (less 
than 1' /2 lbs.) to portable VTRs. No modi- 
fication of your VTR is necessary. Easy 
connections. 

SEND FOR DATA 
YFI equipment is in widespread use today. 

Send for our detailed data and get further 
improvement in picture quality with our 
Record Booster. 

946 Benicia Ave. Sunnyvale, CA. 94086 

Dealer inquiries invited 
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1964 WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
1968 HANDHELD WIRELESS MIC 
1969 TRANSISTORIZED SYSTEM 

1971 CRYSTAL CONTROLLED RECEIVER 
1972 PORTABLE RECEIVER 

1974 HELICAL FRONT END RECEIVER 
1976 DIVERSITY SYSTEM 

1978 ' ORTABLE MVERSITY RECEIVER 

In 1964 Vega developed 
the first wireless micro- 
phone system that offered 
full -fidelity sound, the 
first real innovation in 
microphones in over 50 
years. Now we are proud to 
introduce our latest 
innovation ... Dynex! 

Dynex adds dynamic 
input range expansion to 
wireless microphone 
operation thereby 
eliminating the need for 
continuous mic gain 
adjustments. Set it and 
forget it ... it's that simple. 
Two years of extensive field 
use with the Dynex option 
enables us to guarantee 
the same proven reliability, 
quality and performance 
that you have come to 

Model 77 Transmitter 

expect from Vega. 
We have continually 

improved our systems 
during the past 15 years, so 
you can be assured that 

t Cetec Vega 

today's Vega systems are 
designed with the latest in 
high -technology elec- 
tronics and sophisticated 
audio engineering. Besides 
offering you the finest 
systems available, Vega is 
constantly working with the 
industry to further the art of 
audio processing. One 
example is Vega's F.C.C. 
petition which resulted in 
obtaining clear wireless 
channels for broadcasters 
and filmmakers last year. 

Vega offers a variety of 
systems that give you a 
new order of freedom and 
that foster new confidence 
in your performance. When 
new techniques are 
developed ... they're from 
Vega. 

Division of Cetec Corporation 
P.O. Box 5348 EI Monte, CA 91731 (213) 442 -0782 TWX: 910 -587 -3539 
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That curlicue you see 
close up at the left is our 
new Super-Power FM 
Broadcast Antenna 

Four-hundred percent 
more powerful than old- 

time antennas, this copper-based innova- 
tion gives broadcasters a lot more range, 
precision and clarity for their antenna dol- 
lars Good news in these days of inflation. 

Helping broadcasters get on the air are 
many Phelps Dodge products. Including 

building wire and power cable for electric 
power. Telephone cable for ccrnmunica- 
fions. Magnet wire for coils relays and 
motors. And copper castngs and shapes for 
electronic components. 

All in all, each year, we transform about 
a billion pounds of copper into innovative 
and useful products for the broadcasting 
industry and others. That's because people 
who depend on copper depend on us. 
Phelps Dodge-the time-tested name in 
copper 
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Station KFIM tower, with a Phelps Dodge Super -Power FM Broadcast Antenna (shown close up below left), overlooking El Paso, Texas. 

?g 

300 Park Avenue, New York. New York 10022 

The copper people from 
Phelps Dodge 
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LIVE NEWS 
EVENT 

REPORTER 
A UDIOI 

TV CAMERAMAN 
IDEOI WXYZ NEWS 

i-\ 

POLARIZED 
ANTENNA 

Pid 

HEAD 
FI 

TRANS%ED TTER MI 

CENTER RECEIVER 
PICK -UP 

REPRESENTATIVE ENGSYSTEM CONFIGRATION 

ENG EMPHASIS 
Part I. Introduction 

ENG- electronic news gathering - 
is a rather recent product of the 
broadcasting industry and entails 
many fascinating aspects. While 
broadcasters themselves have gen- 
erated this product, manufacturers 
have responded admirably with a 
host of invaluable instruments and 
systems - portable cameras and 
power packs; communications links 
and cueing systems; remote pickup 
units and custom -designed mobile 
news vans; airborne -packaged sys- 
tems for helicopter operations; flex- 
ible, high -gain antenna systems for 
field- station links; and improved 

editing systems to handle the accel- 
erated pace of news formats. 

The evidence of material gains 
through increased demands for 
news in this highly- agitated world is 
impressive. The growth in products 
for broadcasters, more news and its 
varied formats, and international 
coverage with satellites has never 
before been so obtainable. But 
material gains are only a segment of 
the picture. The profits possible 
through news have revolutionized 
the industry. There is now a 
feverish clamoring to construct the 
finest news sets, develop the most 

ENG -CBS leads the way. One of the 
1974 -75 Emmy awards for technical 
achievement was given to the Colum- 
bia Broadcasting System for spear- 
heading development and realization 
of the Electronic News Gathering 
(ENG) system. 

Shown here is Joseph A. Flaherty 
accepting the award for CBS. The 
pioneering work that led to this 
prestigious recognition was conducted 
at the CBS flagship station KMOX in 

St. Louis, MO. This station was 
prominent in the press for its recent, 
extensive tests with an experimental 
teletext system. (See the November, 
1979 issue of BE, pp. 62 -65.) 
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LOCAL STL TO 
TV BROADCAST TRANSMITTER 

FIXED FIXED 
RECEIVER TRANSMITTER INTER -CITY 

NETWORK 

CONTROL 
ROOM 

STUDIO -TV 
CONTROL CENTER -SURVEILLANCE 

sophisticated and versatile mobile 
news systems, and staff the most 
productive newsrooms. While this 
activity has been a boon to manu- 
facturers, it has carried with it an 
industry struggle for ratings supre- 
macy. 

This issue of BE takes a look at 
selected segments of this growing 
industry. The following articles re- 
view how some stations have re- 
sponded to the ENG challenge and 
what they have achieved. Also, 
some products are interjected along 
the way to show selected aspects of 
ENG. The final article provides a 
roundup of color cameras for ENG/ 
EFP that have helped revolutionize 
this industry. 

But a note of caution: ENG is 
essentially a local decision for 
broadcasters. It involves all factors 
of engineering and economics and 
must be backed up with careful 
planning to be successful. Not 
everyone will need the same equip- 
ment -what works well in one area 
or market may not work elsewhere. 
Furthermore, some of the most 
intriguing design and engineering 
solutions are not being published - 
so you'll have to design yourself out 
of the tough corners on your own. 
In any event, the following articles 
will provide food for thought and 
many helpful tips to a successful 
ENG operation. 
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Facts from Fluke on low -cost DMM's 

Our new 41 /2-digit bench /portable: 
You've never seen anything like it. 

Take a close look at the face of this 
instrument. Notice anything new? If 
you just realized you've never seen 
words on a low -cost DMM display 
before, you're on the right track. 

This is the new 8050A from Fluke, 
the lowest priced 41/2 -digit multimeter 
available that uses microprocessor 
technology. 

The legends on the LCD are 
clues to what makes the 8050A 
unique. 

dB: You're right. The 8050A 
delivers direct readouts in dBm, 
referenced to any of 16 impedances. 
Use the "REF Z" button to scroll 
through the memory and locate 
the zero dBm reference you need, 

then set it and forget it. No more 
tedious calculations or conversions. 

REL: For relative references in the 
dB mode or offset measurements in all 
other functions. Lets you store any 
input as a zero value against which all 
others are automatically displayed as 
the difference. Another timesaving 
convenience. 

HV: Just a reminder when your in- 
put is over 40V, so you won't forget about 
safety while in the dB or relative modes. 

Of course there's much more to the 

8050A. True RMS measurements to 
50 kHz. Conductance for measuring 
resistance to 100,000 Megohms and 
leakage in capacitors, pcb's, cables and 
insulators. Diode test, 0.03% basic dc 
accuracy and full input protection. 
Plus a large family of accessories. Just 
$329 U.S. 

For all the facts on the versatility 
and value of the new 8050A,call toll fre 
800- 426 -0361; use the coupon below; 
or contact your Fluke stocking dis- 
tributor, sales office or representative. 

FLUKE 

IN THE U.S. AND NON - 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 41210 MS /4 2B 
Mountlake Terrace. WA 98043 
(266) 774 -2481 
Telex: 32 -1x)13 

IN EUROPE: 
Fluke (Holland) B. A- 

P.O. Box 5053, 5004 E E 
Tilburg, The Netheriani 
(013) 673 973 
Telex: 52237 

Please send 8050A specifications. 
Please send all the facts on Fluke 
low -cost DMM's. 
Please have a salesman call. 

Name 

BE-1 /80 

Title Mail Stop 

Company 

Address 

City State 

Telephone I 

Zip 

Ext. 
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WMAQ's antenna systems located atop the Hancock and Sears Towers (circled in the upper left photo) dominate the 
Chicago skyline and provide exceptional linkage for ENG coverage. The other three views were taken from WMAQ's ENG 
helicopter as it flew around the Hancock Tower. One of the Nurad radome- shrouded antennas is shown circled in the 
lower left photo, and both are shown from different angles in the right hand pictures. (Photos taken by Fred Rodey, 
WMAQ manager of engineering.) 

ENG /EJ : A view of WMAQ's Windy -City experience 
By Willis Marshall, director of engineering and plant management and Paul Beavers, director of news, WMAQ -TV5, 
Chicago. 

WMAQ -TV5's push for top ENG /EJ 
equipment and crews has led to an 
Emmy nomination. The authors give 
a behind - the -scene view of the work 
that led to this prestigious award. 

With tremendous access. multiple 
choices and a proliferation of 
sophisticated new technical equip- 
ment, today, observations and re- 
ports can be made from locations 
that recent TV news gathering 
crews could only dream of. At 
WMAQ -TV in Chicago, keeping 
ahead of the competition is serious 
business. Recently, the station has 
acquired some new tools and equip- 
ment to get the job done better. 

To begin with, the station now 
leases, on a full time basis, a fully 
equipped helicopter for regular 
news coverage. WMAQ -TV has in- 
stalled two new dual band Super - 
quad microwave antenna systems 
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on top of the Hancock Towers to 
replace single channel horn anten- 
nas. Each receive system permits 
simultaneous and independent 
microwave ENG /EJ operations in 
both the 2GHz and 7GHz auxiliary 
broadcast bands. In addition, the 
Sears Tower receive location has 
2GHz and 7GHz Nurad horns lo- 
cated in the four corners of the 
104th floor for simultaneous recep- 
tion on dual bands. A fleet of 13 
automobiles and six vans with live 
capability carry crews and equip- 
ment to the scene of a story. 

Helicopter coverage 
The new technology has increased 

the speed. mobility and range of the 
news gathering capability at the 
station. The newly acquired heli- 
copter permits more consistent and 
economical use of crews and equip- 
ment. Previously, 'copters were 
leased only for storms, train wrecks 
and other disasters that seemed to 

demand aerial coverage. Now with 
the 'copter on hand full time, good 
aerial pictures are feasible for 
normal news coverage, and report- 
ers and crews can be carried to the 
scene of a breaking story in record 
time. 

During Chicago's crippling bliz- 
zard of '79. WMAQ -TV leased a 
'copter that was used extensively. 
In some cases, it was the only 
possible way to get around. It 
provided spectacular aerial shots 
and served as a relay system for the 
microwave feed. 

At the scene of the DC -10 crash in 
May '79. WMAQ -TV was the first 
one at the scene with a leased heli- 
copter. Though it did not have live 
capability, the helicopter was used 
to fly back and forth from the crash 
scene, retrieve tapes. transport 
personnel and shoot aerials. With 
this mobility. WMAQ -TV won a 
national Emmy nomination for its 
coverage of the DC -10 crash, and 
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First World Conference & Exhibition 
on computerised TV based information 

education and entertainment 

26 -28 March 1980, Wembley Conference Centre 
London, England 

The Exhibition 
All the major TV manufacturers will display the 

latest products based on the combined use of the 
video TV screen and the computer. The rapidly 
growing electronic publishing information provider 
industry will have a unique opportunity to 
demonstrate both the commercial and home use of 
these video based systems. 

Organisations who have already booked 
exhibition space include: 

ABC Travel Guides CAP Decca 
D.M. England Eístern Counties Newspapers 
Fintel G.E.C. Granada TV Rental ITT 
Langtons Information Services Mullard 
Philips Industries Rediffusion Standard 
Telephone and Cables The Post Office 

The International Conference 
This will comprise multiple parallel streams of 

sessions which will include formal papers and 
informal discussion periods. Most of the speakers 
have now been invited but information providers 
may still submit papers for consideration on the 
following themes: 

Electronic publishing and the information industry 
Legal aspects of electronic publishing Viewdata and 
electronic mail In -house viewdata systems 

Diem 
Online Conferences Limited, Cleveland Road, Uxbridge, England UB8 2DD. Tel: Uxbridge (0895) 39262. Telex: 261173. Cables: Online Uxbridge 

North American Coordinator: TMAC 680 BEACH ST., SUITE 428, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 (800) 227 -3477: (415) 474 -3000 
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the story was carried on a number 
of the station's affiliates. The suc- 
cess of this news gathering opera- 
tion convinced the station to lease 
its own full -time 'copter. On August 
27. 1979. WMAQ -TV became the 
first TV station in Chicago with its 
own helicopter. The WMAQ -TV 
'copter is permanently equipped 
with microwave units and is sta- 
tioned at Chicago's Midway Airport. 
In a matter of minutes, the 'copter 
and TV crews can rendezvous at 
nearby Meigs Field and be ready to 
respond to a story. 

Since its acquisition, the 'copter 
has been used for many purposes: 
athletic events. police surveillance 
and by Unit 5, WMAQ -TV's Investi- 
gative Unit, to get aerial shots of 
suspected chop shops in its series 
on auto thefts. 

Covering spot news or planned 
stories, the ' copter becomes a useful 
new tool, giving the station a 
distinct advantage in news cover- 
age. 

Technological growth 
The growth of microwave receiver 

systems, lighter minicameras, and 
tape recorders for field use has 
further altered the state of elec- 
tronic news gathering, moving the 
deadline for news stories later and 
later. Now the final deadline for 
getting live pictures has become the 
end of the newscast itself. Previous- 
ly, a lead time of at least an hour 
had to be allowed for processing 
film and transporting it back to the 
station. 

Instant turn -around has forced 
reporters to be better backgrounded 
in all news issues. Where they used 
to work on a story during the hour 
it took to transport and process film 
to the station, they now must edit 
and think on their feet. The disap- 
pearance of elaborate logistics and 
advance planning for live coverage 
allows a reporter with a remote unit 
and crew to be live from the 
moment the reporter hits the street. 

Audience response 
Audiences, too, have come to 

expect more from the local TV 
newscast. No longer content to see 
a rehash of stories reported earlier 
in the day, they expect updates and 
advances on the late edition of the 
news. 

Whatever is happening right now 
in the world is accessible immedi- 
ately, electronically, locally and 
internationally. During the crisis in 
Iran, our own government got its 
news directly from the electronic 
media, as interviews with Khomeini 
and scenes of the siege were trans- 
mitted over satellite. Improved news 
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gathering systems are the broadcast 
engineeres' responsibility, providing 
news departments with the latest 
technology support systems avail- 
able. 

Portable cameras 
The biggest breakthrough at 

WMAQ -TV was the acquisition of 
the truly portable minicam in 1974. 
Prior to that time, and as early as 
1967, WMAQ -TV experimented with 
limited portable tape capability. In 
some early exercises, the station 
used the Norelco PCP -70 hard wired 
to an RCA TR5 tape machine and 
experimented with vans with limited 
microwave capability. 

The large tape machines. weigh- 
ing between 500 and 700 pounds 
had to be kept in the van because 
the camera was married to the tape 
machine and was difficult to use 
unless the tape machine could be 
rolled out of the van and moved into 
the area of the news story. This 
inflexible system was not fully 
useful. except for man -on- the -street 
interviews. or for bringing someone 
up to the van to be interviewed. 
Until 1974. when the station pur- 
chased its first two Ikegami HL -33 
cameras. it was totally dependent 
on film. which after being brought 
back to the studio, required 22 
minutes for developing. before it 
could be edited. When the equip- 
ment became truly portable in 1974, 
the station began its conversion 
from film to tape. Completion of this 
conversion was realized July 1978. 

During the same time. live capa- 
bility was being developed with the 
building of microwave systems. By 
1976. the original two Ikegami 
cameras were retired in favor of the 
RCA TK -76. At present, the camera 
equipment at the station is all RCA 

Custom -designed vans for ENG are 
hot items among broadcasters. While 
helicopter coverage may not be suita- 
ble for some stations, a properly - 
equipped van is a must for a station 
active in rapid news coverage. The van 
shown here was displayed at NAB '79 
in Dallas and sold shortly after the 
show opened for delivery when the 
show closed. (Photo courtesy of Chris 
C. Cave.) 

KOB's ENG van and camera 
saves the day during blackout 

When a power outage hit 
station KOB -TV, Albuquerque, 
NM, the ingenuity of the sta- 
tion's chief engineer, F. A. 
Bibeau, combined with the ver- 
satile capability of KOB -TV's 
ENG equipment, saved the sta- 
tion from a 1 -hour blackout and 
kept it on the air while its 
competition across the street 
went black. 

When the power outage oc- 
curred, Bibeau backed the sta- 
tion's ENG van up to the back 
door; ran a long extension cord 
from the van's generator to the 
Telcom terminal equipment and 
had the station back on the air 
in 12 minutes. Jerry Danziger, 
general manager of KOB -TV, 
had reporter Mary Ingersoll do a 

stand -up news story outside the 
station using the ENG camera to 
explain to the audience what 
had transpired. 
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Ikegami inaugurates 
the era of 

one - person ENG camera crews.. 

A remarkable new television camera is 
ready for ENG broadcasters, a new -generation 
camera significantly more compact, yet higher 
in performance than any prism -optic ENG cam- 
era now offered. 

The new HL -79A is like other Ikegami cam- 
eras in its performance and reliability. This 
tradition is well -known in the industry. It dates 
back some six years to the pioneering HL -33 
head- plus -backpack camera that first made 
broadcast- quality ENG truly feasible. The HL- 
33 and its successor, the HL -35, carried on this 
tradition of reliability. And the current HL -77A 
head -plus -battery camera is today's standard 

for ENG throughout broad- 
casting, worldwide. 

In March, 1979, with deliveries 
of the new HL -79A, we enter 

the era of the one -person ENG ccm- 
era crew, for this new camera is an all -in- 
the- head design - fully integral, with no power 
cord to a separate battery. Its reduced weight 
and size enable the camera -person to slip soh in 
or out of vehicles or through crowds, unh, m- 
pered as never before. In performance and reli- 
ability it is the ENG camera of tomorrow in the 
authentic lineage of Ikegami cameras of yester- 
day and today. 

Ikegami Electronics ( USA ) Inc., 37 Br Jok 
Ave., Maywood, N.J. 07607, ( 201 i 368 -9171; 
West Coast : 19164 Van Ness Ave., Torrance, 
Calif. 90501, ( 213 ( 328 -2814 ; Southwest : 330 

North Belt East, Suite 228, Houston, Te::as, 
77060, ( 713) 445 -0100. 

Ikegami HL-79A 
Circle (19) on Reply Card 
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TK -76, the tape machines are Sony 
BVU -100s, in the process of convert- 
ing to the lighter weight Sony 
BVU -50. The editing equipment is 
Sony BVU -200 with BVU -500 editors. 

The station has 13 local minicam 
ENG units. plus four network mini - 
cam ENG units. Included in the local 
fleet are seven automobiles equipped 
with portable camera and recorders 
and six GMC Suburban Vans. capa- 
ble of recording stories and feeding 
hack live information via micro - 
wave. Each unit can transmit on 
two different frequency hands. 
2G11r. or 7Gitz. This dual hand 

Audio /video source 
identification in 

ENG /EJ operations 
A complex news operation 

will involve multiple field vans 
and one or more airborne news 
sources. Equipment is available 
now to encode the transmitted 
signals so that the station can 
decode, edit and use multiple 
transmissions for rapid news 
processing. 

Two sources of such equip- 
ment are QS! Systems in West 
Newton, MA, and Comrex in 
Sudbury, MA. QSI provides cod- 
ing systems for both audio and 
video signals while Comrex 
specializes in audio cueing sys- 
tems. The QSI complex system 
generates color bars, source ID, 
and a voice output to communi- 
cate the source ID. In addition, 
their most sophisticated system 
takes the ID, encodes it, trans- 
mits it with the picture using 
one line of horizontal video, and 
then decodes /displays it on the 
received end. Such a system will 
provide continuous video source 
identification before and during 
live programming from multiple 
ENG /EFP locations. 

The Comrex ENG cue system 
combines and retransmits pro- 
gram and instructions from the 
ENG van to field personnel. It 
accepts two audio inputs (one 
for program, one for cue) and 
controls levels so that program 
is heard continuously, with in- 
structions overriding the pro- 
gram audio when necessary. The 
system is claimed to provide a 
maximum range in ENG /EJ 
studio -to -van and optimum van - 
to -field communications linkage. 

The user list for such source 
identification equipment reads 
like the Who's Who of Broad- 
casters and is growing daily. 
Look for even more functional 
and elaborate systems to appear 
at NAB '80 in Las Vegas. 
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system is unique to WMAQ -TV in 
the Chicago area. 

The station places very small 
microwave units in their vans. A 
Microwave Associate MA 13CP 
mini -microwave unit. approximately 
2 "x4 "x6" with a range of about one 
mile is used for intermediate relays 
to the larger live units. so that when 
a crew goes into a building to do a 
story. the mini -microwave placed in 
a window can transmit to the van 
on the street. The signal is then 
retransmitted on the high powered 
microwave system that delivers it to 
the receive locations at the Hancock 
nr Sears Tower. 

Vans 
The WMAQ -TV vans are being 

built through a collaborative effort 
between the station and ENG Corpo- 
ration. Concord. CA. The station 
opted for a 4 -wheel drive vehicle. 
the GMC Suburban. to ensure 
mobility. reliability and lightness. 
Avoiding any chance of electronic 
power failure. each van is equipped 
with four separate and independent 
power systems. They include one 
alternator. two Dvnamote Power 
Converters driven from the Subur- 
ban engine and shore power. The 
station attributes the success of last 
May's DC -10 coverage to the fail - 
safe performance of its well 
equipped vans. The crew was able 
to bring the van near the site. 
extend the telescoping microwave 
mast, align the antenna and relay 
live pictures within minutes after 
the tragedy. 

Crew mobility 
Crew mobility is mandatory in 

ENG. Small crews cannot be over- 
burdened with heavy equipment to 
set up and tear down and the 
transport of camera, tape machine, 

lights and microphones. At WMAQ - 
TV, 2- person crews are regularly 
assigned for local and network 
news. They communicate over an 
intra- communication system com- 
posed of three basic radio systems. 
The 160MHz band is used for 
dispatching and crew assignment. 
The 450MHz band is for engineering 
and the 455MHz band for produc- 
tion. Two subcarriers for IFB are 
carried on the main WMAQ -TV 
transmitter aural channel allocated 
to engineering and production. It 
enables WMAQ -TV to transmit 
on the regular, far stronger signal 
and greatly improve reliability over 
the traditional 90W mobile transmit- 
ter. 

WMAQ -TV has installed two 
Nurad Dual Band Superquad An- 
tenna systems on the John Hancock 
Tower. each permitting simultane- 
ous and independent microwave 
ENG /El operation in both bands. 
The two receiver sites installed on 
the east and west pylons atop the 
towers at Hancock. plus the 2 -chan- 
nel system at Sears Tower give the 
station the capability for multiple 
remote pickups from the live units 
exceeding that of any other tele- 
vision station in the area. 

The receiver stations on the Han- 
cock are a redundant system. The 
two complete systems complement 
each other and provide 360° cover- 
age with systems that can overlap 
and act independently. 

As technology marches on. 
WMAQ -TV keeps right in step im- 
proving live capability with the 
latest equipment available. Sophisti- 
cated microwave systems. reliable 
fully equipped vans. improved com- 
munications systems and a full time 
helicopter enable the station to 
maintain its competitive position in 
the Chicago marketplace. 

ENG vans at WMAQ -TV5 are fully equipped and ready for instant assignment to 
cover a fast -breaking news story in the Chicago area. 
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600 

nds. 

If you want 
Plumbicon* picture quality 

from your ENG camera- 
specify Plumbicon TV camera tube 

As predicted, the Plumbicon 2/3 -inch camera tube 
changed the entire course of broadcast journalism 

and helped make ENG the world's most 
important medium of information. 

Amperex 
TOMORROWS THINKING IN TODAYS PRODUCTS 

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, SLATERSVILLE DIVISION, SLATERSVILLE. RHODE ISLAND 02876 TELEPHONE: 401 -76_- 

* Registered trademark N.V. Philips of the NCtherl 

Circle (20) on Reply Card 
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KBTV -9 Denver: On top of the news 

Since acquiring an ENG 'copter, the 
KBTV news coverage has definitely 
been looking up. 

In a growing number of cities 
across the US, television viewers 
are getting a bird's -eye view of the 
news thanks to the most advanced 
technique in electronic news gather- 
ing: a live, camera -equipped heli- 
copter. The cover this month shows 
the KBTV -9 craft in service.) 

In the year since Denver's ABC - 
affiliated KBTV put its "Sky 9" heli- 
copter into action, the station's 
visibility. image, and rating in the 
community has been substantially 
enhanced. 

KBTV reporter Neal Browne talks to 
the newsroom via a Motorola MT -500 
handle talkie just prior to take off. 
Helicopter is in the air every day from 
5 until 6 PM to cover breaking news 
occuring while newscast is on the air. OF' 

KBTV was one of the early 
stations to put an eye -in- the -sky as 
part of its news program on a 
regular basis. After months of 
experimenting on how to use it most 
effectively by monitoring feedback 
from the public and management, 
more than 40 hours are now being 
logged in the air each month. Some 
shooting is videotaped, but most of 
the coverage is live-at- five -week- 
days. KBTV's enthusiastic, aggres- 
sive news director, Roger Ogden, 
uses an experienced helicopter 
operator to provide both craft and 
pilot service, and to handle all the 
details that the TV executives don't 
have the time or expertise with 
which to deal. 

The telecopter -a Bell Jet Ranger 
III -is painted with the station's 
colors and channel number and is 
ready to go at a moment's notice to 
a newsbreaking event as well as 
circle the city each evening during 
the news to cover live special events 
or stories that add human interest 
to the show, 

The specially- equipped helicopter 
is claimed to give the station a 
significant edge over competitors 
which sometimes must wait for later 
broadcasts of the same events. For 
example, KBTV was able to provide 
extensive coverage of a tornado that 
devastated Cheyenne, WY, -a loca- 
tion the other area media couldn't 
reach fast enough. 

Channel 9 has reporter Neal 
Browne on top of the news week- 
days. He and a camera operator 
are harnessed into the helicopter 
for safety. The helicopter, which 

Airborne, KBTV's photographer Jim 
Berger (left) and reporter Neal 
Browne cover live any breaking 
news or major traffic problems. 
Berger mans an RCA TK -76 camera 
feeding a Tayburn 2GHz microwave 
transmitter. 

flown without incident for the TV 
station since the summer of 1978, 
has an experienced pilot to with- 
stand the pressures of the daily 
drama of deadlines for videotaped 
programs and the urgency of live 
news scenes. 

The news team is met each day at 
Currigan Helistop, which is oper- 
ated by Rocky Mountain Helicopters 
(RMH) and conveniently located just 
minutes from the Channel 9 studio. 
At takeoff. the pilot extends an 
omnidirectional antenna which per- 
mits transmission to the studio via 
an autotracking station on Lookout 
Mountain. Prior to RMH designing 
and installing the extendable an- 
tenna system, a KBTV engineer was 
required to accompany the news 
crew to point the transmitter at a 
ground microwave station for relay 
to the downtown studio. Now. live 
broadcasting is possible up to a 
100 -mile radius. 

KBTV boasts one of the most 
sophisticated electronic news 
gathering operations in the country 
and is proud of its up -to -date in- 
formation at news time. Headquar- 
tered in Provo. UT. RMH has more 
than 75 aircraft in operation world- 
wide and claims to be among the 
top five helicopter operators in the 
US. In Denver, its telecopter has 
proved safe, economical and has 
had a definite impact on ENG 
coverage. 

Sky 9. Sky Cam. Live Eye. 
Whatever they are named, many TV 
stations claim that helicopters are 
the best things to happen in ENG for 
several years. 
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The Revox B77 
records much more than music. 

If you think of the Revox B77 as an extraorlinarily 
well -made tape machine. yith a },rat reputation among 
musicians and recordists, you're right. 
But you're only partly right. 
Because the B77 is now available with so many options 
and in so many configurations that it can be almost any 
kind of tape machine you yant it to be. 
Whether you need a deck for broadcasting. plastering. 
duplicating. security, education. medicine, lab research, 
sound effect, municipal services, A /V presentation:. 
transportation, or cinema. we have a Bîî .just right for 
you. With the same quality that made Revox a legend in 
the music business. Look at all the possibilities: 
FULL RANGE OF SPEEDS: any two from 15 IPS 
for mastering to 15 /16 I PS for logging or surveillance. 
QUARTER OF HALF TRACK operation is available. 
OPTIONAL DOLBY B removes high frequency noise. 
RACK-MOUNTED OR PORTABLE:. All Bîî have 
folding handles and available rack -mounting flanges. 
VOICE -ACTIVATED CONTROL saves tape in broad- 
cast logging, surveillance, courtrooms, forensic pathology, 
municipal services, etc. 
TIMER CONTROL permits recording or playback at 
pre- selected times. 
AND MUCH MORE: Remote control Special narrow 
bandwidth third track Self -Sync Stereo slide sync 

Variable pitch High and low -z and mic line inputs 
With all that flexibility, plus the legendary Studer qual- 

ity, and tape -protecting features like a motion -sens n 
logic-controlled switching system, the B77 is perfect for 
anyone who needs to record anything. 
Visit your Studer Revox professional distributor ar i tell 
him what you need. 

=Mlo)I .°3 REVOX 
St ruler I;eyux murica. 
Ir19 1;roaihcaV, NaShcille I N. : '?n:; (6l51 a'_'9-9i171i 

11.1i?:\nt 6> _lli7N1-4231 New lik(212) 1462 
In l'araila: St I:1\ \ ('atuula I.tii. 
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THE ENG 
HELICOPTER: 

Buy or Lease? 
By Howard M. Collett, 
Rocky Mountain Helicopters 

WCCO in Minneapolis Acquires ENG `Copter 

Ron Handberg (right) news director 
of WCCO -TV 4, Minneapolis, MN, 
receives a log book to the JetRange -III 
from Dwayne K. Jose, Bell Helicop- 
ter's vice president of commercial 
marketing, and accepted the station's 
ENG aircraft at Bell's facility in Ft. 
Worth, TX. 

The CBS affiliate has been flying an 
"Eye in the Sky" since March, 1979 on 

a charter basis with Imperial Helicop- 
ters at Fleming Field in South St. 
Paul, MN. "After making a cost 
analysis and evaluating the aircraft's 
capabilities in news reporting, we 
made a decision to invest in a 

helicopter," said Handberg. "As a 

result, we purchased a 5 -place Bell 
JetRanger -III helicopter for continued 

live coverage and videotape reports of 
fast breaking news events." 

Our first helicopter," Handberg 
continued, "employed a homemade 
electronic news gathering system 
which could transmit live from nearly 
35 miles out. Our new aircraft will 
incorporate the Tayburn microwave 
equipment that will provide live cover- 
age from as far away as 125 miles 
from WCCO. One of the key advan- 
tages is an auto -tracking antenna that 
eliminates the need of a hand anten- 
na. It's a fully integrated system, and 
all airborne electronics are portable." 

Bell's JetRanger -III, the latest and 
most powerful version of this series, 
cruises at 133 mph and has a range of 
346 statute miles. 
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Helicopters have been used as a 
news -gathering vehicle for over 20 
years, but coupled with new state - 
of- the -art microwave systems, they 
have recently come -of -age as an 
effective ENG tool 

Combined Communications Corpo- 
ration of Phoenix is a pioneer for 
ENG helicopters, with six of its 
seven stations regularly using heli- 
copters. Sky 4 in Little Rock was 
launched early in 1977, with Sky 9 
and Sky 12 in Denver and Phoenix 
starting up in 1978. 

Methods of operation vary signifi- 
cantly from station to station, as 
may be expected with any innova- 
tion. Some stations fly only 10 hours 
per month, while others are ap- 
proaching 50 or more. A few have 
live broadcast capability, although 
most plan to have this capability. 

Most of the stations use their 
helicopter for more than ENG: 
servicing transmitter sites (a neces- 
sity in high mountainous regions), 
production of TV commercials, sta- 
tion promotions and traffic report- 
ing. In some cases the traffic 
reporting is donw jointly with a 
company -owned radio station. Some 
stations charter their equipment to 
free -lance filmakers and municipal 
governments on an as- needed basis, 
thus softening the budgetary outflow 
of dollars. 

This report provides information 
to help management decide on the 
size of operation needed. Specific 
details of a helicopter ENG opera- 
tion would be ironed out during the 
contract negotiation with a selected 
company. 

Type of operation 
The type of arrangement for 

helicopter use as specified in the 
lease agreement, or management's 
goals and objectives by outright 
purchase, is most critical to achiev- 
ing the desired results of a helicop- 
ter operation. Because helicopters 
have high fixed costs and relatively 
lower variable costs, the more the 
craft is flown, the less expensive the 
cost per hour. 

A helicopter must fly 600 to 900 
hours a year to be profitable to the 
operator and affordable to the 
customer. The same holds true in a 
purchase, where the operator is the 
customer. Flying less than that 
amount either increases the hourly 
price to a point offsetting the 
advantages over other means of 
transportation, or decreases annual 
revenue to the operator, making it 
impossible to cover fixed costs. For 
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The rem Canon J13x9B is the ideal lens system 
ror eery situation. 

For example, when you're covering an impromptu 
interview in a poorly lit hallway. Or a nighttime 
lire. Or a crime scene. Or when the weather itse f 
is so Dad that its news. These and hundreds of 
low -light situations call for a sensitive lens. That's 
why the zoom on the business end of your 
ENG mera should be a Canon J13x9B. At f/1 6, 
ii s the most sensitive in its class. Ard the rest 
cf -s specs a -e impressive, too. Like its 
13 -tire zoom ratio from a wide 9mn 

to 118mm. Its built -in fluorite element for mcre 
accurate. color cor-ection. And its mirimum object 
distance as shot as O.8m (31.5 "). The lightweight 
J13x9B is available with a money- saving modular 
accessory package, giving yo_ all the flexibility you 
need in the studio or field -now and in the f.Jture. 

Speci-y the Canon J13x9B when you order your 
new ENG camera. 

Ifs the perfect lens system for all types of field 
production, including news, doccmentaries, sort 

or any portable application. Because (Afl0f we'-e always sennsitive to your needs. 

Canon U.S.A. Head Office 10 Nevada Drive. Like Success, N.ti 11040 (516) .8& -67CC 140 I ne uslr al Drive. Elmhc rsl I L 50126 (312) 8333O7 
123 Pau arino Avenue EzÇt. Costa Mesa. CA ,c.2626 ( 714) 976.-3000 

Canon Optics & Business MacVines, Canada,Lt:t., 3245 American Drn.e. Mississauga, Ontario L4V BE Car ada 
Canon Amsterdam NA., Industrial Prncuc-e Division De Boa elaan 8. ATSlerdam. Netherlaics 
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this reason, non -exclusive use con- 
tracts must generate revenue else- 
where to cover costs, and exlusive- 
use contracts must set a minimum 
number of hours to be flown each 
month. 

The On-Call Rental is a basic 
hourly rental on a first -come basis, 

and is suited to those stations 
intending to fly only 10 -15 hours per 
month. However, under this plan 
the helicopter may be unavailable 
when needed most by the station. 

One step up is the Priority Rental. 
The ship may still be chartered to 
other customers, but is scheduled 

Camera stabilization in helicop- 
ter ENG/EFP operations can be 

achieved with suitable support 
equipment. Shown here is cam- 
eraman Tony Bond (the Zachary 
Co.. Las Vegas. NV) using the 
celebrated Steadicam system for 
a field shooting. The Steadicam 
stabilizer arm is attached to a 

Fairchild FH100 'copter. but 
Zachary also uses the Bell Jet 
Ranger and Hughes 500C crafts. 
The camera being used is the 
Cinema Products MNC -71CP de- 
scribed in the camera roundup 
section of this issue. 

PARAMETERS FOR HELICOPTER OPERATIONS 

for a set time each day for the 
station, usually the early evening 
news. While this is probably the 
most common type of operation, 
scheduling conflicts can occur when 
the station wants quick coverage of 
news in progress and the helicopter 
is flying another customer the 
station is usually required to fly a 
minimum of 20 or more hours each 
month. 

There are four other lease or 
purchase alternatives that guaran- 
tee a station exclusive use of a 
helicopter. 

Purchasing a new or used heli- 
copter provides the station a greater 
flexibilty of operation, and in some 
cases, a tax advantage. But it 
includes the responsibilities of main- 
tenance management and general 
administration, all of which must be 
handled by station personnel inex- 
perienced with the complexities of 
the helicopter industry and federal 
regulations. Purchasing also re- 
quires a large cash outflow for the 
down payment, necessitates an own- 
ership commitment of several years, 
and restricts operations should the 
helicopter have a major breakdown, 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
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ON -CALL 
RENTAL 

60+ No No Long H X No Day 1 

to day 
day 

None $300 0 

to 
$400 

PRIORITY 30 No Yes 
RENTAL to 

60 

Norm H X 

or 
Y 

Yes 1 -12 30 
mo. days 

None $275 
to 
$375 

20 $5,500 
to 
$7,500 

EXCLUSIVE 5 
USE to 
LEASE 30 

Yes Short H Y 
or 
Z 

Yes 6 -12 30 
mo. days 

None $250 
to 
$350 

50 $12,500 
to 
$17,500 

MANUFACT- 5 

URER to 
LEASE NEW 30 

Yes Long TV Y 

or 
Z 

Yes 2 -6 $$ 
yrs. Pen- 

alty 

None $275' 50 
to 
$325' 

$13,750' 
to 
$16,250' 

PURCHASE- 5 
USED to 

30 

Yes Long TV Y Yes 6 -7 Sell 
or yrs. 
Z 

$32,000 $275' 50 
(20%) to 

$325' 

$13,750* 
to 
$16,250' 

PURCHASE- 5 
NEW to 

30 

Yes Long TV Y Yes 6 -7 Sell 
or yrs. 
Z 

$52,000 $350' 50 
(20%) to 

$375' 

$17,500' 
to 
$18,750' 

CHART ABBREVIATIONS: 
Column F: H = Helicopter Service; TV = Television Station. 
Column G: X = Each flight; Y - Prewired plug -in; Z = Permanent installation. 
Column L and N: *Does not include Administrative Responsibility or overhead for heli- 

copter operation items that must be borne by the TV Station. 
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Announcing new AV /FV Stereo Consoles fro ADV 

THEY DO EVERYTHING 
BUT THE 
HELICOPTER REPORT 

ADM® is proud to announce the ST Series, newest 
addition to our line of quality professional broad- 
cast consoles. Compact as they are, they're big on 
capability and flexibility. They feature the same per- 
formance excellence, operational simplicity and 
reliability you'll find in any product from ADM. 

The new ST consoles offer a series of modular 
frames that we will equip to your particular needs. A 
variety of input, output and signal processing 
modules are also available to satisify your present 
requirements as well as future expansion. Each ST 

frame offers up to three separate stereo and one 
monaural output. All modules are front panel plug - 
ins. Electrical specifications set a new level of 
excellence for the industry. 

So confident is ADM of the excellence of the ST 

Series, that they're backed with an exclusive 5 -year 
warranty. 

To find out more about how the new ST Series c Jr) 
make Audio Broadcasting easier for you, write or 
call us today. Audio Designs and Manufacturing, 
Inc., 16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, MI 48066. Phone 
313/77 8-8400. TLX 23 -1114. 

The Audio Company 
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The 3 -tube Saticoßcamera you wanted... 

A/V executive 'I 

want a camerz 
that makes my 
department's 
tapes look goo i at 
a price that makes 
me look good. one 
that can adapt to 
our needs as we 
expand" 

Purchasing agent 
"I'm naturally look- 
ing fc.r maximum 
value in a video 
camera. One that 
delivers a lot of 
features for the 
money...from a 

manufacturer 
I can trust" 

Field cameraman 
"A nice compact, 
I ghtweight, well - 
balanced camera. 
One that delivers 
clear shots even in 
near darkness. 
That's what I need." 

Studio camera - 
Top management man "We're ready 
"Higher produc- for the high per - 
tivity, more effec- formance of a 

tive training and sophisticated Sati- 
selling, better con camera. And 
communications,.. I can certainly do 
if a video camera without having to 
can help deliver have a separate 
that, I'm for it" genlock unit:' 

'Registered trademark of F 
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You got! 

"We can turn out 
needle -sharp pic- 
tures with the 
KY- 2000U. And 
with options like 
JVC's remote con- 
trol unit, it's 
adaptable to just 
about any field or 
studio situation : 

"The KY -2000U 
meets all my 
criteria for per- 
formance and 
price. And I know I 

can trust JVC, with 
their reputation 
for quality." 

"This neat little 
KY -2000U is less 
than 12lbs.with 
1.5" viewfinder. 
Handles nice and 
easy. And with 52 
dB S/N and sen- 
sitivity doubling to 
12dB, what more 
could I ask ?" 

"I can see how the 
KY-2000U can help 
me get more out 
of my people wher- 
ever cornmunica- 
tions is involved." "What a relief! No 

more separate 
genlock. And the 
Saticon tubes 
really deliver high 
sensitivity and 
resolution, and 
low lag : 

JVC's new KY -2000U 3 -tube 
Saticon camera is a real rarity to- 
day: an engineering breakthrough 
that makes economic sense, too. It 
has all those features mentioned 
above. Plus horizontal and verti- 
cal contour correction, both 
standard. Built -in variable blanking 
circuit and VTR trigger mode 
select. Broadcast -standard Y.I.Q. 

encoder. C -mount lens versatility. 
And something else just as 

important: JVC's reputation for 
superb quality. 

For the name of your nearest 
dealer, call one of these 
numbers collect: 
East, 
212 -475 -8300; 
Midwest, 
312 -364 -9300; 
South, 
713 -741 -3741; 
West, 
213- 537 -6020. 

E Mail to US JVC Corp., 
I 58 -75 Queens Midtown Expressway. 

Maspeth, NY 11378. BE -i X80 

Send me more facts about your new 
KY -2000U video camera. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

ddress 

City, State, ZIP 

Phone 

Type of operation VC® 
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO DIVISION 

JS JVC CORP. 
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or become economically or function- 
ally obsolete. 

Leasing from the manufacturer 
presents management and commit- 
ment problems similar to purchas- 
ing, with the exception of the down 
payment. 

The Exclusive Lease offers a good 
compromise between a non- exclu- 
sive rental and ownership. All 
management and administrative de- 
tails are handled by an experienced 
helicopter operator. This type of 
lease is generally for a period of 12 

months and offers the station the 

option of upgrading to another 
helicopter model. It benefits the 
station that is uncertain about 
future helicopter needs by eliminat- 
ing budget worries that accompany 
longer -term lease or purchase com- 
mitments. In addition, the helicopter 
is flown and maintained by sea- 
soned professionals. 

Response time 
The time from first notification 

until the helicopter is airborne 
depends upon the arrangement the 
operator has with the station. A 

When you cover 
the action from 
the source... 

for mobile studios 
should be 
Gerstenslager. 
In a van or trailer, your most modern, best equipped studio could be 
your Gerstenslager. It all starts when you tell us what you need. The job 
to be done. Then we'll work with your engineers and principal equip- 
ment suppliers. Develop the plans. Detail placement of every piece of 
equipment, generators, wiring, climate control, consoles. Exactly 
as you want it. Then, build the unit from the frame up. A studio on 
wheels that is actually a dependable broadcasting station comparable 
to conventional studio systems. 

How we do it with examples of work we have done for others 
is included in this brochure. It's yours for the asking. Write or 
call: (216) 262 -2015. 

Mlnikg LAE 
The Gerstenslager Company, Wooster, Ohio 44691 
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helicopter on an exclusive -use lease, 
with pilot on standby, can be in the 
air in five minutes. A station with 
an on -call rental agreement may 
find that the needed helicopter is 50 
miles away flying other clients. 

The on -call rental agreement (for 
a station -owned helicopter, it's the 
maintenance arrangement) does not 
provide top maintenance priority 
should something go wrong. A lack 
of priority, and a lack of spare 
parts found in some smaller opera- 
tions, could create a lengthy and 
costly downtime. Customers with 
exclusive -use contracts receive top 
priority because they provide more 
business. 

Administrative responsibility 
Many helicopter services have 

found that the ideal number of 
helicopters to manage falls between 
eight and 12 and multiples thereof. 
From an administrative standpoint, 
it takes little more to manage eight 
helicopters than it does one or two. 
For a small operation, this can 
mean higher administrative costs 
per factor, an overwhelming factor 
for a television station that chooses 
to purchase or to lease from the 
manufacturer. 

Maintenance scheduling, logs and 
records updating, compliance with 
manufacturer's directives, pilot 
training, parts ordering, accounting, 
insurance negotiation, fuel purchase 
and allocation, and personnel ad- 
ministration are duties the station 
must undertake if it decides to do 
things on its own rather than 
contract with a dependable helicop- 
ter service. A helicopter service can 
also provide research and develop- 
ment assistance in adapting later - 
generation ENG technology to the 
helicopter, modifying configuration 
to service remote transmitter sites, 
and other adaptations where exper- 
ience comes into play. 

Equipment and installation 
Budgetary restraints not only de- 

termine the type of helicopter ser- 
vice a station can afford, but also 
the effectiveness of that craft once 
it's in the air. Many stations have 
simply attempted to adapt their 
"action cam van" equipment to the 
helicopter. This often produces poor 
results and can be dangerous be- 
cause much of the equipment wasn't 
designed with the helicopter in 
mind. For a live broadcast, the ship 
is fully loaded with pilot, camera- 
man, reporter, technician and sev- 
eral boxes containing cameras, 
transmitter, tape recorder (backup 
to going live), antenna and power - 
pack. The pilot is required to fly the 
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CORRECT SCH 
IS IMPORTANT FOR PROGRAM INTEGRATION. 

The SCH -730N Sync /Subcarrier Phase Monitor 
permits fast, accurate measurement, adjustment 
and continuous monitoring of this elusive parameter 
simply and inexpensively! 

Wrong SCH 

11111 43) 

® 

0111/111111111/11 

SCH-730N 
sHC su.C.+411 IT.. Wni'N 

Correct SCH 

Two bridging inputs for 
volt ip -p_` 3 dB composite video 

(NB selection) 
Moritor range: '_-90° ( +70 ns) 
Resolution: better than 9° (7 ns) 
NO EXTERNAL REFERENCE REQUIRED! 

LEITCH 
Progressive Concepts in Television Technok 

i 
gy 

Leitch Video Limited, 705 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada Ml H 2X1 
Tel: (41 6) 438 -5060 Telex: 065 -25420 

Le °tch Video Inc., 210 South; nth Street, Lewiston, N.Y. 14092 - Tel: (716) 754 -4349 
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machine in a direction to get the 
best photo angle, and at the same 
time accommodate the technician 
who is trying to aim his dish 
antenna at the ground receiver. 

A safer method is to record the 
event first, then transmit to the 
ground, or drop the tape off on the 
station roof (it is being done!). But 
the latest technology provides for an 
omnidirectional antenna to be 
mounted on the bottom of the 
helicopter, eliminating the need for 
a technician inside. The helicopter 
is wired to provide power to the 

ENG equipment, and the transmitter 
is permanently mounted inside the 
baggage compartment. An autotrack 
repeater, permanently located on a 
hill or building, eliminates the need 
for the van. 

Expensive? Yes. But considering 
that the extra hardware replaces at 
least two technicians and the van, 
can respond faster, provides great- 
er geographical coverage, and gath- 
ers news from an unparalleled 
viewpoint, it not only results in a 
cost savings, but also offers the live 
coverage desired. 
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Cost of operation 
Down payments are normally not 

required for a lease, but can 
amount to 200 /o or more of the 
purchase price for a new or used 
helicopter. The 1979 price for a new 
Bell 206 B or Hughes 500 is 
$230,000. A basic option package - 
including such necessary items as 
extended height landing gear, heat- 
er, engine particle separator, engine 
automatic relight, rotor brake, dual 
shoulder harness, VHF radio, and 
transponder -makes the total price 
$260,000. A 200 /o down payment 
would amount to $52,000. 

For a commercial helicopter ser- 
vice, prices will vary with the 
operator. The small operator often 
has the lowest price. The midsize 
operator, while he quotes a higher 
price, is generally more firmly 
established in the industry and can 
provide more experienced pilots and 
better maintenance support. 

Helicopter prices are based on 
fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs 
remain the same regardless of the 
number of hours flown, and include 
hull and liability insurance, admin- 
istrative and overhead costs, debt 
service, pilot and mechanic salaries, 
plus benefits, hangar fees, etc. 
Variable costs accrue only as the 
helicopter is flown and include 
running maintenance, parts, reserve 
for overhaul, fuel and oil. Mainte- 
nance costs for helicopters are high. 
Most of the moving parts (and there 
are many) are required to be 
replaced after a certain number of 
flight hours. A major 1200 -hour 
inspection can appraoch $10,000, 
and a 3000 -hour engine overhaul 
can exceed $40,000. Hull insurance 
for a single helicopter can exceed 
$40,000. Hull insurance for a single 
helicopter will run 81/20%o of replace- 
ment cost, or $22,100 annually. 

An unexpected early overhaul can 
be disastrous to a 1 -ship operator, 
but is averaged out and makes 
much less of an impact to a larger 
operator. In some ways, the higher 
price charged by a larger operator 
assures that when something goes 
wrong, the customer is not out of 
business. The attached chart sum- 
marizes the options available to a 
television station. The chart shows 
six methods of helicopter operation 
for television stations, is intended to 
represent the average market, and 
makes no attempt to cover every 
variation. Several exceptions are 
possible, depending upon the heli- 
copter service used, age and condi- 
tion of the helicopter, optional 
equipment, night -flying require- 
ments, geography, altitude, required 
pilot standby, etc. 
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4001 PLL.SE GENERATOR 

You -light say we make time machines. 
CSC's smatter tools for testing a -d 

design help you make the mos :o :yocr : me 
in every corner of electronic" by working 
garter instead of harder, for tar less than 
v3u c expect. 

We give your head a heac start wi:`l a 
variety of =_oice-less breadboarding systerrs 
that let yc translate ideas directly into 
titicri< ng circuits, as fast as you can oink 

We -offer the most logical way to test 
bçic -The Logical ForceTM-portable,circuit- 
porered digìta instruments teat drama:icaily 
cu: the time (arc cost) of diagnosing state - 
arìerted log c. Available singly or in Logica 
Ar>Glysis estK ts.The Logical =owe 

simplif es des gn . na ntenance, f eld service, 
education ... hi-ere-NET you reec bgica 
answers at a logical once. 

A so instrj nehta in making life easier 
are CSC's vale -pa d :es: ns:ruments. 
Inc uding palm -size -requer :y counters hat 
çotrcm audit to past 550 M -z. Our Ultra,.ari- 
able Pulse Geherata- " that lives up to its name 
with a range a- C.5Hz :o 5 MHz and a duty 
cycle wiriableove t ten-rr Ilicn- to -one.A 
f Jrot on genera:or whose VCO is externally 
sweepable over 1 D0:1 

There's a lot more, too All in our new 
C.8 -page cata og. crammed hull of smar :er 
ideas in testing and resign. Send for you' free 
copy today. 

Smarter tools for testing and design. 
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

Ua1 tolVree for details 
1-800-243-60 7 

70 Fulton Ter. Net lave.. T 0650g4303164-:1C3 TWX 710 -4651227 
OTFER OFFICE Sir Fancisco lí1514-148-'2 TWX 910-372-7992 
Eur.pe CSC JCLT) Phone Sat17e-Wilen 3739- 21682. TLX 817477 

Carrda L -n Fnkler Ltd.. Ontario 3:E0AM -5PM Eastern Time 
Available at selectac local dist tutors 4 Copyr gtt 1979 Continental Special tes T..- poretior 
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ENG/ EFP COLOR CAMERA ROUNDUP 
By John Wiliszowski, video editor, and Bill Rhodes, ditorial director 

the development of lightweight, port- 
able video cameras of high quality and 
nominal costs has revolutionized elec- 
tronic news gathering (ENG) and elec- 
tronic field production (EFP) for 
broadcasters. As evidence for this, 
note the marked increase in local, 
national, and worldwide news cover- 
age plus the improvement in scope 
and quality of the broadcast mes- 
sages. 

Behind the news scenes there has 
been a corresponding evolution in the 
economics of news. One prominent 
broadcaster (who has insisted on 
remaining anonymous) reports that 
just a few years ago only a handful of 
broadcasters were making money from 
their news programs. He reports that 
this situation is now reversed, but still 
insists on remaining anonymous be- 
cause advertisers squawk about spiral- 
ing costs and broadcaster's profits. 

In station tours, from coast to coast, 
BE has noted the accelerated rebuild- 
ing of stations to excel in news and 
local productions. New cameras, 
lenses and accessories are at the 
heart of this effort and provide broad- 
casters with the tools they need for 
their market. 
This roundup article tabulates se- 

lected features of ENG /EFP color 
cameras currently available. However, 
because manufacturers present their 
data in many different ways, the data 
summarized here should be con- 
sidered as approximate guidelines. 
While every attempt has been made to 
present the information in a fair, im- 
partial and consistent manner, BE 

assumes no responsibility for preci- 
sion in the specifications nor for price 
and delivery claimed. 

A manufacturer's listing is also pro- 
vided so that readers may obtain 
detailed data by use of the reader 
service card. 

WEIGHT is given in kilograms. Unless 
noted, the weights given include all 
items normally necessary for produc- 
tion. (1 kg = 2.2 lbs.) 
Tube type is listed as follows: 

ACT 
DGP 

C 
L 

N 

P 

S 

T 
V 

= Anti -comet Tail Plumbicon 
= Diode Gun Plumbicon 
= Chainicon 

Liddicon 
Newvicon 
Plumbicon 
Saticon 

= Trinicon 
= Vidicon 

When more than one tube can be 
used in a specific camera, they are 
listed in the order recommended in 
the manufacturer's specifications. No 
attempt has been made to distinguish 
between classifications within a parti- 
cular tube type. Specifications on 
some of the cameras listed recom- 
mend broadcast quality tubes while 
others recommend industrial tubes. 
Information concerning the classifica- 
tion of the type of tube recommended 
should be obtained from the manufac- 
turer. 

Sensitivity is given in lux, rated at 
f /4, 60% reflectance except as noted, 
(One fc 7 

10.8 lux.) 
Signal -to -noise (S /N) is the ratio of 

the peak value of the video signal to 
the value of the noise present, which 

is usually measured in decibels (dB). 
The higher the number, the less noisy 
the picture. 

Gain boost is an increase in voltage 
or power, usually expressed in dBs. 
Gain boost for an ENG /EFP camera 
enables the camera to produce a 

usable picture in lower light levels 
than is normally possible. 

Resolution is given as percentage of 
100% modulation at 400 TV lines (un- 
corrected) or in the number of lines 
discernible using a resolution test 
wedge located in zone 1. Depth of 
modulation and resolution are limited, 
in most cases, only by the pickup 
tube. Most video amplifiers are cap- 
able of a flat response (100% depth of 
modulation) at upwards of 10MHz, or, 
if translated into TV lines, could 
process the signal necessary to pro- 
duce a resolution of 1000 TV lines. 
However, since the pickup tube is in- 
capable of such a response, the 
amplifiers are limited to approximately 
8MHz, or 640 TV lines, to improve 
signal -to- noise. 

Registration error is listed as the per- 
centage the registration differs from 
the ideal within zone 1. (Registration 
error within zones 2 and 3 should be 
obtained from the manufacturer.) 

Prices listed are "ball park" figures, 
do not include the full range of op- 
tions available, are subject to change 
without notice, and are given in 
dollars. 

Delivery is typically (in weeks) after 
receipt of order (ARO) and does not 
account for backlogs at any particular 
time. 

Parameter. 

Firm & 

Model number 

Weight 

(kg) 

No. of Tube 

Tubes Type 

Sensitivity S /N 
(lux) (dB) 

Enhance- 

ment 

Max. 

Gain 

Boost 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

(Center) 

Ampex 
BCC -14 (self 
contained) 

BCC -14 (EFP 
with remote 
control) 

7.0 3 2/3" P 

9.2 3 2/3"P 

2400 50 H,V 12 both 
45% 
depth 

modula- 
tion at 

2400 50 H,V 12 400 TV 
lines 

(uncor- 
rected) 

Asaca 
ACC -2000 10 

(w /o 
lens) 

3 y3"P 
or S 

2000 
at 

f 14-5.6 

50 H,V 9 40% 
depth 

of mod- 
ulation 
at 400 

TV lines 

Registra- 

tion Error 

Geometric 

Distortion 

List 

Price 

(S) 

Delivery 

ARO 

(weeks) 

0.1% 1.5% 41,270 12 

0.1% 1 .5% 48,150 12 

0.1% 1.5% 29,600 5 -6 
(w /o 
lens) 
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The 11Oß on -air mixer gives you up to 18- inputs in either 
stereo or mono with these standard features Control 
room monitor Headphone control Seven mono 
line output amps Three stereo bridging line amps 

Five VU meters Stereo program and audition 
output channels with meters Mono output with meter 

Cue on all mic and line inputs. 

Auditronics modular design lets you start now with a 
basic main -frame and odd modules for greater opera- 
tional flexibility later when you need them. And, all 
Auditronics input modules and faders are interchange- 
able and obsolescence -proof. If you'd like to air o signal 
that is truly state -of- the -art, the place to start is with an 
Auditronics 11Oß console. For complete informati Dn and 
the name of your nearest dealer, circle reader service 
number or call us. 

auditronicf inc. 
3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 (901) 362 -1350 

Circle (29) on Reply Card 
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Parameter 

Firm 

Model Number 

Weight 

(kg) 

No. of 

Tubes 

Tube 

Type 

Sensitivity 

(lux) 

S/N 
(dB) 

Enhance- 

ment 

Max. 

Gain 

Boost 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

(Center) 

Registra- 

tion Error 

Geometric 

Distortion 

list Delivery 

Price TIRO 

(f) (weeks) 

Bosch Fernseh 
KCA -100 5.5 (w /o 3 2/3" 2500 51 H,V 9 500 0.1 0.5`0 42.000 16 

lens) DGP,P 

Commercial 
Electronics 
Inc. (CEI) 
310 3.6 3 2ß "S 2100 52 H,V 12 600 0.1 °0 1.0 °0 41,980 4 

330 5.85 3 2/3"S 
or P 

2100 52 H,V 12 600 0.100 1.0% 54,830 4 

Cinema 
Products 
MNC -71CP 8.5 (w /o 3 1/2"P 2600 51 H,V 12 >500 0.1% 0.5% 34,500 off shelf 

lens) or S 

MNC -710CP 
(teleproduction 
system) 10.3 3 2/3 "P 2600 51 H,V 12 >500 0.1% 0.5 °ro 47,000 off shelf 

(w /o or S 

lens) 

GBC 
CTC-7X 7.95 3 2/3"C 2000 50 H 6 500 0.1% 1.5% 26.000 

CTC-5X 3.5 1 1"V 1000 40 No No 240 NA NA 2334 
(at f/1.9) 

H I IV 
the electronic graphics & titling system 

TELESYSTEMS DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPORATION 

265 Bethpage -Spagnoli Road. Melville, New York 11747 

Telephone: (516) 249 -3296 Telex:144522 CHYRON MELV 

Circle (30) on Reply Card 
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THE UNCOMPLICATE 
CONSOLE 

Compare the sersible panel layout of these broadcast mixers to the cluttered array of tiny bu ons, 
midget knobs and closely spaced faders on other mixers costing much more. Ours are eas r to 
operate and understand. 

Compare the sensible electronic packaging, with only 2 kinds of electronic modules used. at's 
redundancy! Plus, such standard features as 4 inch log taper slide pots, selectively illuminar VU 
meters, mono output, electronic audio switching, 2 -way remote control and, of course, our fi.sl iture 
quality oiled walnut end panels and armrest. 

Three expandable models to choose from: SYSTEM 16 (illustrated) is priced at $8,250 with 8 ixers 
(expandable to 16) with 3 metered stereo outputs and 1 metered mono output. Additional mixers $365 
each. Delivery? Stock to 3 weeks. 

GET UNCOMPLICATED! 

11355 PYRITES WAY 
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95 70 

(916) 635 -1048 
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Parameter 

Firm & 

Model Number 

Weight No. of 

(kg) Tubes 

Tube 

Type 

Sensitivity 

(lux) 

S/N 
(dB) 

Enhance- 

ment 

Max. 

Gain 

Boost 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

(Center) 

Registra- 

tion Error 

Geometric 

Distortion 

List 

Price 

(S) 

Delivery 

ARD 

(weeks) 

Hitachi 
SK -90 8.5 (w /o 3 

lens) 
2/3"S 2690 >51 H,V 6,12 500 <0.1% <1.5% 39,675 

(w /o 
lens) 

stock 

SK-80A 8.5 (w/o 3 

lens) 
2/3 "S 2000 50 H,V 6 500 0.1% 1.5% 29,475 

(w /o 
lens) 

stock 

SK-70 6.7 3 2/3 "S 2000 50 H,V 6,12 500 0.05% 1.0% 38,341 
(w /o 
lens) 

stock 

F P-3060 5 1 1 "S 2000 46 No No 270 NA NA 9400 - 
G P-7 5.2 1 1"V 100 f/2 40 H No 250 NA NA 3750 

SK-96 6.8 (w /o 3 

lens or 
VF) 

2/3 "S 2000 >51 H,V 6,12 500 <0.1 % <1.5% 39,735 
(w /o 
lens) 

4 

FP-20 5.5 (w/o 3 

lens or 
grip) 

2/3 "S 2500 49 H,V + 6 500 0.1% 1% 12,000 
(w /o 
lens) 

stock 

F P-40 6 (w /o 2 

lens or 
VF) 

26"S 2000 50 H,V 6,12 550 0.2% 1% 23,500 
(w /o 
lens) 

stock 

THE 6112 IS SO ADVANCED 
IT SURPASSES ALL SWITCHERS IN ITS CLASS AND BEYOND 

Two fully independent 
special effects generators 
each with double re- entry; 
downstream keyer. 

Plug -in option: 
Encoded Chroma 
Keyer $950.00 

Price $6995.00 

MIX! 
EFFECTS A 

MIX/ 
ETrecTS s 

PROGRAM 

PREVIEW 

The production flexibility afforded by two fully in- 
dependent mix -effects systems, each with its own 
keyer, has to be seen to be appreciated. The 6112 
makes maximum use of its buses and controls. For 
instance, the preview bus is not tied up just to get an 
ME system into the program line. Ask your dealer 
for a demonstration. 

The circuitry is rock stable - and we mean exactly 
that. Dual back porch clamps, patterns that snap 
into position, inherent timing accuracy with no lag 
or bounce, standardized interchangeable plug -in 
boards with gold fingered card edge connectors, all 
contribute to a sense of quality. 

For further information on the 6112 or our other switcher products call or write for information. 

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORPORATION 316 Broad St., Summit, N.J. 07901 Tel. (201) 273 -1090 
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I 
Introducing the only crystalless 
scanner designed for mobile use.. 

Introducing the totally new Regency Touch M I00 Computerized Scanner to hear the action of 
police, fire, weather and emergency calls. It's the first digitally synthesized scanner that's 
perfect for mobile* or at home use. And it has a wealth of features to make programming 

simple. Like a full function digital readout, memory, search and scan delay, priority, fingertip 
sensitive, backlighted pressure pad and more. Plus you can choose from over 15,000 public 

service frequencies to monitor through 10 channels. All for under $300.00. If this sounds good 
just wait until you hear the Touch M 100 in person, at your Regency Scanner Authorized Dealer. 

Or write Regency Electronics, Inc., 7707 Records Sheet, Indianapolis, IN 46226. 

T 

el RA% CA*7 

Regency. Electronics, Inc. 
7707 Records St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46226 

*Mobile use subject to restriction in certain localities 

Circle (33) on Reply Card 
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Parameter 

Firm r, 

Model Number 

Weight 

(kg) 

No. of 

Tubes 

Tube 

Type 

Sensitivity 

(lux) 

S/N 
(dB) 

Enhance- 

ment 

Max. 

Gain 

Boost 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

(Center) 

Registra 

lion Error 

Geometric 

Distortion 

List Delivery 

Price ARO 

(S) (weeks) 

Ikegami 
HL -51 13 (w/vf 3 1 "P 3000 >55 H,V 12 600 0.1% <1.5% 54,800 

& w/o 
lens) 

ACT or 
DGP 

(w /o 
lens & 

tubes) 

HL -52 4.45 3 2/3 "P 2200 50 H,V 12 500 0.1% 1.5% 46,000 
(w /VF & 

w/o 
lens) 

ACT (w /o 
lens & 

tubes) 

HL -79A 5.1 (wl 
VF & 

w/o 
lens) 

3 ,L "P 
or S 

2000 54 H,V 18 500 0.1% 1.5% 34,110 
(w /o 
lens) 

ITC -240 5.2 (wl 3 35 "S, 4000 48 H,V 12 500 0.2% 2.0% 17,790 
lens) C,P optional with S (w /o 

lens) 

HL -53 7 (w /o 
lens & 

W /VF) 

3 1 "P 
or DGP 
or PCT 

1500 55 H,V 12 600 0.1% 1.5% 60,000 
(w /o 

lens & 

tubes) 

H L-78A 6 (w /o 
lens) 

3 

P,S 
2000 54 H,V 18 500 0.1 1.5% 22,000 

(w / 
tubes) 

CFRN CFRY CKCY KBOX KGRO K 

:NXV KPAC KRVN KYAK KYXY 
'BO K WCBQ WFLN WDAR WDL 
WFTN WHAT WHP WI BF WIBX 

0E-TV KI NT KLI N 

Ç:,404,. 

` f , VFO 

i.1 WVU - 
1112 Model 5 Mixer Stereo 

: 
WKXL WKAP WLBR WLDS WLEW WLNH WLOB WLSW 

MSC WLW WRVA WN N R W 440044.4 G_.I I,±± ' )0 
:... 

'SSV WTCM WSB WTRI ` . ;A 

NC 
LPB Signature II Seres audio consoles are 
designed and manufactured to provide superb 
operational capability and outstanding electronic 
and mechanical reliability. Mono, dual mono or 
stereo ... 5, 8 or 10 mixer configuration. 
Why look elsewhere? 

Model S -13C 8 Mixer Stereo /Mono 

LPB " LPB Inc. 
28 Bacton Hill Road, Frazer, PA 19355 (215) 644 -1123 

Manufacturers and Distributors of Broadcast Equipment Since 1960 
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ENG /EFP 
With a guarantee that stands behind you. 

Complete warranty repair 
within 24 hours -or we 
provide a loaner camera ... 
free. 

Our engineers will teach you 
setup, preventive main- 
tenance, colorimetry and 
registration so that you can 
do your own. 

Less cost than any other 
comparably equipped 
ENG /EFP color camera. 

s 

ea; 

A 24 hour toll free factory 
number keeps a video engi- 
neer as close as the phone, 7 
days a week; 800 -421 -7486. 

Our easy -term "state- of -the- 
art" lease program allows 
you to update your equip- 
ment by giving you credit for 
up to 50% of your lease payments. 

Exclusive one -year warranty 
covers even the tubes - 
you'll never pay one cent for 
service under our warranty. 

How can we offer such a comprehensive program? We put 
the MNC-71CP camera through the most grueling test our 19 

years in the production equipment business could devise. 
We assigned the camera to our rental departments in 
Chicago, Dallas and Detroit for a no holds barred trial. After 
a year and a half of air shipments, location shooting and use 
by both experienced engineers and novice operators, our 
MNC- 71CP's are still low maintenance cameras. It's a 

money maker for us. It can do the same for you. 

Circle (18) on Reply Card 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 
Faun & Video Production Equipment 

CHICAGO 
200 East Ontario, Chicago, IL 60511 (312) 321 -9406 
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Parameter 

Firm & 

Model Number 

Weight 

(kg) 

No. of 

Tubes 

Tube 

Type 

Sensitivity 

(lux) 

S/N 
(dB) 

Enhance- 

ment 

Max. 

Gain 

Boost 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

(Center) 

Registra- 

tion Error 

Geometric 

Distortion 

List 

Price 

(S) 

Delivery 

ARO 

(weeks) 

HL -790A 
(convertible to 
HL -79A) 17 (w /o 3 2h °P,S 2000 54 H,V 18 500 0.1% 1.5% 50,000 

lens & (w /o 
w/VF) lens or 

tubes) 

ITC -350 5.0 (w /o 3 2/3 "P,S - 52 H,V 12 500 0.2% - 15,000 
VF or (w /lens 
lens) & tubes) 

IVC 
IVC -7000P 7.7 (w /o 3 1 "P 2000 51 H,V 12 675 0.06% 1.5% 50,250 

CCU) (w/o 
lens) 

IVC -7005P 7.7 3 1"DGP 2000 51 H,V 12 675 0.06% 0.5% 55,000 8 

(w /o 
lens) 

JVC 
KY-2000 2 3 2/3"S 2500 52 NA ? 500 0.1% 9300 4 -6 

Link 
Electronics 
Type 120 12 3 ACT 160 46.5 V,H 12 40% 0.05% >1% - - 
Marconi 
Mark IX P 7.5 3 1"L 1100 49 H,V 12 650 0.1% 0.25% 67,500 8 

(auto- 
matic) 

LOOK INTO CONTINENTAL'S 
316F 10 KW AM TRANSMITTER 

It's the "best" 10 KW package you can buy. 

o 

Loud Sound 
Automatic Program Peak Controller enables you to 
achieve maximum loudness without overmodulation. 

Completely Transparent 
What you program in is what goes out on the air. 
The 316F faithfully reproduces your program. 

State -of- the -Art Design 
All solid -state exciter. One tube type and only two 
tubes. 

Low Power Consumption 
AM Stereo Compatibility 
Proven "On -Air" Reliability 
All components, output networks and power supply 
are conservatively rated, so you enjoy an extra 
operating margin with extended life and performance. 

Ask for our brochure on the 316F: the 10 KW AM 
transmitter that offers quality sound with superior 
performance. Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. Box 
270879 Dallas, Texas 75227. (214) 381 -7161. 

(ri 
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Parameter. 

Firm & 

Model Number 

Weight 

(kg) 

No. of 

Tubes 

Tube 

Type 

Sensitivity 

(lux) 

S/N 
(dB) 

Enhance- 

ment 

Max. 

Gain 

Boost 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

(Center) 

Registra- 

Lion Error 

Geometric 

Distortion 

List 

Price 

(S) 

NEC 
MNC -61A 7.85 3 2/3"P 2600 50 H V 6 500 0 1% NA 20,000 

Panasonic 
AK -750 7.2 (w /o 

lens 
w /VF) 

3 2/3 "P 2152 49 H,V 6 500 0.1% 1.0% 18,550 
(w lo 
lens) 

A K-920 25 3 1 "P 1614 H,V - 500 0.2% 1.0% 20,500 

WV-3800 4.9 1 1"V 1506 47 H,V 6 260 - - 3750 

Philips 
LDK -14 5.9 (w /o 

lens) 
3 2/3 "P 2380 50 H,V 12 600 0.1% 1.5% 35,440 

Video 80 -ENG 12 3 2/3 "P 2680 50 H,V 12 600 0.15% 1.0% 23,650 

Video 80 -EFP 9.2 3 2/3 "P 2680 50 H,V 6 600 0.15% 1.0% 24,500 

RCA 
TKP -46, 
System I 9 (w /o 

CCU) 
3 1 "P 1250 48 H,V 9 650 0.1% 0.5% 52,600 

TKP -46, 
System Il 9 (w/o 

CCU) 
3 1 "P 1250 48 H,V 9 650 0.1% 0.5% 47,195 

Delivery 

NtC 

(week) 

off shell 

off she 

off she 

off she 

8 

4 

4 

General Electric Professional Large Screen TV Projection 

The new look in TV Production. 
You get new dimensions of viewer impact and 
operating flexibility with a rear -projection 
background for news -weather- sports and special 
effects using a General Electric Professional 
Large Screen Color TV Projector. 

The projected background visually displays 
virtually any signal from a video source, and 
eliminates production restrictions and video 
problems possible with electronic backgrounds. 

For data display, such as election returns or 
stock prices, the projector can display signals 
from an alphanumeric character generator. Also, 
use it to preview new programming impressively 
for sponsors and agencies. 

Circle (35) on Reply Card 

Join a major network and local station; in 
the U.S. and overseas which have put this exc :ing, 
versatile new production approach to work For 
application information, call (315)456 -2562 t: day 
and ask for J.P. Gundersen. Or write Geneial 
Electric Company (VDEO), Electronics Park 6 -206, 
Syracuse, NY 13221. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

General Electric Professional Large Screen: 
Color TV Projector in rear- projection 
application at WTMJ -TV, Milwaukee, WI. 
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Parameter. 

Firm & 

Model Number 

Max. Horizontal List 'Delivery 

Weight No. of Tube Sensitivity S/N Enhance- Gain Resolution Registra- Geometric Price SRO 

(kg) Tubes Type (lux) (dB) ment Boost (Center) tion Error Distortion (S) (weeks) 

TK-760 17 3 273"S 

or P 

2500 51 H,V 9 600 0.1% 0.5% 57,250 

TK-76B 8.1 3 2/a"P 
or S 

2500 51 H,V 9 600 0.1% 2.0% 43,750 - 

Sanyo 
VCC-9000 7.6 1 1"V 1280 40 - - 300 - - 3040 otf sielf 

Sharp 
XC -530 4.3 (w /o 

lens) 
3 2/3 "S 2500 47 H 6 >420 0.3% 2.0% 10,390 

XC-500U 4.3 (w /o 
lens & 
CCU) 

3 2/3 "S 2500 47 H 6 >420 0.3% 2.0% 10,000 

XC -320U 4.5 (w /o 
lens) 

3 2/3 "V 2500 46 No 6 >400 0.5% 2.0% 5000 

XC-300U 4.3 (w /o 
lens & 

CCU) 

3 2/3 "'V 2500 46 No 6 >400 0.5% 20% 4600 

Sony 
BVP -300 5.6 (w /o 

lens) 
3 2/3 "P 3300 53 H,V 18 500 0.1% 1 5% 43,390 

(w /o 
lens) 

NEW 
BROADCAST 
STUDIO 
FURNITURE 
FROM 
RUSLANG 

50 Broadcast Engineering January 1980 

If you're building or remodeling, add the elegant look 
of expensive furniture for much less than you would 
expect. We build electronic racks in various heights, 
consoles for any size tape deck, and control stations 
that put you on top of things. All are constructed of 
quality materials, including high pressure laminates, 
making them sturdy as well as at -active. They are 
available in either wood grain finish or various solid 
colors. Send for literature showing dimensions, etc. 

THE RUSLANG (CORPORATION 
247 Ash Street, Bridgeport, CT 06605 Tel: 203 384 1266 
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I TANTANEOU 
Di tal Command 

o 
b 

o 

Y 

TFT btriiTAl TELEM=TRy !C)N-ROL VODEL. 

30 Functions for only $2195 
TFT Model 7601 represents a major break - 
th'ough in remote control systems. Now, you 
can get 10 channels of digital command func- 
tions plus 10 channels of digital telemetry func- 
tions for iess than $2200! And it's the same 
high quality, reliadle design that has made TFT 
equipment a standard in the b-oadcast in- 
dustry. Just check this line -up of features: 

DATA SECURITY ASSURED 
Full command -code redundancy, plus odd/ 
even parity check, makes digital data errors 
v "tually impossible. A TFT proprietary eature. 
Even lightning induced noise has no effect on 
integrity of command functions. 

INSTANTANEOUS COMMAND 
Less than 0.2 second marks the time for a com- 
plete command /execute function with the new 
TFT high speed data modem. 

ONE MAN CALIBRATION 
The front panel of the Model 7601R (Remote 
Terminal) has a DVM and scaling potentiome- 
ters so that just one man, on- site, can perform 
the FCC required weekly calibration. A studio 
lock -out switch provides complete operator 
safety for on -site work. 

CHOICE OF TRANSMISSION METHODS 
Model 7601 interconnection can be either tele- 
phone lines or radho links which include STL, 
TLS or SCA. 

MINIMAL SERVICE DCWNTIME 
Quick-disconnect rear barrier strips allow fast 
removal of the 7601 from the rack without dis- 
connecting any of the interface wiring bet %een 
the remote terminal and the transmitter or 
alarm sampling points. 

TEN OPTIONAL STATUS CHANNELS 
In addition, 10 status indicator functions may 
be factory or fielc installed to provl'de instant 
status display and alarm. 

The Model 7601 is just one of a full line of f eld- 
proven, reliable, fail -safe remote control sys- 
tems offered by TFT. Other remote control 
systems designed for AM, FM and TV inc udle 
the Model 7610,a 110 -channel digital telemetry/ 
status /control system; the Model 7815, a 'ully 
independent 15 to 45 channel DIRECT control/ 
status /alarm system; the Model 7840 data ac- 
quisition, automatic logging and alarm syE tern 
and a complete line of remote control ac- 
cessories. They're al available from TFT. For 
all the facts on these and other TFT prod .lcts 
call or write: 

I 
/T 3TIIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC 

CAKMEAD VILLAGE DR, SANTA CLARA, CA 95051 (408)246 -45355 1WX 910-338-2%4 
Circle (37) or Reply Card 
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Parameter 

Firm & 

Model Number 

BV P -100 

Weight 

(kg) 

4.7 (w /o 
lens or 
back- 
pack) 

No. of Tube 

Tubes Type 

% P 

Max. Horizontal List 

Sensitivity S/N Enhance- Gain Resolution Registra- Geometric Price 

(lux) (dB) ment Boost (Center) bon Error Distortion (S) 

Delivery 

ARO 

(weeks) 

4000 50 H,V 6 500 0.1% 1.5% 28,000 

BVP-200 

DXC-1610 

5.6 (w /o 
lens) 

4.9 (w /o 1 1 "T 
lens) 

2 12/3"S 
1.1 "T 

4000 50 H,V 9 500 NA NA 18.200 

NA 45 H 6 300 NA NA 4150 

DXC-1640 4.5 - 7/3"T - 45 H,V - 300 

Thomson-CSF 
Microcam 
MC-601 5.6 3 2/3"P 

or S 

2000 53 H,V 18 500 0.01% 1.5% 37,000 4 

wltubes 

MC-602 3.63 3 2/3"P 2000 53 11,V 12 25 -30% 0.05% 1.0% 32,000 4 

depth of wltubes 
modula- 
tion at 
300 TV 
lines 

Toshiba 
PK -39 10.5 3 2/3 "L 2000 

or DGP 
51 H,V ? 500 0.1% 1.5% 33,950 

(w /o 
lens & 
tubes 

r poky r 
r,- 

Nobody Can Match The 
Spotmaster' 3000 Series 

The Spotmaster 3000 is the only 
cartridge tape machine series on the 
market with all of these performance 
proven features: 

Nortronics' Duracore' heads; auto/ 
manual fast forward option; low- voltage 
current regulated solenoid; indepen- 
dent azimuth adjustment; solid - state 
switching logic; headphone jack for 
maintenance; and wide record input 
range. Models available for 1/3 and 1/2 

rack widths. 
For complete information on the Spot- 

master 3000 series, call or write your 
local Spotmaster distributor, or contact: 

I-E. 
ramwnr/ 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC. 
4100 NORTH 24th STREET P.O. BOX 3606 

QUINCY, IL 62301 PHONE: (217) 224 -9600 

Circle (38) on Reply Card 
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The Rackmount Monitor You've Always Wanted 
3 clean audio watts from a -20dbm line only 2 rack-units (3.5 ") height transformer input 
headphone disconnects 'speaker input front & rear smooth response. 

AM3 shown patched to monitor the outputs of the incredible MR5x5 audio D.A. offering 5 

5- output transformer -coupled line amplifiers (5x5) in but 1 rack -unit space. 

Ultra Audio Products P.O. BOX 
921 213/276-2726 I HLS CA 

A DIVISION OF AUDIO INTERNATIONAL INC. 

Circle (39) on Rely Card 

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar 

for A/F/TU OflITOR5 
WWII UMW 

(s, 

9'9 

.m10 un 01. VRI,1 .1101f 

i 

c GELAR 
AAS NI ION MOM TOP 

UN NOUN MM 

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687 -5550 
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. 
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON PA 19333 BOX 826 E215) 687 -5550 
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Hitachi SK -96 JVC KY-2000 Philips Video 80 

ENG /EFP 
Camera 

Source Data 

For information on ENG /EFP color 
cameras, contact the manufacturers 
listed in the BE annual Buyer's Guide 
(September issue) or use the reader 
service card and the appropriate 
number below. 

Ampex (150) 

Asaca (151) 

Bosch Fernseh (152) 

Cinema Products' 

Commercial Electronics (CEI) (153) 

GBC (154) 

Hitachi (155) 

Ikegami (156) 

Intl. Video (IVC) (157) 

Link (158) 

Marconi (159) 

Panasonic (160) 

Philips (161) 

RCA (162) 

Sanyo (163) 

Sharp (164) 

Sony (165) 

Thomson -CSF (166) 

Toshiba (167) 

US JVC (168) 

'Written requests only: Cinema Products. 
2037 Granville Ave.. Los Angeles. CA 90025. 

SERIES 
Proven. 

Over 5,000 ITC 3D's in 
use -15,000 decks - 
Stereo and Mono. 

Economical. 
Three premium line repro- 
ducers cost little more 
than two SP Series 
single decks. 

Compact. 
Three deck convenience in 
the space of two SP sir gle 
decks. 

Recorder. 
Add a WRA Recordin ;.; 
Amplifier and the bottom 
deck becomes a Master 
Recorder/Reproducer . 

Broadcasters' 
No. i Choice 

IllTo place a no -risk order (30 day guarantee of satisfs:ction) 

Call Toll-Free: 800 -447 -0414. 
In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois Call Collect: 309 -82 -1381 

If1TERf1ATICNIAL TAPETRO(1ICS CORPORATIOf 
2425 South Main Street, Bloomington, Illinois c1701 

Marketed exclusively in Canada by McCurdy Radio Industries, Ltd. Toronto 
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business 
news 
PK -39 camera deliveries 

Deliveries on Toshiba's ENG /EFP 
portable color television cameras 
have begun. The unit is being used 
as a 1 -piece completely self -con- 
tained camera and a 2 -piece hand- 
held camera with separate control 
unit-in both broadcast and telepro- 
duction applications. The unit can 
also be used in the studio with an 

optional 5 -inch viewfinder. It uses 
2/3 -inch lead oxide tubes and is also 
available with diode gun tubes, 
providing increased resolution. 

Lease signed 
Abraham I. Dranetz, chairman of 

the board and president of Dranetz 
Engineering Laboratories, announced 
the signing of a lease for a new 
60,000 square foot production and 
office facility in Edison, NJ. The new 
building will triple the amount of 
space currently occupied by the 
company in two separate locations. 
The facility is located on New 
Durham Road at the intersection of 
New Brooklyn Road. Dranetz manu- 

Broadcast media teams must be ready at a moment's notice, With 
Christie's integrated system; the REFLEX'S 20 Charger and sempiter- 
nal ni -cad battery packs, there is virtually no wait. Recharge? The 
fastest in the industry. 12 to 20 minutes and you're completely 
charged. 
Because of the revolutionary "burping" 
system the batteries remain cool, their 
cycle life is extended up to 10 times that 
of conventional ni -cads and 50 times 
that of other rechargeable batteries. 
The Christie System ... reliable, effective 
and 90-97% efficient. 

50 years experience 
plus REFLEX 20 
makes you: 
CHRISTIE- READY. f 

ELECTRIC CORP. 
3410 WEST 6TH STREET, DEPT, W 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90043 
(213) 750 -1151 TWX 910- 321 -3867 

Write for valuable new information 
or call toll free (800) 421 -2058 
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factures precision electronic instru- 
mentation equipment for electric 
power companies, computer service 
organizations and manufacturers of 
communications equipment. 

Convergence expands facility 
Convergence has expanded into 

new quarters. A long -term lease has 
been negotiated for an additional 
15,000 square feet of office and 
research space. The facility is to 
become the Convergence Corpora- 
tion Technology Center, which will 
house design engineering, software 
development, manufacturing engi- 
neering, field engineering and an 
expanded research and development 
department. Administration and 
marketing also will occupy office 
space in the new building which is 
located at 1641 McGaw in Irvine, 
CA. 

Ampex camera group moves 
The camera products group of 

Ampex' audio /video systems division 
will consolidate its operations in a 
103,000 square foot facility in the 
Valco Industrial Park, Cupertino, 
CA. Ampex has signed a 10 -year 
lease for the facility, which will 
consolidate the camera group's 
product management and engineer- 
ing departments, formerly located at 
corporate headquarters in Redwood 
City, and manufacturing, formerly 
in Sunnyvale. 

Lowel to light Olympics 
Lowel -Light has been selected by 

the Lake Placid Olympic Organizing 
Committee to light the press and 
interview areas of the XIII Olympic 
Winter Games. The six sites, stra- 
tegically located near all the major 
event venues, will be available to 
the world press in attendance for 
on- the -spot interviews with athletes. 

Ampex official supplier of 
magnetic tape 

Ampex announced it has been 
selected as the official supplier of 
audio and video recording tape to 
the 1980 Winter Olympics at Lake 
Placid, NY. Magnetic tape products 
to be supplied include quadruplex 
and helical videotape, VHS and 
Beta- ̀ ormat videocassettes and 
audiocassettes. 

SALES /CONTRACTS 

Industrial Sciences 
Industrial Sciences has completed 

a research and development con- 
tract for the Public Broadcasting 
Service. This contract included de- 
velopment of the broadcast closed 
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captioning system developed by PBS. 

Harris 
The broadcast products division 

of Harris is providing an MW -50A, 
50kW PDM transmitter and a 4 -tow- 
er antenna phasor to WAAY radio 
in Huntsville, AL. 

Fiji Broadcasting Commission has 
placed a $250,000 order for broad- 
cast equipment with the broadcast 
products division of Harris. The 
order included Harris' FM -1K, 1kW 
FM transmitter and two BC -20H, 
20kW medium wave transmitters. 

Audiotronics 
Audiotronics video display divi- 

sion announced a major award from 
RCA -Lancaster, PA. The agreement 
calls for the purchase of over two 
million dollars worth of private -label 
monochrome video monitors during 
the 1980 calendar year. 

Sony 
Sony Broadcast, a division of 

Sony Video Products, has announced 
the sale of more than $1.1 million in 
broadcast video production and 
editing equipment to three television 
stations owned and operated by 
Combined Communications, Phoenix, 
AZ. The combined orders include 11 

BVH -1100 1 -inch Type C studio 
VTRs, two BVH -500 portable 1 -inch 
Type C VTRs, five BVP -300 ENG 
color video cameras, 10 BVT -2000 
TBCs, seven BVG -1000 time code 
generator /readers and 17 BVU -200A 
broadcast 3/4 -inch editing videocas- 
sette recorders, plus other peripher- 
al editing and production equipment. 

Marconi 
Marconi has won an order to 

equip 25 IBA stations throughout the 
United Kingdom when the Indepen- 
dent Broadcasting Authority 
launches the fourth television chan- 
nel in 1982 with the transmitters 
required for the new channel. 

A recent order for three Mk IX 
television cameras by the Mexican 
Commission for the Promotion of 
Academic Activities has raised the 
number of this latest family of 
cameras from the Marconi stable to 
101 equipments sold so far. 

FINANCIAL 

Orrox 
Orrox reported record results for 

the third quarter and nine month 
periods ended September 30, 1979. 
Net earnings for the three month 
period ended September 30, rose 

244 ° /o to $583,711 or 34 cents per 
share from $169,800 or 9 cents per 
share for the same quarter last 
year. Revenues increased 800 /o to 
$2,813,543 compared to $1,559,310. 
For the nine months, net earnings 
reached $1,447,856 or 84 cents per 
share against $340,833 or 17 cents 
per share. Revenues were 
$7,279,731 compared to $4,336,784 
for the nine month period in 1978. 

Cox 
Cox Broadcasting reported higher 

revenues and earnings for both the 
third quarter and nine months 
ended September 30. Net income for 
the three month period was 
$10,421.000 equal to $1.55 per 

share, compared with $8,701,000 o- 
$1.30 per share the same quarter 
year ago, a 200 /o increase. 

Chyron 
Chyron reported that sales for tile: 

first quarter of the current fiscal 
year were at a record level. Sae 
for the quarter ended September 30, 
1979 doubled to $1,509,163 from 
$758,312 last year and net incom.3 
advanced to $156,660 from $59,50'3 
earned from operations in th 
corresponding quarter of 1978. 

Radio Broadcasting 
Radio Broadcasting has pur- 

chased two NEC 30kW transmitter; 
for their pay TV station, Channel 57. 

Cut Time... 
Now you can cut a substantial part of your 

post production time by coding while 
videotaping. 

The new Telcom T -7000 TIME CODE 
GENERATOR /READER weighs only 10 
ounces, yet offers full -scale capability - 
right in the palm of your hand. 

The internal Ni -Cad battery packs 
up to 8 hours of energy. The 
convenient book size carrying case 
stores another 18 to 30 hours of 
reserve power for long, unexpected 
ENG assignments. 

Check these features: 
Direct keyboard entry of time and 
user bits 
Standard 600 ohm +11 dBm 
output 

Jam -sync (with optional built -n 
reader) 
Colour framing 
Handles drop -frame, 25 and 20' 
frames per second as well as 
remote start/stop capability 
High intensity readout eliminates 
the need for a sun shield. 

Now compare our price ... only $1,695.! 
The T -7000 from Telcom Researct°. 
Innovators in Time Code technology;. 

teI[0111 4 
research 

1163 King Read 
Burlington, Ontario L7 R 3X5'(416) 681 -2450 

Telcom Research offers a complete lin? 
of time code equipmen:. 

Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 
210 South 8th Street. 
Lewiston, N.Y. 14092 
(716) 754 -4347 

Glentronix (1977) Ltc. 
160 Duncan Mill Rd., 
Don Mills, Ontario. M3B 1Z5 
(416) 444 -8497 
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.1 -HANNEL 

_i - MIXER 

PM - 1 

$140.00 

WITH THIS AD LIMIT THREE UNITS 

OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY 31, 1980 

SE SCOM IATRODUCES 
ITS AEW PRODUCTS 

10 BAND 

GRAPHIC 

EQUALIZER 

AC - 1 

$125.00 

3 BAND 

TONE EQUALIZER 

SH-1 

$125.00 

ACTIVE AUDIO 

DA 4 CHANNEL 

SC - 1 

S125.00 

..f 
o 

# 

I7 C)__e®,.... 

b ß 

QM - 1 

$225.00 

3 BAND 
PARAMETRIO 

EQUALIZER 

GO- 1 

$125.00 

ADJUSTABLE 

ACTIVE CROSS 

OVER 

TE - 1 

$100.00 

STEREO HEADPHONE 

AMPLIFIER 

ADA - 1 

$125.00 

STEREO COMBINER 

PHONO & LINE 

PRO FEATURES AT 
SEMI -PRO PRICES 

SHOWN RACK MOUNTED OR 
CAN BE USED INDIVIDUALLY 

AC POWERED OR BATTERY OPTIONAL 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF 
OUR NEW 1979 - 80 CATALOG 

SEE 
SESCOM, INC. 
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE OFFICES 

RETAIL SALES DIVISION 

1111 LAS VEGAS BLVD. NORTH 

LAS VEGAS , NV 89101 U.S.A. 

(702) 384 -0993 (800) 634 -3457 
TWX (910) 397 -6996 
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meetings, 
e vents& 
seminars 
Traveling course -A 5 -day course called Modern 
Methods of Digital Signal Processing is being taken to 
several major cities during 1980. Contact Integrated 
Computer Systems, 3304 Pico Blvd., Dept. BE, P.O. 
Box 5339, Santa Monica, CA 90405. 

February 25 -28 -65th Technical Meeting and Exhibits, 
London: will be held at the London Hilton Hotel and 
the Park Lane Hotel. For information contact Laurie 
Fincham, KEF Electronics Limited, Tovil, Maidstone, 
Kent ME15 6QP, United Kingdom, telephone Maidstone 
(0622) 672261. 

March 24 -25 -Video Disc and Videogram 80 will bring 
together video experts from North America, Europe 
and Japan. For further information, contact Nord 
Media Ltd. , Dept. BE, 37 New Bond Street, London, 
W1Y 9HB, telephone 01- 629 -9381. 

March 26 -28 -The first International Conference and 
Exhibition on Viewdata, Teletext and TV based 
information systems is to be held at the Wembley 
Conference Center in London, England. For more 
information contact Technology Marketing Analysis 
Corporation, 680 Beach Street, Suite 428, Dept. BE, 
San Francisco, CA, telephone (800) 227 -3477. 

April 13 -16, 1980 -Las Vegas will be the site of the 
1980 convention of the National Association of 
Broadcasters. For additional information contact NAB, 
Dept. BE, 1771 N St., NW, Washington, DC 20036. 

May 6 -9 -66th Technical Meeting and Exhibits, Los 
Angeles will take place at the Los Angeles Hilton. For 
more information contact Carolyn Davis, Synergetic 
Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 427 Tustim, CA, 92680, 
telephone (714) 838 -2288. 

June 17 -19, 1980- EuroComm 80 will take place at the 
Bella Center, Copenhagen. The event is for those who 
develop, produce or use highly advanced communica- 
tions equipment for public and commercial purposes. 
In connection with EuroComm 80, a conference 
Comprint International 80 will be held from June 16 -18 
at the Bella Center. For further information, contact 
Bella Center A /S, Center Blvd., DK -2300 Copenhagen 
S. Denmark, phone (01)51 88 11. 

July 25 -27 -World Friendship through Amateur Radio 
is the theme of the national American Radio Relay 
League Convention to be held in Seattle, WA. 
Information may be obtained by writing the 1980 
ARRL National Convention Committee, Dept. BE, P.O. 
Box 68534, Seattle, WA 98168. 

September 20 -23 -The International Broadcasting Con- 
vention 1980, has made its call for papers. For details 
contact the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Dept. 
BE, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, United Kingdom. 
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State broadcasting organizations 
and 

other associations 

(continued from page 16) 

ASSOCIATION FOR 

BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
STANDARDS, INC. 

1730 M STREET, NORTHWEST 
Sun E 705 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 

Wallace E. Johnson, formerly 
chief of the Broadcast Bureau of the 
FCC has become executive director 
of ABES. ABES is a trade associa- 
tion of AM and FM stations con- 
cerned principally with aural broad- 
cast allocations and technical stan- 
dards. 

The Canadian Association of 
Broadcasters 

The Canadian Association of 
Broadcasters has sent its priority 
list on policy to the federal govern- 

ment and included in it a task force 
on communications and broadcast- 
ing. 

The CAB's views on priorities, 
preceding the opening of Parliament 
and the Throne Speech, went to 
Communications Minister David 
Macdonald in a letter signed by the 
association president, Ernest Steel. 

The association made the follow- 
ing points: 

With the onset of new broadcast 
signals delivered by satellite - 
American or Canadian -there 
should be new Canadian content 
rules, says the CAB. Pay TV also 
should live by certain Canadian 
rules and it is the broadcasters who 
should program the system of pay - 
per- channel or pay -per -program. 

The rate structure for the car- 
riage of broadcast signals by Ca- 
nadian satellite also must be re- 
duced and the private broadcasting 

NOW! 
COMPLETE REPRODUCE 

HEAD CALIBRATION 
The new Magnetic Tape Reproduce 
Calibrator (Flux Loop Test System) 
accurately establishes and isolates the 
magnetic characteristics of the reproduce 
head. It allows one to use a Reproduce 
Alignment Tape to isolate and establish 
losses produced by gap characteristics and 
spacing effects. Gap losses and reproduce 
equalization are tabulated in the recently' 
introduced Standard Tape Manual. 

In addition to the new Reproduce Calibrator 
and the Standard Tape Manual, STL offers 
the most complete selection of magnetic 
test tapes available - Frequency Alignment - 

Pink Noise - Sweep - Speed & Flutter. All 
are available in reel -to -reel, cassette and 
cartridge. 

Write or phone for fast delivery. Write for 
free catalog and detailed information on the 
new calibrator. 

©_T0 STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc. 
26120 Eden Landing Road =5 Hayward. CA 94545 
(415) 7863546 
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sector should be represented on the 
Telesat board. 

Social goals set by the governmen: 
should be centered on the secretary 
of state, not the communications 
department where technical matters 
belong. 

Society of Motion Picture & 
Television Engineers 

The theme of SMPTE's 14th An- 
nual Television Conference is "Tice 
Digital Decade." The conference i3 

set for the Sheraton -Centre Hotel in 
Toronto, February 1 -2. 

The 2 -day conference will focus 
on four major areas, one for each 
half -day session. On Friday morn- 
ing, the subject will be The All -Dig -- 
tal TV Plant. On Friday afternoon, 
the session will cover Digital Signcl 
Processing. The Saturday morning 
session will be on Digital Transmis- 
sion and Testing and the Saturday 
afternoon session will discuss Digital 
Video Recording. 

The conference will be highlighted 
by an equipment exhibit that will 
feature equipment relevant to the 
program subjects. Information about 
the SMPTE Television Conference s 
available from SMPTE, 862 Scars- 
dale Ave., Dept. BE, Scarsdale, NY 
10583. '11 

51,,E Beaveronics, Inc. 
VIDEO SWITCHING 

FOR REMOTE Ft SMALL SYSTEMS 
PRODUCTION 
FACILITIES r 

$7,400.00 I . ,+,`°\\ "` -`á 
* t 

FOR $- 
E NG 

, effects, with 
mix -effects am with 

downstream mixer, in. ,des 

FACILITIES downstream preset Er psc ..ram 
ousses with cut bar, RGB chror. key 

FOR MODERATE SIZE FACILITIES 
MODEL B1 -154 4 
$10,990.00 . 

15- input. -bus 
mix /eff /key arm: with 

downstream mix /ke. amp 
Many optional feat's s in- 

cluding DSK Er quad -split etc. 

All Switching Equipment Carries a Two Year War inty 
FAVAG MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS 

Available with accuracy better than 1 second/yr. 

- Write or phone Beaveronics, Inc. 
. 

for details. 8 Haven Avenue 
v. Port Washington, New York 11.150 

Tel: (5161 883 -4414 
Prices and Specifications Subject to Change Without N Dtice. 
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CHIEF ENGINEER - 
"Thank God, it works. We've tried 
everything and we're really 
pleased." 

DIRECTOR - 
"It's a wonderful sense of 
security for a director to have 
access to the people he 
works with." 

TALENT - 
"Without the Comrex, I would 
have been lost." 

Are you entirely satisfied with your ENG 
communications? 

We've just finished talking with every Comrex 
Cue System user and, after talking with them, 
what we can't understand is why every station 
who does ENG, EFP, sports, or live studio 
programming hasn't at least considered our 
Cue System. 

The Comrex Cue System is an RF system that 
goes in a van, helicopter, press box, studio 
control room, etc., and sends both program 
and instructions to small, rugged, pocket 
receivers. 

Give us a call, We're happy to tell you more or 
to send it out on a free ten day trial. 

OaArvnlslV fiRCi 
P.O. Box 269 60 Union Avenue 
Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776 

TEL: 617- 443 -8811 TWX: 710 347 -1049 
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people 
in the news OOO............ 

Manufacturers /Distributors 
John W. Wellend has joined System Concepts as 
marketing services manager. Prior to joining the 
company, Welland was with Convergence. 

Angenieux has announced the appointment of Ken 
Rice for Western TV sales. He will be responsible for 
the sale of zoom optics for broadcast, portable and 
ENG /EFP color cameras. 

IGM division of NTI, has announced the appointment 
of Darrell Wichers as sales manager of the firm. Prior 
to his appointment, he was a house salesman and in 
the customer service department. 

Tom Mouhelis has been appointed Midwest regional 
manager for the professional /industrial products 
group of Maxell. 

Rick Plushner has been appointed Western district 
manager of Sony Industries' digital audio division. 
Prior to joining Sony, Plushner was president of Audio 
Design, Miami, FL, where he designed and supervised 
the sales and installation of professional sound 
systems. 

Eastman Kodak has announced the appointment of 
Otis E. Finley as regional sales manager, Pacific 
Northern region, in the motion picture and audio/vis- 
ual markets division. 

Vince Caravello has been promoted to transmitter 
supervisor for KSDK television in St. Louis. 

US JVC announced the appointment of N. Sakoda to 
the position of director and president. Sakoda 
succeeds S. Hori, who will be assuming new 
responsibilities at Victor world headquarters in Tokyo. 

Tom Jones, sales manager, Multronics, has been 
named vice president, sales and marketing for D -B 
Electronics. 

Data Communications has announced three promotions 
within its broadcast division. BM Boyce was named 
general manager, sales and service. Dewey Hemphill 
will replace Boyce as sales manager. Dorothy Simon 
has been advanced to regional manager of the 
division's central region. 

Hugh P. Wilcox has been named engineering manager 
of Cetec Broadcast Group. Wilcox has responsibiity 
for product design and development and for technical 
support of marketing. 

Wilfred L. Larson, chairman, and Fred O. Dumke, 
secretary- treasurer, two of the co- founders of Switch - 
craft, have announced plans to retire from the 
company effective December 31. Both will continue 
indefinitely as consultants. 

Bruce Scrogin has been promoted to vice president for 
international sales at James B. Lansing Sound. His 
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prior experience includes seven years in the advertis- 
ing division of Sunkist Growers. 

Coastcom has announced the appointment of James H. 
Fisher, Jr. as Southwest regional manager, in charge 
of sales. 

Don Massa has been appointed product manager of 
Ampex Switcher Operations in the video systems 
group of Ampex' audio /video systems division. He was 
previously with RCA. 

Edwin W. Engberg has been appointed product 
manager of the audio products group in Ampex' 
audio /video systems division. 

Radio /Television 

Jack Verner has been named chief engineer of WTBS, 
Atlanta. 

Gino Ricciardelli, chief engineer of WICZ -TV 40, has 
been named director of engineering for Stainless 
Broadcasting Company, North Wales, PA. 

William J. Hart has been promoted to vice president 
and general manager of WILX -TV in Lansing, MI. 
WILX -TV is an NBC affiliate acquired by A -T -O 
Communications in 1978. 

Jim McFarland has been named chief engineer for Life 
Anew Ministries. Previously McFarland was an 
engineer for WMTV in Madison, WI. 

E Q 

STOP MAKING DIRTY PICTURES 

Sigma Video Processing Amplifier (VPA 100) 
strips the dirty sync pulses and fuzzy color 
bursts from helical VTRs or whatever source, 
and reinserts clean pulses and color bursts 
freshly generated from a genlocking sync gen- 
erator such as Sigma CSG 300 or one of your 
own. 

VPA 100 
Front Panel Controls: Color phase, sync, burst, 

pedestal, chroma, video 
Differential Gain: Less than 0.8% (10 -90% APL) 
Differential Phase: Less than 0.5° (10 -90% APL) 

CSG 300 
Genlock Jitter: Less than 1.5° color phase 
Available Options: Variable V &H blanking 

Color black generator 
Color test signal gerator 

Make ENG the easy way! Get the pair! 

SIGMA ELECTRONICS INC. 

1830 STATE STREET, EAST PETERSBURG, PA 17520 
(717) 569 -2681 
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WILKINSON ELECTRONICS 

FM -250SS SO LID STATE 
250 WATT 'FM TRANSMITTER 

FEATURES - Pura Perfect Sound 

Proven High Quality Exciter - 

Mere than 30O In Service 

Small - Light Weight - 

Requires Little Space 

Drawer Construction for 
Simple Maintenance 

Self- Testing Power Supplies 

All Scild State Including 
Timing Controls 

Sate - Reliable - Efficient 
Exceeds U.S. FCC Specifications 

The Wilkinson Electronics FM -250SS all solid state FM broad- 

cast transmitter is housed in a steel cabinet finished in a hard 

durable enamel finish. Only four square feet of floor spare re- 

quired and it is Tight enough for table mounting. All operating 

controls are on the front panel and access to the interior :f the 

Power Amplifier is through the PA cubicle. A sliding drawer dir- 

ectly beneath the PA houses the pcwer supplies and control adder 

circuits. Overload indicators as well as overload reset coindrn s are 

on the front panel of 'his slide -out drawer, All components o these 

circuits are completely accessible when the drawer is opened. 

ELECTRONICS, INC. 

701 CHESTNUT ST. BOX738 
TRAINER, PA. 1901'3 TELEPHONE (215)491 -5100 
TWX 510- 669 -3188 CABLES:WILEC WILEC CHR 
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Chroma Insert Keyer, 
Model 7010. 
A unique comb filte- minimizes 
noise and color-edge craw from 
the key signal. It has "zero -H" 
delay with no installation a -id 
retiming problems cecause the 
delay is less than 25 nanose- 
conds. No separate nsert keyer 
or separate RGB svQtcher is 

required. Each unit 6 equipped 
with remote controland 50 feet 
of cable. 

Color Corrector, Model 5500A. 
It is the ENG production tool for 
adjusting color variations after 
encodinc, and enables a broad- 
caster to balance varyirg color 
values from a variety of p-ogram 
sources. Program materials from 
cameras, tapes, films or network 
feeds car be color -balanced to 
each otter after tape playback or 
microwave receiver during live 
coverage. Available with an 
optional automatic sensor for 
telecine use. 

THE 
SCI ITS 

Dynamic Presence =quali ?er, 
Model 4500. 
Enhances broadcast signal presence 
automatically. Gives program material 
more punch and i'rRroves sound quality. 
Compensates for ac< of presence caused 
by poor microphone placement, incor- 
rect equalization, mi ;aligned tape heads 
and unequalized to ephone circuits. 

FM VOLUMAX® 
Automatic Peak Controller. 
Designed especially for the 
FM broadcaster. Allows maxi- 
mum signal strength and pre- 
vents overmodulation caused 
by ore- emphasized signals. 
Ful orilliance and dynamic 
ranee are maintained without 
distortion through multi -band 
processing. Available in mon- 
aural or stereo. 

DYNaM1C PRESENCE ECM At.IZEp citu 

THE 
SUBSTANCE 

Sights and sounds. Thomson -CSF gives them 
substance. With proven broadcast products 
that enhance the image, correct the color, 
ride gain, equalize and distribute the signal. 
And much more. To put these quality pro- 
ducts to work for you, contact your, nearest 
Thomson -CSF distributor. 
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Image Enhancer, Mark IV Series. 
'Improved signal -to -roise ratio means better enhancement 
Both horizontal and vertical elements are enhanced to elimi- 
nate color softness. In -line, three -tube models are available 
for NTSC, PAL and PAL -M standards. The Model 8010, with 
automatic control, maintains picture sharpness and resolution 
of encoded video, without double enhancement wh =n 

processing a previously enhanced signal. 

Auld o Distribution Amplifier, 
Model 15m. 
Designcc foreither stereo or monaural 
use, :h s mooel contains.tv:o cistribc- 
tioi amplif ers, each wit-: eight bal- 
anced cctpu-s from one inaut 
strappabetca 1 x 16 unit. Ideal for dis- 
tributing program and monitor ci-cuits 
to st idis'and control sons. Features 
different al balanced inou_s, 40 cB 
ga n and hic ì output isolation. 

VOLUMAX® Automatic Peak Controller, 
Model 4330. 

'With patented control action, this AM limiter 
assures maximum utilization of each watt of car -. 
rier power without overmoduiating the transmit- 
ter, and wth minimal signal distortion. Automatic 
peak phasing insures negative asymmetry and is 

silently inverted for positive modulation to the 
maximumallowable limit of 12.5 %. 

AU DIMAX 
Level Controlle 

Rides gain autometically.. Elirrinates 
objectionable swish -up of compres- 
sor -type limiters Features ad ustable 
recovery time. Ard patented-return- 
to-zero function with low distortion 
and superb fçequency resporse. Ideal 
ahead -of- the - im_er for max mum 
program coverage. Avai ablein mono 
or stereo. 

B =D, - 

23SC East LaJol a St. 
Anaheim, CA 92806 ('1L) 630 -3150 

Genera E ec tropics Systems, Inc 
.14LC Sen Peblo Avenue 
B2r <eiey, :A 94702 (415 527-7-7(X) 

Barnet Engineering Asscociates, In :. 
P C. Bo.< :6 Mercer Island, VWA.98040 
(Z.06) 232 -3550 (Seatt e) 

E e_tro-e> 
2300R.climond Avenue P.C. Box 66907 
l- ojsbon, T< 77.006 (713r 526 -34E6 

TV Engineering 
519 Rudder Road 
Fentcn, MO 63026 (314) 343 -5605 
H.M. Dyer Electronics 
31185 Ten Mile Road 
Farm ngton Hills, M148024 .(313)478 -2157 

LerroElectrical Corp. 
3125 N. Broad Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19132 (215) 223 -8200 

Telemeasurements, In:. 
145 Main Avenue 
Clifton, NJ 07014 (201) 473 -8822' 

Lake Systems Corp. 
55 Chapel Street 
Newton, MA 0216C (617) 244-6881 

37 Brownliouse 3oac 
Stamford CT 06902 
Tel. (203).327 -7700 

TWX (7101 474 -3346 
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AO©©X;1121DO 

Lightweight, Rugged, All -Metal 

"Frezii- Lite" 
Portable Camera Lights 
for video /TV & film /ciné 

LEFT: camera -mounted with 
OPTIONAL "Frezzi" Camera - 
Mounting Kits for any video 
camera or "Frezzi -Flex" cine 
camera and other cameras. 
RIGHT: hand -held. Power them 
with "Frezzi" Battery Packs. 

Ready -to -use 100w 250w 

Choice of 100w, $195 / 

150w,250w,350w. 
PRICES 

Made in 
USA 

For information IN.J. 2011427 -1160 IN.Y.C.2121 594 -2294 

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 
7 Valley St. Hawthorne, N.J. 07506 USA 

Export Agents: 

11 Caesar Place,Moonachie,N.1.07074 U.S.A. (201)939-0875 

Telex:Cinecraft Moon TLX 13 -8875 Cables: Cinecraft Moonachie 
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I115TA[ART r i,,.,ani a, 

GO-CART II 
for high , apac iti, al lowest cost 

12061 733 -4567 
4041 HOME ROAD. BELLINGHAM, WA 

98225 
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new products 
Dynamote 

Dynamote has introduced the B18- 
12 to its line of 120Vac power in- 
verters. The B18 -12 provides up to 
1800W for operating floodlights, as 

well as ENG equipment. The unit is 
available in models providing 60Hz, 
or 59.94Hz + .010/o to synchronize 
with standard video vertical deflec- 
tion. 

Circle (175) on Reply Card 

IFB system 
Comrex has introduced a 1W IFB 

system that combines and retrans- 
mits program and instructions from 
ENG van to field personnel. The 
Model CTA cue transmitter takes up 
1 V4 -inch in a standard 19 -inch rack 
and accepts two audio inputs and 
controls levels so that program is 
heard continuously and instructions 
override the program audio as they 
occur. 

Circle (176) on Reply Card 

Table -top console 
Ruslang has developed a u,liver- 

sal table -top transport console, the 
RL 300. It is designed to fit the new 
RL 350 rack base and will accept 
any 19 -inch by 15 N -inch tape 
transport. 

Circle (177) on Reply Card 

THERE IS ONE WAY 
TO EDIT TAPE 

LIKE A PROFESSIONAL 

That one way is to use the EDITALL block. Profes- 
sionals know this well. Throughout the broadcast 
industry, in recording studios, everywhere abso- 
lute editing precision is the least acceptable 
standard, you'll find the EDITALL block. 

EDITALL blocks are available for virtually all for- 
mats of audio and video tape. Our illustrated 
brochure presents the entire line in detail. Write 
to us for it. 

EDITALL 
PO.EDITALL Box 17435 

CORPORATION i ' Washington, D.C. 20041 
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t 
O 

of 

MIC -4 
Pte Low Impedance 

á° Microphone 

m% F° Pre -amp 

LA -3 Line 
Amplifier 

Transformer 
Balanced 

600 ohm output 

:1 

PS -1 Power 
Supply 24 

volts DC 
regulated - 120/240 
VAC input 

41IMINI- 

Pre-amps - Balanced low impedance for micro- 
phone, High impedance general purpose, RIAA 
Phono, NAB tape (17 /e, 33/4, 71/2, 151 ips) 

Equalizers - Active (bass, mid -range, treble) 
high pass filter, low pass filter. 
Other Modules - Line amp, power amp, 
compressor, sine wave oscillator, plug -in 
power supply. 

Accessories - sheet metal, sockets, slide pots. 

Low distortion <.1 %, low noise, bi -fet 
op -amps, high slew rate, single supply (9 -36 
volts DC), plug -in. 

We also manufacture audio transformers, 
snakes, direct boxes and mic- splitters. 

5E5 
MEE 

"Quality 
Engineered 
Sound 
Products" 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE 
COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG 
SESCOM, INC. 
P.O. Box 590, 
12931 Budlong Ave., 
Gardena, CA 90247 U.S.A. 
(213) 770 -3510, 
(800) 421.1828, 
TWX (910) 346 -7023 
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Camera pickup tubes 
Amperex has announced a line of 

low capacitance diode gun Plumbi- 
con television camera tubes for use 
in professional studio, ENG and EFP 
cameras. The diode gun construc- 
tion in this series of tubes provides 
for high resolution, low lag and 
beam reserve for highlight handling, 
according to the manufacturer. 

Circle (178) on Reply Card 

Modulation controller 
Sta -Max, from Automated Broad- 

cast Controls is a wideband modula- 
tion controller that produces maxi- 
mum loudness for FM stereo signals 

with complete elimination of over- 
shoot or distortion. It is compatible 
with any stereo generator /exciter 
combination, signal enhancement 
device or format. 

Circle (179) on Reply Card 

Voltage controlled amplifier 
A low distortion, low noise, high 

bandwidth voltage controlled ampli- 
fier has been introduced by the 
professional product division of dbx. 
The model 2001 VCA approaches 
such low levels of inter -modulation 
and total harmonic distortion inde- 
pendent of gain, input or output 
levels, that they almost cannot be 
measured, according to the manu- 
facturer. 
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Matching transformers 
Beyer has designed a line of 

matching transformers that permits 
professionals to quickly interconnect 
equipment having a variety of 

impedances and connector types. 
Beyer matching transformers are 
available wired into cables or in 
compact plug -in form, with Cannon, 
phone, DIN and phone connectors. 

Circle (181) on Reply Card 

690PLL: 
Clean, clear 
FM sound. 
This is the all -new, extra -stable FM 
exciter from Cetec. Phase -locked 
loop technology for pure, powerful 
sound; IC- controlled power supplies 
for solid reliability. 

Model 690PLL can bring the FM 
sound of tomorrow to any FM trans- 
mitter -even yesterday's transmitter. 
Top -of -the line specs throughout. 
Very, very low noise and distortion. 
Perfect compatibility with all audio 

sources -monaural, composite 
stereo generators, SCA generators. 
690PLL brings out the best in any 
audio processing system. 

Full engineering and performance 
data are available right now, and so is 

this great new FM broadcast compo- 
nent. Write or telephone Andy 
McClure today at 
(805) 684 -7686. 

Cetec 
Broadcast 
Group 

Fred Sears BSEE, Cetec RF design er gineer. 
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REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMERS 
FOR GATES, COLLINS. RCA. ETC. 

GATES PLATE TRANSFORMERS 
FM -250 . $175 
FM-1B .... $400 
BC1E/F 5350 
BCIGIH $350 
BC1T $350 
BC5P $1050 

GATES MODULATION TRANSFORMERS 
BC1 SERIES 5400 
BC5 SERIES.... $1000 

GATES MODULATION REACTORS 
BC1 SERIES 

(40 HY@ 0.6 ADC) $400 
BC5 SERIES 

35 HY @1.4 ADC) $600 

DC FILTER CHOKES 
5.0 HY @71.0 ADC 

(REPLACES BE -0572) $175 
5.0 HY @ 2.0 ADC. $225 
8.0 HY @ 1.5 ADC 5200 
10.0 HY@71.0 ADC 5200 

MISCELLANEOUS 
RCA BTA IRIS TRANSFORMER $400 
VANGUARD 1 PLATE TRANSFORMER $450 
COLLINS 20V2 PLATE TRANSFORMER .... $350 

MANY OTHER TRANSFORMERS ALSO AVAILABLE. 
CALL US FOR FREE OUOTATIONS. LARGE STOCK AND 
FAST DELIVERY. 

24 MONTH GUARANTEE ON Al L ITEMS 

Peter W. Dahl Co. 
4007 Fort Blvd. El Paso. Texas 79930 

Telephone (915) 566 -5365 
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Radio Tape 
for professionals 

REEL TO REEL TAPE 
Ampex, 3M. All grades. 
On reels or hubs. 

CASSETTES, C- 10 -C -90 
With Agfa, TDK tape. 

LEADER & SPLICING TAPE 
EMPTY REELS & BOXES 

All widths, sizes. 

Competitive! 
Shipped from Stock! 

Ask for our recording supplies catalog. 

Poly 
Corp. 

1233 Rand Rd. Des Plaines, IL 60016 
15 

312/298 -5300 
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Cart machine 
The model 3400 rack mount for A, 

B and C sized carts has been added 
to the Broadcast Electronics line of 
cartridge tape machines. The unit is 

111111 

s s 

designed into a rack mount assem- 
bly with no shelf or filler panels 
necessary. It can also be used for 
desktop operation when equipped 
with an optional cover. 

Circle (182) on Reply Card 

Time compression system 
A time compression system de- 

signed to increase or decrease the 
speed of recorded voice and music 
without the loss of definition or 
bandwidth has been introduced by 
Integrated Sound Systems. The 
process enables a 30- second com- 
mercial to be reprocessed to 20 
seconds without producing the high - 
pitched effect which normally oc- 
curs when a recording is played 
faster. 
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Enhancement system 
Kahn Communications has de- 

signed the Non -Symmetra -Mod en- 
hancement system, a concept in AM 
broadcasting that provides 1258/0 
positive modulation, free of typical 

clipping type distortion. The tech- 
nique allows the AM broadcaster to 
custom enhance his signal to in- 
crease coverage, according to the 
manufacturer. 
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Digital products 
A 16 -track digital mastering re- 

corder, two preview units, an elec- 
tronic digital editing system and a 
16 -track update kit for later ex- 
panding a 16 -track recorder to 32 
tracks, have been added to 3M's 
digital mastering series. 
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Digital Air 7 
Temperature 'L 
in Fahrenheit and Celsius 

Indoor & Outdoor Sensors 
Walnut Finish Console 
Selector for F° & C° 
Multi- Sensor Selector 

Remote to Any Distance 
Slaves Available 

Send for Spec. Sheet, Model 309 

Also, a complete line of Weather 
Instruments, Recorders & 

Controllers 
Department B 

Texas 
Electronics, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 7225 
Dallas, TX 75209 

Telephone 
(214) 

631 -2490 
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IMP AUDIO 
DISTRIBUTION 

AMPLIFIERS 

1M PAC 
SERIES 
MODEL 

4820 

( I X 8 ) 

MODULAR PC - CARD SYSTEM 
UP TO 16 CARDS PER FRAME 

NEW . . . MODEL 7821 
SINGLE INPUT X 8 OUTPUTS. 
19 INCH RACK MOUNTING W BUILT - IN POWER SUPPLY 

NEW . . MODEL 7822 DUAL 
CHANNEL (2 X 8) OR ( 1 X 16) 
19 IN, RACK MTG. WITH P. S. 

For prompt assistance call or write 

Manufacturers of CONSOLES 
CONSOLE /SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

"LJOI© PRODUCTS 
A UNIT OF MODULAR DEVICES, INC. 

50 Orville Drive Airport International Plaza 
Bohemia, N.Y. 11716 (516) 567 -9620 
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feedback 
Letters from readers, technical & 

miscellaneous notes, station & plant visits 

Orban address processing 
Regarding Dennis Martin's letter 
(BE, October 1979, p. 10) discussing 
the Elcom "limiter," which is in fact 
a composite (or baseband) clipper, I 

would like to make several observa- 
tions: 

(1.) If Martin feels that he and 
his associates have discovered the 
problem of overshooting lowpass 
filters in stereo generators, then he 
is at least four years too late. The 
first reference known to me in the 
literature on this problem is the 
paper I wrote on "Combining High 
Signal Quality with High Modulation 
Levels in FM" published in 1975. 
The paper describes our Optimod- 
FM system which uses nonlinear 
lowpass filters that combine less 
than 0.5dB overshoot with mainte- 
nance of the integrity of the base- 
band spectrum. Since the introduc- 
tion of the highly successful Opti- 
mod-FM, at least three other manu- 
facturers have introduced systems 
with designs to control overshoot 
without compromising the baseband 
spectrum. 

(2.) Contrary to Martin's asser- 
tions, there are several FM limiting 
systems in commercial production 
which employ fast attack time 
limiters rather then clipping to 
control peak modulation. 

(3.) Martin implies that the 53 
kHz filter in a switching -type stereo 
generator will overshoot and ring. If 
the audio applied to the stereo 
generator is properly lowpass -fil- 
tered such that the baseband spec- 
trum is controlled, then a properly - 
designed 53 kHz composite lowpass 
filter will look like a delay line at all 
baseband frequencies (it must be 
phase -linear to avoid compromising 
the stereo separation), and abso- 
lutely no further ringing will be 
produced. While such filters are not 
perfect delay lines, the ringing 
introduced is quite negligible. (Of 
course, if the 19 kHz filters are 
eliminated, then the 53 kHz filter 
can ring and aliasing distortion will 
also be introduced.) 

(4.) An ordinary swept- front -end 
spectrum analyzer is not suitable 
for evaluating the short -term spec- 
trum of transient phenomenon such 
as filter overshoot because of the 
transient response characteristics of 
the spectrum analyzer's own filters. 
If the transient can be captured 
digitally, then a fast fourier trans- 
form can be computed to find the 
actual spectrum. 

VAN LADDER INTRODUCES 

THE MODEL 2813 BC BROADCASTING UNIT 

Are you plagued with costly interrupts 1s. 

time consuming searches for clear transr fis- 

sion paths and set -up, and lost shots? 

Modern broadcasting demands the fir est 
most reliable equipment available. Siç nal 
interruptions and equipment malfunctiDns 
are costly in viewer and sponsor satisfact on. 

With the Van Ladder Broadcast Unil you 
can extend the reliability of your mobile 
Electronics News Gathering to your sta ion 
system. Raising your microwave antenna 30 
feet allows transmission over trees, buId- 
ings, passing traffic and other line -of -s ght 
objects. Increase the range of on- the -Toot 
transmissions to as many as 30 miles. 

The Van Ladder Model 2813 BC Unit 
mounts on all styles and sizes of Electronic 
News Gathering vans with virtually no 
interior obstructions. 

Van Ladder, Inc. 
Box 1557 
Spencer. Iowa 51301 
800 -831 -5051 

VAN Ç ) LADDER WILL MAKE THE DIFFEREN CE 
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mean more mixing 
i in less space 

With Waters % -irzh thin -line conductive plastic faders yo 
ccn :ram 24 channels into 3n 18 -inch mix bay for high density 
rezo-ding studio applicat ors, sound reinforcement and location 
mixers, and lighting control consoles. 

Waters MM fciE-s retain all the superior quality of 
our Dcceptec LM series the Jding choice of 2,4 -inch or 4 -inch 
travel; 600 chm or 10 k impedance; linear, audio or true loc 
chelacte-istic; and our faned trouble -free long service life. Fo 
more mixinc n less spa.:e circle reader service number or ca I 

Bob Wes- at 617- 358 -277'7 for more information about thin li e 
fc ers 

-:--- - WAT . 
= ''i` . MANUFACTURING, .. - 

de-,KNGFELLOW CENTER. WAYLAND, MA. 01776 (617 3 
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Give 
your 
jock 
live 
assist .., 

pro.r 

Introducing Assyst'm. The back -up auto- 
mation system built around Automated 
Broadcast Controls' incomparable 1600S 
Sequential controller solid -state automation 
programmer. Assyst'm gives you access to 16 
events -expandable to 32 -from up to 9 re- 
peatable audio sources. Complete Assyst'm 
as shown: only 58805.* 

automated 
broadcast 

*F.O.B. Plant 

controls 9155 Brookville Road 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 
301- 587 -3505 
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More Than 

3611 
of Phase » »» 

QUICKLY 
WITH THE 

UN360 

o 

Marke, 
VIDEO TIMING TOOL 

Video Performance 7511 
10 -325ns Passive 
±4ns Trim 

Television Equipment Associates, Inc. 

BILL PEGLER, Director 
BOX 260 SOUTH SALEM, N. Y. 10590 

914. 763.8093 
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(5.) Baseband clipping (as per- 
formed by the Elcom device) hap- 
pens to be a very cheap way to 
make the modulation monitor look 
impressive. However, unlike the 
nonlinear filter approaches which 
keep the main channel separated 
from the stereo subchannel and 
which protect the stereo pilot from 
contamination, the baseband clip- 
ping approach creates both harmon- 
ic and intermodulation distortion in 
the baseband. On a transient basis, 
the main channel, the stereo sub - 
channel, and the pilot can all 
intermodulate with each other. Side - 
bands will be created around the 
pilot. In addition, harmonics of the 
baseband (which can extend to n x 
53 kHz, where n is the harmonic 
number) will be created on a 
transient basis. While their energy 
may be small, they can, on a 
transient basis, exceed FCC occu- 
pied bandwidth requirements. 
Whether they actually do so cannot 
be evaluated accurately with a 
conventional analog spectrum ana- 
lyzer because of the filter transient - 
response and averaging properties 
alluded to above, but they can be 
computed digitally. 

I would, therefore, pose the 
following questions to Martin: 

(a) Have you done a rigorous 
analysis of your station's occupied 
bandwidth? What about adjacent - 
channel interference in secondary 
coverage areas? 

(b) Have you evaluated the dy- 
namic separation (i.e. with left -only 
modulation: is the right -channel 

crosstalk perfectly clean- sounding; 
or is it interrupted by clicks, pops, 
and other non -linear crosstalk)? 

(c) Have you determined the sen- 
sitivity of many different stereo 
decoder designs to modulation of the 
pilot? In particular, have you 
checked the VCO control voltage in 
typical PLL stereo decoder ICs to 
make sure that pilot sidebands are 
not causing glitches in this voltage 
which can introduce instantaneous 
frequency modulation of the recov- 
ered audio? 

(d) Have you determined the ef- 
fect of this technique on crosstalk 
into SCAS( 

(e) Even if none of the above 
considerations are practical prob- 
lems when the system is correctly 
set up (a postulate whose accuracy 
remains to be determined), what is 
the sensitivity of the system to tiny 
drifts in gain between the composite 
clipper threshold and stereo genera- 
tor output level? What happens 
when the clipper is overdriven 
0.5dB? 1.0dB? 

(f) Given that the system is part 
of the transmitter (as it is located 
after the stereo generator), have 
you verified that the system meets 
all requirements of part 73.322 of 
the FCC Rules? Or has the manufac- 
turer filed data with the Commission 
and received a letter stating that 
the device may be freely installed in 
a transmission system as is current- 
ly the case with stereo generators 
with known performance parame- 
ters? 

(g) Is baseband clipping, in fact, 
legal under current FCC Rules as a 

Right On Time! 
Logitek's T -100 Programmable Up /Down Timer 

Only $175 

Full 99- minute 59- second range 
Count may be stopped and restarted without 
reset 
Large, easy -to -read .F6" digits 
Indepencent set control for each digit 
Available in 117VAC and 12VDC models 

Call COLLECT 713 - 782 -4592 for 
FREE 15 DAY APPROVAL 

or see us at NAB Booth # 414 

gltek Electronic Systems, Inc. 3320 BERING DRIVE, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057 
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MICRO MIXER 
Five rh,rnnrl StPren Mirrn(,hone Mirer Only $995 00 
forlPrt tnr hi0h rliialily ,terPn 

n 

riiCiC PrnrinrliOnP6,11:6, 

Fe,ilnr .all and liphtweioht- gain and halanCe 
rnnlrnl: eIeflrnnir:rlly isolated In eliminale anise and 
Nun ¡rir4.ilP Low noma low rlislnrtinn. exrellenl 
Irr.rlurnry r"f`On[P L F n vU in(rato, 
EvPrryenn Eeclromrs 
214 Prnnohlnn Llrive 
Cre:nvdle ,.nirth Carol,na 29609 
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FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS 
CONSOLES 

KITS & WIRED 
AMPLIFIERS 

MIC., EQ,ACN,LINE, 
TAPE, DISC, POWER 

OSCILLATORS 
AUDIO, TAPE BIAS 

POWER SUPPLIES 
SYCAMORE 1033 N. )PAMP LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038 

INC (213) 934 -3566 
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Even With A Cast 
Of Hundreds, 

We're 
Always Glad To DO 

A Special 
Mix 'n match stock parts to custom 
design the ideal reels for your 
mobile unit or studio. 
Sizes, shapes, capacities unlimited. 
A wide choice of rewind options. 
Microphone cable, coaxial cable, 
power cable: hookup & pickup go 
smoother & faster with Hannay Reels. 

No other reel is remotely as efficient! 
Free fact -packed Reel Guide! Ask 
for your copy today. 

Buy Hannay Reels and 
Wind Up With The Best 

CLIFFORD B. HANNAY & SON, INC., WESTERLO, N.Y. 12193 
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ENERGY. 
We can't 
afford to 
waste it. 

means of signal processing? Does 
the fact that the instantaneous pilot 
injection falls well under 8v /o during 
transient clipping violate the FCC 
requirements regarding pilot injec- 
tion? What about transient occupied 
bandwidth? What about clipping - 
induced second harmonic distortion 
of the pilot's exceeding the -40dB 
38kHz suppression requirement? 

Because the use of baseband 
clipping as a means of peak modula- 
tion control in FM stereo transmis- 
sion raises so many serious engi- 
neering questions, I feel that it is 
essential that the technique be 
examined far more rigorously than 
has heretofore been done, and I 
would hope that this letter will 
prompt input of some solid data. It 
is possible that the technique may 
have validity. It is clear from 
fundamental engineering considera- 
tions that the technique must be 
used with, at best, considerable 
restraint to avoid compromising the 
operation of the stereo system and 
violating FCC Rules. Exactly what 
"considerable restraint" means re- 
mains to be demonstrated. 

Robert Orb an 
Orban Associates 

CPs hot topic 
KWTX -TV in Waco, TX has just 

installed a state -of- the -art antenna 
produced for high -band VHF televi- 
sion stations. Our actual operating 
results are so far superior to any 
horizontal transmission in this area 
by actual field strength tests and 
visual television reception that I 

believe the engineering community 
and station operators would want to 
know about them, and I wish you 
would publicize this information. 

M. N. Bostick 
President 

memo 

VIDEOTAPE BUYER - 
Broadcast quality 3/4" videotape. 
Join a long list of satisfied 
broadcasters who have main- 
tained their quality standards 
while trimming their tape bud- 
gets with our 3/4" video cas- 
settes. 

TRY IT 
Call today or send your request 
for a trial 3/4" video cassette on 
your company letterhead. 
Video Tape Exchange 
855 Ave. of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10001 

Ph. (212) 695 -6644 
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You can ta 
this memo 

and 

STUF 

When you and your 
character generator have a lot tc say 
...long credit rolls...sports stati... 
lectures... titling for the hearing 
impaired...the Knox KD128 dis: 
memory system can hold 350 
pages of it. 

And its programmable. With a 
single keyboard, you can create your 

copy and write 
program -o -ito 

the same d sc - that wil 
completely 
cue th 

playbac t. 
Roll or crawl 

non -sequential pages. 
Have random pages recalled 

and displayed for a preset amou it of 
time. All day, if you want. 

Build a few pauses into the 
program if you need to get into i in 
real time. 

You should see what you can do 
with it. 

Call your Knox rep and you ,an. 

A DIVISION OF COMPUTER OPERATIONS 
9700 -B George Palmer Highway, Lanham, M: 20801 

301 -459 -2106 
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new 
literature 

ENG /EJ handbook 
Microwave Associates Communications -An ENG pub- 
lication called ENG /EJ Handbook is offered free of 
charge and deals specifically with the current 
challenges faced by ENG engineering personnel on a 
day -to -day basis. 

Circle (200) on Reply Card 
Noise suppression reference manual 

Topaz Electronics -AC Line Noise Suppression Refer- 
ence Manual is a basic text on the protection of 
sensitive electronic equipment from the problems 
created by ac line noise, transients and spikes. The 
manual covers the basics of ac line noise suppression, 
provides valuable technical data and includes many 
typical applications. 

Circle (201) on Reply Card 

Catalog 
Rohde & Schwarz -A 208 -page catalog called Sound 
and TV Broadcasting 1979/80 has 10 chapters giving a 
comprehensive survey of the company's range of 
sound and TV broadcasting equipment. 

Circle (202) on Reply Card 
Text communications 

Mackintosh Consultants -The Future of Text Commun- 
ications: The Impact of Teletex, stresses the impact 
the adoption of the teletex standard will cause in the 
communications markets. The book is priced at $450. 
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Satellite communications products catalog 
Scientific Atlanta -The 150 -page 1980 catalog of 
satellite communications products describes the com- 
pany's full line of earth stations and communications 
products for transmitting and receiving signals via 
satellite. 
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Standard update 

Electronic Industries Association - Polarity or Phase of 
Microphones for Broadcasting, Recording and Sound 
Reinforcement deals with connections and methods of 
testing which will result in correct phasing of 
microphones for use in broadcasting, recording and 
sound reinforcement. Copies are available for $3. 

Circle (205) on Reply Card 
Engineering product handbook 

Datel- Intersil -A 384 -page revised engineering product 
handbook is offered free. This handbook contains 
information on A/D converters, D/A converters, data 
acquisition systems and many others. 

Circle (206) on Reply Card 
Handbook on engineering 

Electro- Components Divison of AMF -A full line 
catalog /engineering handbook includes all of the 
company's types of switches, wire -wound resistors 
and delay lines. 

Circle (207) on Reply Card 
Products catalog 

A -VIDD Electronics -The 1980 Video Products and 
Services Guide is a 140 -page catalog featuring 
information on all products offered by the company. 
Also included are sample video systems and a 
television terms glossary. 

Circle (208) on Reply Card 

Go anywhere SMPTE 
Edit Code Generator 
and 
Companion Reader 
that will give you an 
instant shot list. 

The only portable SMPTE Code Generator. Shintron Model 640 SMPTE Edit 
Code Generator. 

Goes anywhere with your ENG crew. 
Light and rugged. It attaches to your VTR and produces accurate edit code as you 

shoot important scenes. 
You cannot enjoy full advantages of ENG unless you have the 640 SMPTE Edit 

Code Generator. 
EBU European Standard version available. 

SHINTRONJ 

am®1111.. 

Model 644 Edit Code Reader 
When Shintron builds a new product, we think of our customers' convenience first. 

Good Edit Code Readers are a dime a dozen today, but which one can generate an 

instant shot list'? The only one is Model 644 Edit Code Reader / Raster Display and 

Shot List printer. 

SHUNTRON Worldwide 

Circle (69) on Reply Card 
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Cambridge. MA 02142 USA 
(617)491-8700/ telex 921497 

"I'M SAVING 15t 
ON EVERY GALLON OF 
GAS I BUY." 

"I'm doing four simple 
things to save gasoline -and 
it's like getting a 15¢ discount 
on every gallon! 

"Slowing clown from 70 to 
55 mph on the highway saves 
nie 6¢ a gallon. Keeping my car 
tuned saves 4¢ a gallon. And 
I'm saving another nickel a gal- 
lon by using radial tires and 
keeping them correctly inflated." 

For a free booklet with 
more ways to save energy and 
money, write "Energy," Box 
62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830. 

ENERGY. 
We can't afford to waste it. 

U.S. Department of Energy 
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professional advertisers' classified 
services index 

VIR JAMES 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 
Applications and Field Engineering 
Computerized Frequency Surveys 

345 Colorado Blvd. 
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562 

DENVER, COLORADO 80206 
Member AFCCE 

MIDWEST ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 

`Orz1ULti,zg E.z,io.reti 
6934 A N. UNIVERSITY 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61614 
1309) 692 -4233 
Member AFCCE 

SMITH and POWSTENKO 
Hmunir,' 

Consultants 

2000 N. Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

(202) 293 -7742 

ATLANTIC 
RESEARCH CORPORATION 

Jansky & Bailey 
Telecommunications Consulting 

Member AFCCE 
5390 Cherokee Avenue 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
(703) 354 -3400 

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES 
CONSULTING COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS 

216 N. Green Bay Road 
Suito 208 

Thiensville, WI 63002 
Phone: (414) 242 -6000 Member AFCCE 

CUSTOM EQUIPMENT 
Automation Control Systems 
Data Systems Microcomputers 
You can have exactly what you need! 

Try us. We solve problems. 
VIDEO SPECIALTIES 

P.O. Box 136, Solana Beach, Ca. 92075 
(714) 481 -0073 

datawcPld i11; 

AM FM TV 
Directories 

Allocation Studies 
Antenna Design 

1302 18th St., N.W., Suite 502 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

(202) 296 -4790 

D. L. MARKLEY 
& Associates, Inc. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
3101B W. Harmon Hwy. 

Peoria, Illinois 61604 
(309) 673 -7511 

Member AFCCE 

Amperex Electronics Corp 27 
Asaca Corp. of America 1 

Audio Design 8 Mfg 33 
Auditronics. Inc 41 

Automated Broadcast Controls ... 66 
Beaveronics 57 
Belar . 52 

Berkey Colortran 10 

Beston Electronics. Inc. 12 

Broadcast Audio 43 
Broadcast Electronics 52 
Camera Mart 4 

Canon 31 

Cetec Broadcast Group 63 
Cetec Vega 17 

Central Dynamics Ltd 38 
Christie Electric 54 

Chyron Corp 42 
Cinema Products 15 
Continental Electronics Mfg. 48 
Continental Specialties Corp. 39 
Crosspoint Latch Corp 44 
Peter W. Dahl. Inc 64 
Editall Corp. 62 
Electro -Voice 6 
Evergreen Electronics 66 
John Fluke Mfg. Co. 21 

Frezzolini Electric Corp. 62 
GE (VDEO) 49 
Gertenslager Co 36 
Glentronics Ltd. 55 
Hannay Reels 67 
Harris Corp 7 

Hitachi Denshi America 3 

IGM / NTI 62 
Ikegami 25 
International Tapetronics 53 
Knox Video 67 
LPB. Inc. 46 
Leitch Video Ltd. 37 
Logitek 66 
Maxell 13 
Modular Audio Prod. 64 
NEC America. Inc IFC 
O'Conner 5 

Opamp Labs 66 
Panasonic IBC 
Phelps Dodge Industries Inc. 18. 19 
Philips Broadcasting 8 9 

Polyline 64 
Potomac Instruments. 14 

Regency Electronics 45 
Ruslang 50 
Sescom. Inc 56. 62 
Shintron .68 
Sigma Systems Engineering 59 
Standard Tape Lab. Inc. '.57 
Studer Revox 29 
Television Equipment Assoc 66 
Texas Electronics. Inc. 64 
Thomson CSF Labs Inc 60. 61 

Time 8 Frequency Tech 51 

Ultra Audio Products 52 
US JVC 34. 35 
Van Ladder 65 
Victor Duncan 47 

Video Tape Exchange 67 
Vital Industries BC 
Waters Mfg 65 
Wilkinson 11. 59 
Yves Faroudja 16 

Advertising ia1S in Classified Section are 50 
cents per word. each insertion. and must be 
accompanied by cash to insure publication. 

Each initial or abbreviation counts a lull wo 1. 
Minimum classified charge. $4.00. 

For ads on which replies are sent to us x 
forwarding (blind ads). there is an additional 
charge of $5.00 per insertion. to cover depart- 
ment number. processing of replies. and maili-g 
costs 

Classified columns are not open to advertisi-g 
of any products regularly produced by mar i- 
facturers unless used and no longer owned y 
the manufacturer or a distributor. 

TRAINING 

ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn 
A.S.E T . then B.S. E. T. Free brochure. Grantham 
College. 2550 South La Cienega. Los Angele-.. 
California 90034. 2 -79-íM 

FIRST PHONE through cassette recorded lesso-s 
at home plus one week seminar in Bostce. 
Philadelphia. Detroit. Atlanta or Seattle. Car 
twentieth year teaching FCC license course.. 
Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation. 12 :1 
Ninth. Manhattan Beach. Calif. 90266. Telepho-e 
213- 379 -4461. 8-78 f 
REI has over 5.000 successful graduates and or 
95% pass the FCC 1st Class exams on first tr. 
New FCC exams are on the way Better not tae 
a chance -learn electronics and pass exams to. 
5 week course. Rooms at the school. Call r 
write for information. R.E.I.. 61 N. Pineapr e 
Ave.. Sarasota. Fla 33577. (813) 955-6922: 24 :2 
Tidewater Trail. Fredericksburg. VA 22401. (7C1) 
373 -1441 7-79-en 

SERVICES 

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. 
F.T.C. Brewer Company. P.O. Box 8057. Pens- 
cola. Florida 32505 7-71 1 

HELIAX -STYROFLEX. Large stock - bargar 
prices - tested and certified. Write for price and 
stock lists Sierra Western Electric. Box 2387:. 
Oakland. Calif. 94623. Telephone (415) 832-352-. 

1-73 f 

TRANSMITTER TUBES REPROCESSED -Save 10 
to 50 %. 3CX2500, 4CX5000. 4CX15000 and ma -y 
others. Write for details. FREELAND PRODUC -S 
CO.. 3233 Conti St.. N.O.. La. 70119. 15C4) 
822 -9222 6 -79 -tin 

TOWER SERVICE: Erection. Sales. Service. 
Painting. Inspections. Maintenance contract. 
Pioneer Tower Service. P.O. Box 253. Carrollton. 
Missouri 64633. (816) 542 -0840. 8 -78 -1 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

SCULLY 280 ADD -ONS- Accepts a pair of Dol-y 
361s or any 19" x 3" electronic panel. Or y 
$49.95 FOB Bridgeport. Send check with orgy-. 
Rus Lang Corporation, 247 Ash St . Bridger»,. 
CT 06605. Telephone: (203) 384 -1266. 1 -80- t 

FUJINON ROTA -VERSION SPECIAL EFFEC S 
LENS c/w Fujinon 15 -150mm 12.8 zoom lens a -d 
full servo package. Presently equipped wilt) 
Fernseh KCU and /or KCK mount. In mint 
condition. Demo tape available. Applied Ele.- 
tronics Limited. 299 Evans Avenue. Tororrb 
Ontario M8Z 1K2. (416) 252 -3761. 1 -80- t 

USED TAPE CARTRIDGES, $35.00 PER HU-- 
DRED. Freight Paid. Check with order. Also used 
cartridge parts. CART MART. BOX 3066. FORT 
WORTH. TEXAS 76105. (817) 536 -6437. 12 -79- 74 

FOR SALE: 475 ft. MICROWAVE CABLE 1 -5 /E' 
HALF PRICE Phone Grover Matlock. (91?) 
275 -1364 1 -80-ít 
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT. ) EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.) HELP WANTED (CONT.) 

RCA VTY MODIFICATIONS KITS for TR4/22/50/ 
60/61/70. Splicer (single- frame), TEP Interface. 
Time Code Edit Interface Kit, Audio Splice 
Timing Mod (Audio Insert Editor). Wideband 
Audio Amplifiers, most mod kits. some modules 
available. LAWHED. LTD.. 388 Reed Road, 
Broomall. Pa. 19008. (215) 543 -7600. 4 -78 -tf 

ANDREW LINE & CONNECTORS READY FOR 
EMERGENCY SHIPMENT ANYWHERE BY AIR. 
Broadcast Consultants Corp.. (703) 777 -8660. Box 
590, Leesburg. VA 22075. 10- 79 -tfn 

SONY BVU -50 VTR's (New). CONVERGENCE 
Editing System with TT -6, PC -3. 3 -VO -2860, 2 -9 
B &W Monitors and Cases. Mr. Schlansky. (212) 
594 -8700. 12- 79 -tfn 

BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM. FM or TV trans- 
mitters. frequency change. repair or replacement 
of oven types. Also vacuum types for RCA, 
Gates. Collins. etc. transmitters. Quality prod- 
ucts. reasonable prices and better delivery! Don't 
be without a spare crystal. Frequency change and 
service for AM and FM monitors. Over 30 years in 
the business. Eidson Electronic Co.. Box 96. 
Temple. Texas 76501. Phone (817) 773 -3901. 

12 -74 -tf 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: G.E. transmitter with 
attendent equipment Model TT 59 on Channel 17. 
50 KW very good condition. Available immediate- 
ly. Bargain if you move. Reasonable if I move. 
For details contact: E.B. Wright. 1018 West 
Peachtree St.. Atlanta, Georgia 30309. 404 -875- 
7317. 12 -79 -2t 

GATES AUTOMATION, four Scullys. three Gates 
criterion 80's. two SMC carousels, time an- 
nounce. SC48 programmers. and all Gates inter- 
face equipment. Call Dennis Eversoll, WZAT. 
(912) 233 -8177. 1 -80 -11 

(2) PHILIPS LDH -20 COLOR CAMERAS -each 
with 1:10 zoom, 500 ft. camera cable, CCU, video 
control unit, daylight filters, 2X telextenders. ITE 
tripods. dolly and cam heads -all in excellent 
condition. (1) Hitachi 1212 and (1) 1000P Color 
Cameras with zoom lenses. CCU. tripod and 
dolly -all in excellent condition. Contact Stu 
Lefkowitz. Video Production Services. 1212 Tenth 
Street. Berkeley. CA 94710. (415) 526 -6741. 

1 -80 -3t 

GE PE -400 COLOR CAMERAS -Pedestals, 
Scopes. Racks. Like New. ea. $14,000 
GD PE -350 COLOR CAMERAS -Inhancers, Lens, 
Good Condition. ea. $7,000 
MARCONI MARK VII COLOR CAMERAS- Pedes- 
tals. very good condition. ea. $6,000 
GE PE -240 FILM CAMERA -Automatic Gain & 

Blanking $8.000 
GE 12KW UHF TRANSMITTER -With Channel 14 

Antenna. $18.000 
RCA TK -27A FILM CAMERA -Good Condition, 
TP 15 Available. $12,000 
RCA TP -66 PROJECTORS -Optical & Magnetic 
Sound. ea. $10.000 
RCA TP -6 PROJECTORS -"Oldie But 
Goodie" ea. $1,500 
COLLINS MW408D MICROWAVES -7GHZ, Audio 
Channel, 2 Available. ea. $4,500 
RCA TR -50 VTR's = CAVEC and DOC. 1 with 
editor. ea. $22.500 
RCA TR -4 VTR's -Hi -Band, New Heads. 

ea. $16.000 
AMPEX VPR 7800 VTR's -1" Format. 5 avail- 
able ea. $1.000 
AMPEX 1200A VTR's- Loaded with 
Options ea. $24,000 
RCA TT -10AL VHF TELEVISION TRANSMITTER - 
Low Band, Spares $8.000 
We will buy your used TV equipment. To buy or 
sell, call Toll Free 800- 241 -7878. Bill Kitchen, 
Quality Media Corporation. In GA call 404 -324- 
1271. 9-79-tfn 

IKEGAMI HL -77A w/9 -118mm Canon Auto -Zoom, 
Genlock. AC power supply, cable & case. M. 
Schlansky. (212) 594 -8700. 1- 80 -tfn 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: HITACHI FP20 3 -Sati- 
con ENG camera. new. guaranteed. $8.400. 
Soundesign. Box 921. Beverly Hills 90213. 1 -80 -2t 

TWO EFP VANS fully equipped for every need. 
Your choice 3/4" Editing or quad tape capability. 
Contact Dave. 209- 957 -1761. 12 -79 -3t 
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TWO TELEMET 7945 Vertical Interval Switchers 
$4800.00 each. One DYNAIR 5100 Series. (40X10) 
Routing Switchers $2400.00. Two DYNAIR 
15X10C Routing Switchers $1200.00 each. Four 
Grass Valley Image Enhancers $400.00 each. Two 
Collins 732 -A 1kw fm transmitters $2600.00 each. 
All Guaranteed. Capitol Broadcast Exchange, 
209 -957 -1761. 12 -79 -3t 

USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: AUDIO- Sparta 
A -20h & EP 20B VIDEO SWITCHER- Viscount 
1140 CAMERAS- Shihaden FPC -1000 All. Gates 
TE 201 w /Angenieux 10 to 1 Zoom. FILM 
CHAINS -Bell & Howell 614, Telemation TMM 
203. Telemation TMM 203B. (2) Telemation RCM 
22. Singer Graffiax 0930. Kodak TVM 100A. 
Kodak E -2. Laird 5300, Laird 4100, Beston 410. 
Oceanic Cablevision. 2669 Kilihau St., Honolulu, 
Hawaii 96819 Phone (8081 836 -2888. 1 -80 -1t 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: One LDH -20 Norelco 
Color Television Camera, includes camera heads. 
10 -1 Canon zoom lens. CCU's, cables, local 
control units (tubes not included). Very good 
condition. Contact Mr. Lenn Block, Rush- Presby- 
terian -St. Luke's Medical Center, 600 S. Paulina 
Street. AF413. Chicago. Illinois 60612, (312) 
942 -5185. 1 -80 -1t 

VIDEO AND AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS. 
COMPLETE PLANS AND PC BOARD $20.00 
EACH. ASSEMBLED, TESTED, GUARANTEED, 
$35 95 FACH TELE -AMPS. 8688 ROYAL DRIVE. 
NOBLESVILLE, INDIANA 46060. Check or Money - 
Order. P.O. # OK on 6 or more units of same 
type. 1 -80 -3t 

COPPER STRAP, Ground Screens and #10 wire. 
BCA. (404) 487 -9559. 1- 80 -tfn 

LATEST MODEL EIGEN VIDEO DISC. Excellent 
performance Chroma Ill component color 
recorder /reproducer for broadcast service 
20- second capacity Forward or reverse Slow 
motion Freeze frame for effects and slide 
storage CVS digital time -base corrector Never 
used Asking $33.000 for immediate sale. 
Contact: Mr. K. Blair Benson, Video Corp. of 
America. 231 East 55th Street. New York, NY 
10022. Tel. 12121355 -1600. Ext 292. 1 -80 -1t 

WANTED 

PRE -1960 BROADCAST audio & recording equip- 
ment. catalogs. 16" transcriptions. Robert Van 
Dyke. Squires Ave.. East Quoque. NY 11942. 

11 -79 -41 

WANTED: Pre -1926 radio equipment and tubes. 
August J. Link. Surcom Associates, 305 Wiscon- 
sin Ave.. Oceanside. Ca. 92054. (714) 722 -6162. 

3 -76 -If 

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors 
and for clean. 12 year old or less, 1 KW and 10 
KW AM Transmitters. All duty and transportation 
paid. Surplus Equipment Sales. 2 Thorncliffe 
Park Dr.. Unit 28. Toronto. Ontario. Canada, M4H 
1H2. 416 -421 -5631. 2 -79 -tin 

INSTANT CASH FOR TV EQUIPMENT: Urgently 
need transmitters. antennas. towers, cameras, 
vtrs. color studio equipment. Call toll free 
800 -241 -7878. Bill Kitchen. Quality Media Corpo- 
ration (In Georgia call 404- 324 -1271). 6 -79 -tin 

HELP WANTED 

TV CHIEF ENGINEER for Northwest VHF com- 
mercial station. 150+ market. Must be strong 
maintenance engineer with transmitter, VTR and 
studio equipment experience. Small staff requires 
personal attention to maintenance. Equal oppor- 
tunity employer. Send Resume and salary re- 
quirements to Dept. 482. Broadcast Engineering, 
P.O. Box 12901. Overland Park. KS 66212. 

12 -79 -21 

ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS -Wilkinson 
Electronics. Inc.. near Phila.. Pa. needs AM. FM, 
RF and Audio Engineers and Technicians for 
design. test and sales of its full line of Broadcast 
equipment. Plenty of growth potential with 
excellent salary and benefits. Send resume to G. 
P. Wilkinson. P.O. Box 738, Trainer. PA 19013. 

1 -80 -1t 

..... ..............................I 
ENGINEERING 

and technical sales 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Are you in a dead end situation? Require 
more money? Desire a new location? : 
Ready to move up? If so, we can help : 
you We specialize in the placement of 

.1 Maintenance Engineers, Studio Super- 
visors, Assistant Chief Engineers, Chief : 
E ngineers and Directors' of Engineering . 
tor Television and Radio stations and all 
Broad( ast related industries coast -to- - 
c oast All market sizes and situations a 
We also place SalesiE nginevring Rep -. . 

: resentatives for Broadcast Manu -. 
la( turers Our professional confidential 
nationwide data hank has produced over. 
52.1100.000 00 in Salaried Positions ' e 
there is no fee tor our services For a e 

c ontidential analysis of your employ- a 
ment possibilities phone Alan Kornish at e 
(717) 287 -46 15 or send sour resume' now E 

key systems 
NEW BRIDGE CENTER, KINGSTON. PA 18704 a 

(717) 287 -9635 a 
..... ............................... 

CROWN CENTER, KANSAS CITY, MO. MULTI- 
MEDIA FORUM MAINTENANCE /OPERATING 
TECHNICIAN -Our new Producer's Video Center 
has a new opportunity for someone experienced 
in the maintenance of video equipment (VTR's: , 

production switcher. computerized video effects. 
and other associated equipment. Our equipment 
includes Phillips Cameras. Bosch Fernseh VTR's, 
and the latest computer editor (EPIC). This 
operation is a subsidiary of Hallmark. Inc.. 
Kansas City. and offers a good salary with 
scheduled increases and outstanding Hallmark 
benefits. Please send resume to Virginia Kirlin, 
Plant Employment. Hallmark Cards. Inc.. 25th & 

McGee Trafficway. Kansas City. Missouri. 64108. 
Equal Opportunity M/F Employer. 1 -80 -1t 

CHIEF ENGINEER -for University telecommuni- 
cations center. To manage technical operations 
of TV. FM and CCTV facility, including a major 
facilities upgrade project. Requires BS in related 
field. FCC first. two to five years' experience in 
engineering management, and demonstrated 
leadership ability. Salary to $25.000 depending on 
qualifications and experience. Send application 
to Dept. 483, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 
12901. Overland Park. KS 66212. An Affirmative 
Action /Equal Opportunity Employer. 12 -79 -21 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Must be 1st Class 
FCC licensed for full or part time evangelical 
christian television productions. Knowledge of 
microwave. Send unbroken resume with refer- 
ences and copy of license. All correspondence 
held in confidence. B. Treitler, TYJ Telemedia, 
5395 'B' Industrial Dr., Huntington Beach, CA 
92649. 12 -79 -2t 

PROGRAM COORDINATOR FOR MSO IN MICHI- 
GAN. Must have experience in television produc- 
tion and technical system design. Will supervise 
programming department. teach production 
skills, produce. direct, implement large scale 
remotes. and supervise equipment maintenance. 
One year degree in TV or allied field required. 
Experience in cablecasting or broadcasting with 
first class license preferred. Send resumes to J. 
Ogren. Continental Cablevision. 333 Washington 
Square North. Lansing. MI 48933. 1 -80 -1t 

RADIO ENGINEER -FCC 1st Class Lincensee. 
Supervise transition to new studios by Provi- 
dence 20,000 -watt WBRU -FM. Will start in 
December. Send resume to John Klein, WBRU- 
FM. 75 Waterman St., Providence, R.I. 02912. 
EOE. We encourage women and minorities to 
apply. 1 -80 -2t 
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HELP WANTED (CONT.) 

TELEVISION 
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN 

WCVB -TV. the ABC affiliate in Boston. 
seeks a full -time broadcast maintenance 
technician. Applicants should have 3 or 
more years of broadcast maintenance 
experience with heavy emphasis on digital 
technology and FCC first -class license. We 
offer a 4 -day work week; a base salary of 
up to $28.600 per year plus overtime: and a 
chance to work with new camera and trans- 
mitter installation. 1 -inch tape. CMX editing 
system, and one of the busiest production 
stations in the Country. 

If qualified and interested, send resume (no 
telephone calls please) to Personnel De- 
partment, Boston Broadcasters, Inc., 5 TV 
Place. Needham. MA 02192. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

FIELD ENGINEER: Unique opportunity for an 
individual seeking new career with a rapidly 
growing and competitive manufacturer of broad- 
casting videotape editing equipment. Individuals 
with experience in U -matic and one -inch VTRs 
preferrable: knowledge of state -of- the -art micro- 
processor systems also helpful. A.A. degree or 
equivalent required. Excellent salary and benefits 
for qualified engineer. Send resume in confidence 
to: Doug Tao. Manager Field Engineering, 
Convergence Corporation, 1641 McGaw. Irvine. 
California 92714. Phone (714) 549 -3146. 12 -79 -21 

TELEVISION CHIEF ENGINEER for growing 
station in 195th market. Management experience 
necessary. All fringe benefits. station located in 
beautiful southern Idaho. An Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Reply to Dept. 484. Broadcast Engi- 
neering. P.O. Box 12901. Overland Park, KS 
66212. 12 -79 -t f n 

CHIEF ENGINEER /INSTRUCTOR. FCC first class 
license essential: MEE preferred. Duties: mainte- 
nance of FM studio equipment, transmitter. and 
teach in broadcast curriculum. University of 
Central Arkansas. KUCA -FM. Conway. Arkansas 
72032. Effective date of employment: February 1, 
1980. AA /EOA Employer. 1 -80 -1t 

TELEVISION STUDIO /MAINTENANCE ENGINEER 
for midwest Independent station. Immediate 
opening. Minimum 3 years broadcast experience. 
1 year broadcast equipment maintenance duties 
with First Class. Contact Paul Bohrer, WTTV. 
3490 Bluff Road. Indianapolis, Indiana 46217, 
(317) 787 -2211. 1 -80 -2t 

MIAMI based company looking for maintenance 
engineer with first class license. Familiar with 
broadcast equipment. Willing to travel. Excellent 
salary. Benefits. Reply to Dept. 486 Broadcast 
Engineering. P.O. Box 12901. Overland Park, KS 
66212. 1 -80 -1t 

RADIO: Full time Staff Engineer; requirements 
include First Class Radiotelephone License and 
experience in all areas of radio engineering. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to 
Chester Grubbs. Director of Engineering, KTOK 
Radio, Insilco Broadcast Group. P.O. Box 1000. 
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73101. 1-80-11 

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER needed immedi- 
ately for prominent public TV station. Familiar 
with Ampex 1200 AVR -2, cameras and ENG. 
Opportunity for operations person ready to 
advance. Contact Chief Engineer, WMHT -TV, Box 
17. Schenectady, NY 12301. (518) 356 -1700. 
EOE /AA. 1 -80 -1t 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - immediate opening, 
CBS affiliate on California Monterey Peninsula. 
Hands -on experience in RCA studio, transmitter 
and microwave. $15.000 yearly. Contact Ken 
Warren. C.E.. 46 Garden Court, Monterey, CA 
93940. (408) 649 -0460. EOE. 1 -80 -1t 

WRC -TV, NBC's Washington, D.C. owned 
station has two (2) excellent engineering 
positions available, one for an electronic 
journalism engineer to work the evening 
and week -end shift, and the other for a 
plant maintenance engineer to work the 
midnight shift. The minimum requirement 
for the elctronic journalism position is a 
familiarity with Sony BVU recorders and 
Field TK 76 cameras. To qualify for the 
plant maintenance engineering position 
you should be familiar with RCA and 
Grass Valley Equipment, possess solid 
knowledge of TV engineering and have a 
first class license. 
We offer superior salaries for qualified 
individuals. along with fully paid benefits 
(Nabet represented positions). Interested 
applicants send resumes to Evelyn Sel- 
lers, NBC, 4001 Nebraska Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20016. We are an EEO 
Employer and invite response from minor- 
ity and female applicants. 

That's how many years we've been in final- 
cast Engineering and technical salts 
recruiting. 3 times longer than our nearest 
competitor. We place people nationwide w 'h 
stations. Dealers, and Manufacturers. No 11 e 

to candidates: Our client companies pay all 
fees. All contacts are made discreetly and p'o- 
fessionally with long standing contacts in the 
industry. Your present situation will never be 
jeopardized. And for good reason; after '0 
years we have a reputation to maintain. 

So if you're a candidate or a company, a d 

you're looking tor a 10 (instead of a 3( -n+ st 

time call us. 

riJAMES 
LLOYD 

executive search 

1247 No Glasse 

Orange. Calif. 02t 7 

(714) 639 -710 

Broadcasting 
Electronics Engineers 

and Technicians 
Mechanical & 

Electrical Engineers 
Why endure winter when you can enjoy an 

ideal climate all year round in South Africa? 

The South African Broadcasting Corporation uses the most 
sophisticated television equipment in the world, and makes 

extensive use of video techniques. They have stimulating 
career opportunities for the following people: 

Electronics Engineers & Technicians 
Experience in a broadcasting environment will be an 

advantage. Duties will encompass the planning, Installation 
and maintenance of studio and transmitter equipment for our 

second television network due to commence shortly 
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers 

A knowledge of air conditioning, ventilation, acoustic 
requirements, electricity distribution, electrical generation 

and illumination of studios, transmitter buildings and offices. 
The SABC offers permaneht appointments but two or three 

year contracts would also be considered. 
The salaries are competitive, air fares and the shipping of 

household effects will be paid and the fringe benefits, 
including a housing -loan scheme, are excellent, whilst the 

lifestyle is second to none. 
Don't delay! 

Send your detailed resume to: 
Austin Knight Incorporated, Suite 832, 50 Rockefeller Plaza. 

NY10020, New York. 
Interviews will be conducted in the USA when wives will be 

welcome to attend. 

-'1 
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ALTHOUGH 
THE UNITED WAY 

IS IN THE BUSINESS 
OF GIVING AWAY 

MONEY, WE DON'T 
JUST GIVE IT AWAY. 
Sometimes people think that 
because United Way is in the 
business of giving away money, 
that's all we do. 

But they're wrong. Because 
before United Way gives away 
money, a lot of things must 
happen. Volunteers carefully 
assess each organization 
requesting assistance. 

Does the organization 
represent the best interest of 
the community? 

Will it provide an important 
human service not provided 
elsewhere? 

Does it really deliver the 
services to the people who need 
them? 

When, and only when, these 
and other questions have 
been answered does 
United Way give 
money. 
Thanks to you, it 
works. For all of us. United Way 
7 A PiFiir Srvir. nl Mrgar n& T. 4r1ve.,ismg Counri 

BRoaDcasr 
e1GKleeRI1G 

Advertising Sales Offices 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
Joe Concert, 4 West 58th St. 
New York, NY 10019; 
Phone: (212) 888 -1977 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
Jan Winters, P.O. Box 12901, 
Overland Park, KS 66212; 
Phone: (913) 888 -4664 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Herbert A. Schilt 
3055 Wilshire Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
Phone (213) 387 -0639 

LONDON, ENGLAND 
John Ashcroft & Co., 12 Bear St., 
Leicester Square, London, WC2H 7AS, 
England; 
Phone: 930 -0525 

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND 
John Ashcroft & Co., John J. Lucassen, 
Akerdijk 150A, 1171 PV- Badhoevedorp 
Holland; 
Phone: 2968 -6225 

TOKYO, JAPAN 
International Media Representatives, Ltd., 
2 -29. Toranomon 1- chome, Minato -ku, 
Tokyo 105, Japan; 
Phone: 502 -0656 
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We want to take 
heart attack out of the 

executive suite. 

Having a heart attack isn't some- 
thing you plan. For yourself or for 
others in the office. But nearly one 
million Americans each year die of 
heart disease and stroke. And 
200,000 of them die before retire- 
ment age. 

The American Heart Association 
is fighting to reduce early death 
and disability from heart disease 
and stroke with research, profes- 
sional and public education, and 
community service programs. 

But more needs to be done. 
You can help us find the answers 

by sending your dollars today to 
your local Heart Association, listed 
in your telephone directory 

Put your money where 
your Heart is. f 

American 

Association 
Heart 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
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 When / u does '' ble color camera __---- --__-_--- 
~ f° ' becomean `' 

/ e camera? 

4Wt"-e'_. 

onoom,/mvm'om/.oun^. _ ~" it'a Fianasonic/ENG/EFP N rs 
Nowu can stop admiring NGIEFP coijr cameras, 
and start ownmg one! The surprisingly afïrdablg 
parazmnicAK''50 Thanks to its impress ve list o 
opliors, our three-tube Plumbicon'porlable camera 
doobieouoa studio camera. 

In the field ifs a fully self-contained portable camera 
that vreighaom|V2O|bo. (with our opöoma131000m 
lens .iown), sc it's easy to handle. It's ju as ea.y cc thte 
power, using only 23 watts. You can interlace the AK-750 
with -iy EFP system, because it can be externally 
synchronizei with a single cable. Timing nd phase 
adjuo:nunta are built right into the camera head. 
Or comnect it to any studio system, simpJ by adcii-ig the 
optional lRenol.e Control Unit and studio vewfinder. 

lrdors or cwt, you can look forward to impresve 
perlormance: With an S/N ratio of 49 dB, and horizoin-al 
reoo/uöonol 500 Iies center at the recommended 
i}|uni`aUonot 2O0foo1cand|noutR4. There's even a 
+8d8 gain for a minimum illumination cf¡Jot 15 
footcmod|emal=/1-8. 

Sore impresive circuitry was built into the camera: 
Like aY|/C>emc000r,anRS'17UA sync 0enaxato-wilt 
ÁanÖomk for xtuoioorEFP use, anca color bar generator. 

It also features an optical black, and automatic white 
balance. Mc there's electronic color conversion, as vell 
as a filter wheel behind the lens. 

Horizontal and vertical blanking are both adjustable 
to meet a variety of recording or playback requireme its. 
And your pic:ure is always crisp and clear thanks to 
horizontal aperture correctian and 1-line vertical 
aperture correction built right into the camera head. 

Notonly do you get a long list of standard features 
with the AK-750, there's also.a long list ofcamera options 
available. Suh as 2-line vert cal aperture correction a 
chroma key Lnit, and more. 

So if you're pricing both stidio cameras and 
portable cameras, price one camera that can do both. 
The Panasonic AN-75U. 
Plumbjcon is a registered trademark of N V. PhiIip of Holland 
for TV camera aubes. 
For more infoimation, write: Panasonic Company Video Systems 
Division, One =navonio Way, Secaucus, w J nroyw In Canada 
Panasonic wcpm Systems Department, Mississauga, Ontario 

Circle GO on RN:Ill/Card 
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LIVE FROM LONDON 

LIVE FROM PARIS 

LIVE FROM MOSCOW 

LIVE FROM TOKYO 

11 11111111 11 

1 

FRAME SYNCHRONIZER 
Locks all remote signals to 
house sync. Network, ENG, 
Remote pick -ups, and satellite 
signals will mix with local 
signals with no disturbance. 

Sampling video at 4 times sub - 
carrier for superior technical 
standard and picture quality. 

CHROMAZOOM 
New built -in composite 
CHROMAKEY gives halo -free 
pictures with full control of 
size, positioning and 
Squeezoom manipulation. 

FRAME FREEZER 
Will act like having another 
camera in the studio for still 
shots. Will freeze any full frame 
picture. Will retain last frame of 
interrupted incoming signal 
automatically until picture is 
restored. 

VIDEO COMPRESSOR 
No matter how a slide or scene 
comes in, you can compress 
and /or change its aspect ratio 
as you wish, down to one pic- 
ture element, and position it 
anywhere on the screen. 

Ask for demo tape for con- 
vincing force of Squeezoom. 
Available in NTSC, PAL and 
SECAM. 

MORRELL BEAVERS Midwest 
2644 North Seventh St. 

Terre Haute, Indiana 47804 
Phone 812/466 -3212 

ERIC KING Southeast 
Fox Hill Road 

Lynchburg, Va. 24503 
Phone 804/384 -7001 

One Channel 
or up to 

4 Channels in One 
r 

Simultaneous Live Telecast 
GORDON PETERS Southwest 

P. O. Box 912 
Arlington, Texas 76010 

Phone 817/467 -0051 

BARRY HOLLAND West Coast 
7960 West Beverly Blvd. 

Los Angeles, Calif)rnia 90048 
Phone 714/497 -4516 

ROBERT McALL or BARRY ENDERS Northeast 
34 Autumn Lane, Hicksville, N. Y. 11801 

Phone 516/735 -0055 

ELECTRONIC ZOOM 
See or read information not 
possible without zoom. 

In sports, determine if ball is 

good, simply freeze and en- 
large. Call foul plays more ac- 
curately. Zoom capability on a 

remote or recorded scene. 
Zoom while chroma key 
tracking. 
VERY SPECIAL EFFECTS 
With 2 channels or more, open 
new unlimited vistas of movie - 
type effects. 

Avoid FCC violations. TV blank- 
ing standards automatically 
restored with squeezoom. 

Record 4 pictures on one re- 
corder and play back any one 
full screen with no perceptible 
degradation. 
Display two or more ENG feeds 
simultaneously. Decided ad- 
vantage in news, special events, 
sports. 

Conceived, designed, and 
manufactured in Florida by 
Vital Industries, Inc.- makers of 
the VIX -114 Series Switching 
Systems. 

Patented 

HI TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT INNOVATORS 

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 U.S.A. 

Tel.: Area 904 - 378 -1581 TWX 810 -825 -2370 

Circle (3) on Reply Card 
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